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1. The Commission 
programme for 1978 

Address by Mr Roy Jenkins, 
President of the Commission, 
to the European Parliament on 14 February 

1.1.1. 'A year ago, I presented the Com
mission's annual work programme to Parlia
ment for the first time. Many of the issues 
I then marked out will be with us for many 
years to come. They touch on the nature of 
our Community and its prospects for the fu
ture. 

During the year which has since passed, the 
broad lines of our strategy have, I think, be
come clear. We have put forward a number 
of ideas and proposals; we have registered 
some successes; we have known some disap
pointments. This is not, however, the occa
sion for too much retrospect. The Commis
sion's general report has been submitted to 
you, and I shall be glad to reply to any de
tailed questions arising from it later in the de
bate. For the moment I want to concentrate 
on the future and how we would like to 
shape it. 

Policy should begin at home. Our priority is 
the economic and political development of 
the Community itself. Not only are we 
guardians of a Treaty in which nine sover
eign States undertook obligations with regard 
to each other, defined certain common pur
poses, and created common means to bring 
them about. We also share responsibility for 
the welfare and protection of the 260 million 
people who constitute the citizens of Europe. 
The Europe of the Community is no island. 
Three other European States, each with its 
ancient and proud traditions, want to join us. 
Beyond Europe the Community forms an 
essential part of the Western economic sys
tem, and shares many of the problems which 
affect the industrial world as a whole. More 
perhaps than any of our major partners, we 
also have a closely knit relationship with 
countries all over the world which are long 
tied to us by history, by interest and indeed 
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by affection, and to whose development we 
contribute. It has become something of a 
platitude that the Community looks stronger, 
sometimes more imposing, to those outside 
it than to those within. If such an imbalance 
exists, I do not think it can long persist. 
Hence when I come to speak in more detail 
on the points I have just mentioned, you will 
find that at the end I will return to the idea 
we have of ourselves and to the future role 
of the Community as representative of the 
common interest of its members. 

The greatest problem which now faces the 
Community is the state of the economy and 
particularly the level of its unemployment. 
More than any other international grouping, 
we live by trade, both within the Communi
ty and with others outside it. This is not an 
easy time for any industrial society. We face 
the associated problems of inflation, high un
employment and relative lack of growth. The 
aims of the Commission are two-fold. In the 
shorter term we are concerned with emerg
ency action to sustain industries which for 
reasons I do not have to give are no longer 
fully competitive. In the longer term we are 
concerned to promote the economic growth 
which will enable us to provide employment 
and prosperity for our citizens, and give us 
the opportunity to become once more the ex
emplars rather than the laggards of world ec
onomic progress. 

The recovery of Community industry de
pends in the first instance and primarily on 
a continued assurance of the strength of the 
Community market. But we must not take 
refuge behind a theoretical concept of the 
market economy in order to sidestep the re
sponsibilities which the crisis of industry im
poses on the governments and on the Corn-

NB. The Commission programme for 1978 was set out 
by Mr Jenkins when he presented the Eleventh General 
Report on the Activities of the European Communities 
to Parliament. 
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munity. If the restructuring of the sectors in 
trouble were left to the play of market forces 
alone, or were conducted solely in markets 
defined and circumscribed by national 
boundaries, it would proceed in haphazard 
fashion and destructive of the very purpose 
of the unified market itself and involving so
cial and economic sacrifices which Commu
nity action could and should keep within 
bounds. The initial results which have been 
achieved in the steel and textile industries, 
and the prospect of results in the shipbuild
ing industry show the real contribution the 
Community can make towards tackling the 
crisis, when it is given the powers and the 
means to do so. The problems of European 
industry are continental in scale. Action at 
Community level, therefore, can give a co
herence to restructuring policy which autar
chic, possibly conflicting, action by individual 
States alone cannot. 

Equally, the Community can provide the so
lidarity which enables the more efficient to 
feel their labours will not be wasted and the 
weaker to know that they will not be sacri
ficed to the over-rigorous logic of a classic 
market system. 

The trade understandings the Community 
has negotiated on textiles and is in the pro
cess of negotiating on steel demonstrate its 
ability to combine two important elements. 
First the preservation of traditional trade 
flows. Second, the need to adjust the growth 
of our partners' exports to take account of 
the slowdown in European consumption. But 
our industrialists should not engage in any 
wishful thinking as to the object of the Com
munity's trade policy. It is not the provision 
of protectionist featherbedding. The relatively 
short breathing-space which the trade under
standings can give to industry is only justi
fied if it is used to modernize Community 
production and enable it to withstand inter
national competition. The Commission's dis
cussions with producers, with workers and 
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consumers in the crisis-hit sectors stamp on 
our minds that modernization must be ac
companied by reconversion to other job
creating activities in the regions affected by 
sectoral restructuring. 

This means that the Community must 
launch sectors of growth which will streng
then its industrial capability through greater 
technological advance. The time has come, 
and the chance is there, to make real prog
ress in Community ventures in the fields of 
aerospace, data processing, electronics compo
nents and telecommunications. We have no 
right to pass up these opportunities for 
growth. It would be quite intolerable for a 
Europe in industrial crisis not to exploit its 
own vast market in these high-technology 
sectors. 

At the same time we must recognize that 
the attempt to restore competitiveness to de
clining industries will not, in itself, or in the 
short-term, tackle the problem of unemploy
ment. Now it is not, of course, the Commu
nity's function to intervene massively and di
rectly on the labour market. We do not have 
the powers to do so. But on a smaller scale 
there are Community funds directly available 
for retraining policies. These must be fully 
used. The main impetus, however, for tack
ling the problem of unemployment will not 
come from such policies despite their utility. 
Indeed, the very size of the problem guaran
tees that it cannot be tackled in that way: it 
overshadows all our industrial and economic 
activities. The present reality is of 61h million 
unemployed. The future reality, between 
now and 1985, is of a further 9 million 
young people added to the Community la
bour force and looking for jobs. This is not 
merely an economic problem: it is tragic for 
individuals and it could threaten the founda
tions of our society, and its institutions. We 
cannot be complacent about our existing 
means of tackling this problem. The alarm 
bells need to be sounded. No national econ-
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omy in the Community is exempt from the 
prospect of present levels of unemployment 
persisting, or indeed growing. No national 
government offers, in my view, a long-term 
solution and this in itself is a hindrance to 
any general economic revival. 

What in these circumstances can the Com
munity do? First, our sectoral and regional 
policies must be put together in a coherent 
way, and we must build on last year's limit
ed but successful steps. We have created the 
new Community borrowing power which we 
foreshadowed last year and which can under
pin new investments. We have pushed for
ward plans of action to deal with structural 
problems in several industrial sectors: we 
must turn to the best possible account the 
new appropriations for industrial restructur
ing and the extra funds allocated to the Eu
ropean Coal and Steel Community. In addi
tion we have strengthened the Community's 
other financial instruments, in particular by 
improving the operation of the Social Fund 
and developing the Regional Fund. The pur
suit of these policies and their coordination is 
essential but they will never in themselves 
be a fully satisfactory medium-term answer 
to our economic difficulties. Hence there 
must in our view be a second level of oper
ation, not just supplementary to the first, but 
different in kind. Our need is for a new ec
onomic impulse on an historic scale, and we 
believe that this can be given in the Com
munity by a redefined and faster move tow
ards economic and monetary union. 

I do not intend today to rehearse again the 
arguments which have led us to this view. 
Last month Vice-President Ortoli and I set 
them out before you in Luxembourg. I will 
only emphasize two points today. First, we 
should not allow ourselves to be deluded by 
temporary economic improvements in some 
Member States into believing that a funda
mental economic turn-round is, for the Com
munity as a whole, simply a matter of time. 
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In the long run we know that we are all 
dead; in the medium term a lot of European 
citizens wiil, while they wait, be without 
work. Second, a Community which Jives by 
trade both internally and externally needs 
international monetary stability, for its own 
health and for that of the world as a whole. 
A Community monetary union could play a 
major international role and make a major 
contribution to this end. Last year saw the 
reaffirmation of the avowed Community ob
jective of economic and monetary union. In 
the past few months we have developed the 
arguments in support of a renewed effort to 
realize the objective. During 1978 we shall 
push forward the programme to which the 
European Council gave a 'fair wind' at the 
end of last year. The first stage of our five
year plan-that for this year-will shortly be 
presented to you. We intend to follow 
through these concrete proposals as well as 
encouraging public debate on the wide basic 
issues involved. 

So far I have spoken of our industrial and ec
onomic objectives. I should like now to turn 
to two other sectors of high priority-energy 
and agriculture. 

Energy policy is of vital importance for the 
Community both economically and political
ly. This in itself is hardly a remarkable state
ment. Calls for a Community energy policy 
in the face of import dependence and bal
ance-of-payments deficits are a stock-in-trade 
of politicians' weekend speeches. But the 
reality is stiil here a long way from aspira
tion. What the ordinary citizen sees now is 
that there is for the moment an actual oil 
surplus in the Community. It has even in
duced a relative reduction in energy prices. 
He may, therefore, find the talk about the 
risk of a future shortage of energy both con
fusing and irrelevant. He also sees, from 
time to time, demonstrations against the 
construction of nuclear power plants. I be
lieve that in 1978 we have two obligations. 
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First, to make the Community picture a 
more comprehensible one; and second, to 
take some useful decisions at a Community 
level. To do both we need political impetus 
more than rhetoric. 

Four years after the oil crisis of 1973 all gov
~rn!Dents are clear that increasingly stringent 
hm1ts must be set for energy consumption; 
our awareness of our limited resources and 
longer-term needs is sharper than it was. Ec
onomic and environmental constraints block 
off the path of unlimited expansion of dom
estic energy production. The pressure of the 
oil-producing and exporting countries on the 
one hand, and the need to minimize the 
risks of nuclear proliferation on the other, set 
additional limits. In the long term all the 
countries of the Community, even if they 
possess some temporary abundance, are in 
the same boat. 

What should be the shape therefore of a 
Community energy policy for 1978? We 
must, I think, see it in two different time 
scales, the one up to 1985, and the other 
beyond. The Community's objectives for 
1985, now under revision in the Council are 
ambitious--:-reduction of oil imports, ~ore 
energy savmg, and development of internal 
sources of oil, gas and coal. Energy-saving 
measures taken so far, especially in compar
ison with the position in the United States 
are significant, but they have not so far in~ 
volved any fundamental change of habits. 
Further progress in energy saving will be 
harder because it will involve real sacrifices. 
In this area we can build on national initia
tives at Community level, but for this we 
need decisions and not delay. 

The second time scale concerns invest
ment with long-term returns, principally in 
research and development. We already have 
a multiannual research programme concentrat
ing on energy matters: we have at last 
settled the issue of JET. But in the field of 
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new sources-such as solar, geothermal and 
wind and wave power-and in the develop
ment of existing sources, especially indige
nous sources, there is, in my view, good 
scope for a Community lead and a more am
bitious programme. For example, Communi
ty-backed demonstration projects would be 
of both real and symbolic value. 

We have two other obligations at Communi
ty level. First, and of major importance, we 
must defend Community interests in the en
ergy field vis-a-vis third countries. The Com
!llis~ion is well placed to do this, particularly 
m v1ew of our role under the Euratom Trea
ty in nuclear energy and nuclear supply. Sec
ond, we have to build bridges of explanation 
between various aspects of Community ener
gy activity. In particular we should make 
clear the connections, as we see them, be
tween energy policy and our general econom
ic strategy. Our future standards of living 
style of life, and growth prospects depend o~ 
both and their interaction upon each other. 
Energy policy should not take place, or be 
seen to take place, or appear to take place in 
a vacuum. 

I turn now to agriculture and fisheries. The 
aim of the common agricultural policy is to 
ensure security of supplies to the consumer 
at reasonable prices, and a fair standard of 
living for the producer. Our achievements in 
both directions have been considerable. For 
the agricultural community, our system of 
guaranteed prices and regulated markets has 
provided a degree of security which has been 
enjoyed by few other sectors of the econo
my-and this has been particularly signifi
cant for farmers during the general economic 
turndown from which Europe has recently 
been suffering. For the consumer there h~ 
been in the last year a period of ~table sup
plies, with price rises lower than the rate of 
increase in most other sectors and signifi
cantly lower in most cases. 
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Nevertheless, we have still clearly not suc
ceeded to master the problem of surpluses in 
European agriculture. For several important 
products the long-term supply trends are still 
tending to move ahead of demand. One of 
the most sobering documents which I have 
studied recently was the series of graphs, 
showing trends of production and consump
tion in the main farm products, which we 
submitted to you together with our price 
proposals in December. These graph lines 
mark out clearly how difficult is the market 
situation now and for the future. This very 
serious prospect continues to preoccupy the 
Commission and, as I foreshadowed in my 
speech last year, we take the view that a 
very prudent policy for prices is the only way 
to handle this problem. If we are faced with 
persistent surpluses of, for example, milk or 
sugar-which we have to dispose of through 
either expensive internal measures, or export 
with the aid of large subsidies to any avail
able markets-it it not because the mechan
isms of the CAP are at fault: it is rather be
cause the price levels at which we operate 
the mechanisms have been imprudent. 

Last year, therefore, we proposed only very 
modest increases in the common prices. For 
the next season we have followed the same 
course; and we shall follow it for as long as 
is necessary to check the surpluses. This 
long-term policy will not be an easy or a pop
ular one with the farming sector. I recognize 
that it is already causing difficulties. But I 
must say that in our view it is the only policy 
which can avoid the introduction of even 
harsher measures to bring excess production 
under control, or ultimately the disintegra
tion of the common policy itself. 

Another aspect of the agricultural policy 
where we have made modest progress in the 
last year is the dismantling of the monetary 
compensatory amounts. Here we are moving 
back towards the unity of the market-over 
a reasonable period of time, for a sudden ab-
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olition of monetary compensatory amounts 
would of course compromise our basic policy 
of price moderation. We have to continue 
this process so as to restore a fair basis for 
competition between agricultural producers 
in the different Member States. Of course, 
the monetary fluctuations which have over
taken the agricultural policy are in no way 
the fault of the agricultural sector. They are 
the symptoms of an underlying lack of econ
omic and monetary integration in the Com
munity. Progress towards monetary stability 
is essential for the long-term future of our 
farm policies. 

In the fisheries sector the Community has 
yet to take the decisions about how to apply 
its common policy to the vast areas of sea 
within 200 miles of our coasts. Because of 
overfishing and threatened stocks of fish we 
must limit our catches and adopt strict 
conservation rules, both for own fleets and 
for those of third countries. In negotiating 
for reciprocal fishing rights we have made 
good progress in the last year, and opened up 
important new dimensions in the relations 
between the Community and the rest of the 
world. On the internal regime there has also 
been substantial progress. The Commission 
has put before you, and before the Council, 
all the necessary elements for an equitable 
share-out of the catch, and for effective con
servation of the resources. I do not believe 
that a solution is far away. It will require pol
itical courage from the Council. Ministers 
have to take their responsibilities. But we 
have the right to demand that courage. Both 
the rules of the Treaty, and the need to ma
nage Europe's fishery resources, demand a 
common solution in the common interest of 
all. 

In the case of Mediterranean agriculture we 
have become increasingly conscious of the need 
for improving the situation of rural commu
nities in the regions of Italy and southern 
France-and not forgetting the perspective of 
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an enlargement of the Community which 
would bring in three more countries in the 
south. In the last year the Commission has 
submitted detailed proposals for Mediterra
nean agriculture; they will be one of our pri
orities for action in the next year. Our em
phasis will be on methods of help which 
avoid the build-up of wasteful surpluses of 
Mediterranean products, whether in the 
Community of Nine or in a future Commu
nity of Twelve. 

This bring me to the vital subject of enlarge
ment itself. The way in which the Commu
nity now handles this issue is the hinge on 
which turns the relationship between our in
ternal and our external policies. 1978 will be 
a crucial year for this. The Commission has 
already made the first of what will be a stea
dy stream of proposals for dealing with cer
tain problem areas in the negotiations with 
Greece. We must aim at least to break the 
back of these negotiations by the end of this 
year. The Opinion, the Commission's Opin
ion, on Portugal's application should be rea
dy by the end of March-the end of next 
month. Spain, as we know, made its applica
tion rather later than the others. Talks are 
now beginning and the formal Opinion may 
be expected at the beginning of 1979. 

It is clear from this timetable that the phases 
of the negotiations with the three applicant 
countries will not be concurrent. Indeed, it is 
accepted that the negotiations should not be 
lumped together. But inevitably similar prob
lems affecting all three will arise. There is, 
for example, the transitional period which 
will be required after entry, and there is the 
problem of the transfer of resources, the ad
aptation of the Treaties, and the working of 
the Community institutions. In so far as 
these questions are interlinked, the Commis
sion will be bringing forward ideas at the 
same time as the presentation of the Opinion 
on Portugal, that is by the end of March. 
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The world outside the Community knows 
that enlargement will be for us a test of our 
political will and capacity for economic inte
gration. The world outside, I believe, wants 
us to succeed because the Community has a 
substantial position in the world and any 
weakening of our strength would have da
maging consequences. 

The Member States of the Community are 
economically, intimately interlocked. As a re
sult, as I have argued, a major new initiative 
of Community scope is required for a gener
alized Community economic revival, but the 
Community as a whole is not isolated but is 
an integral and important part of the world 
economy. We are therefore to a considerable 
degree dependent on the external world for 
the permanence of any economic upswing 
we may be able to achieve. As the world's 
largest trading bloc it is essential that we are 
clear about the results we wish to obtain in 
bilateral or multilateral forums. The multila
teral trade negotiations are now beginning 
their crucial phase in Geneva. They are of 
fundamental long-term importance as they 
will do much to set the pattern of trade over 
the next ten years. At the same time we 
need urgent progress to avoid any short-term 
slip into protectionism. 

Of equal importance are the Community's re
lations with the developing world. On my re
cent official visit to the Sudan-a country 
which will have the crucial dual role as 
Chairman of the Arab League and of the Or
ganization of African Unity in the period of 
renegotiation of the Lome Convention, on 
my visit there-1 had the occasion in my 
speech to set out our approach to our rela
tions with the Third World. I said there was 
a need to reconsider the relationship between 
the industrialized nations and the rest. We 
cannot allow those relations to be falsified by 
any historical hangover of an approach of in
equality. The reality is one of greater reci
procity in establishing more realistic contem-
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porary economic relations. We need a just 
international division of labour and resources 
because there is a close interdependence be
tween the prosperity of the economies of the 
industrialized world and the rest. We need to 
ask ourselves how our economic relations 
should be adapted to growing industrial de
velopment in third countries at a time when 
the problems of inflation and unemployment 
in the industrialized nations hamper our abil
ity to stimulate renewed growth. The im
pulse of the Third World has, in my view, 
a major part to play in improving the posi
tion. 

By 1978 decisions will be required on the est
ablishment of a Common Fund, and con
crete progress must be made on commodity 
agreements. We must also deal with ques
tions of the transfer of resources, in particu
lar the debt problems of the least-developed 
and poorest countries. 

This year will also witness two important 
events. First, our southern Mediterranean 
agreements in the Mashreq and Maghreb will 
come into force. Second, we shall begin to 
renegotiate the successor to the Lome Con
vention. I do not want to anticipate the dis
cussions of the first proposals for directives 
for negotiation which we shall put forward but 
I think it right to emphasize our pride in the 
first Lome Convention. It has proved to be 
exemplary for relations between the industrial
ized world and the developing world. In car
rying it out we have acquired a good deal of 
valuable experience. But we must not simply 
rest there but take fresh initiatives. 

This will require intensive consultation 
among the three main economic groupi)lgs 
of industrialized countries. It is fortunate that 
our relations with the United States continue 
to be excellent. Our frequent contacts at of
ficial level were recently consolidated by 
President Carter's visit to the Commission 
on 6 January. It was a visit of great symbolic 
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and practical value. At the President's invi
tation, I shall myself be paying another visit 
to the United States later on this year. 

The Community's relations with Japan, 
which have been difficult in the past, are I 
hope now taking on a new pattern of more 
direct and regular consultations. I found my 
visit to Tokyo last October extremely useful. 
We have followed it up with two recent 
meetings with Mr Ushiba, the Japanese Min
ister for External Economic Relations, but 
there will inevitably continue to be difficulties 
until we can be seen to be moving towards 
a more balanced trading relationship with Ja
pan. 

I am also glad to recall that last year was the 
occasion of the first Western Economic Sum
mit at which the Community itself was re
presented. As I told the House immediately 
afterwards, we greatly welcomed this import
ant advance. The President of the Council 
and I will continue to represent the Commu
nity at future Western Economic Summits to 
deal with matters within the competence of 
the Community. 

I have marked out for you some of our in
ternal and external priorities for the coming 
year. I have not, and cannot, deal with every 
aspect of policy of interest to each Member 
of the House. But there are two additional 
points which I should like to make to you. 

First, to carry through these priorities effec
tively the Commission has to ensure that its 
special place as the institutional balance of 
the Communities-as initiator and executor 
of agreed programmes-is not undermined 
by unreasonable staff constraints. We are 
continually called on to produce bold, new 
imaginative solutions to the Community's 
problems. This is what we want to do. Some
times we succeed. But at other times our 
contribution is less, qualitatively rather than 
quantitatively, than we would wish. The rea
son is simple. Many parts of the Commis-
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sion's services are simply running hard to 
keep up with the pressure of daily events, of 
day-to-day business. 

After a year's experience of the work of the 
Commission I fully accept that we have a re
sponsibility to do all we can to put our house 
in order-and this, I believe, is to a large de
gree in hand. I know also of the resistance 
there is in Member States to any significant 
growth in the number of officials. But we 
cannot ignore the relatively low base from 
which we start and we must recognize that 
the role of the Community is not contract
ing, but expanding. We have had in the last 
year much more work to do on fish, on tex
tiles, on steel, on enlargement, not to men
tion new areas of Community activity like 
health and postal questions. All these have 
been added without taking away any other 
areas of activity. These, and other new activ
ities, cannot be managed simply by cutting 
down on others. Neither Parliament nor the 
Council of Ministers, in the last analysis, 
want that. This Parliament in itself criticized 
the inability of the Commission to provide 
an adequate service in some sectors. A di
rectly-elected Parliament will no doubt make 
further demands but our ability to meet 
them will not automatically increase. I there
fore ask simply for a more realistic apprecia
tion of the need for staff resources to cope 
with new and developing tasks. 

I have mentioned the directly-elected Parlia
ment. We had all hoped that 1978 would be 
the year of direct elections. It is, unfortunate
ly, now clear that this will not be so. The de
lay is unnecessary and regrettable, for the 
Community badly needs the impulse which 
a directly-elected Parliament can give. 

Nevertheless, within the next twelve months 
the campaign will begin and this is why in 
presenting to you the Commission's report 
on activities in 1977, and our programme for 
1978, I.have picked out the central themes 
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on which, I believe, such a European election 
should be fought. We know that we shall 
have a directly-elected Parliament. What we 
cannot be sure of is whether that election 
will be fought, as it should be, on the major 
European issues. We in the Commission will 
do all we can to ensure that that is so. We 
must be ready to give, especially to you, an 
even more thorough-going justification of 
our policies than in the past. You must en
sure, and all the candidates for election also, 
that the occasion does not become a substi
tute for action nor a diversion into national 
obsessions. The issues we face together are 
too serious for that. 

With that in mind I want finally to say a word 
about the Community itself, its relationship 
with the Member States, the working of its in
stitutions, the way in which it engages public 
opinion: in short ourselves in a looking glass. 
Recently there has been some reluctance to 
look too closely. I have heard it said, some
times in this House, that it is better to 
proceed from day to day, dealing in practical 
fashion with practical problems, rather than 
to look too far ahead and to seek the way in 
which we want to go. I am not among those 
who want constant obsessive, introspective 
re-examination of fundamentals; I believe 
that we must see things as they are, that we 
must try also to map the course ahead, and 
sometimes lift up our eyes to the hills. If we 
do not do so, there is a real danger that our 
enterprise will go backwards rather than for
wards. 

The prospect of enlargement compels us to 
look at ourselves in just the way I have in 
mind. I start from the basic point that the 
Community is designed to represent the 
common interest of the States and peoples of 
which it is composed. In certain areas that 
interest has been defined, common policies 
have been worked out, and the necessary 
mechanisms for giving them effect have 
been set in place. That process is of course 
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continuing. Like all living organisms the 
Community does not necessarily evolve in 
the most logical way. It may, for example, be 
logical for us to work out a common fisheries 
policy, but it is less obviously logical to find 
the Community giving such priority to com
mon policies for industries in difficulty or de
cline. Nevertheless recent events have well 
demonstrated what the Community is for. It 
is for dealing with problems, not with all 
problems but with those which can best be 
dealt with by all of us together. The institu
tions are there. The framework for argument, 
for give-and-take, for the expression of solid
arity, and for effective decision exists. The 
means of action are there or can rapidly be 
created. All that is necessary is the will to 
use them. 

During the past year I have seen from the 
inside how symbiotic is the work of the 
Council of Ministers and the Commission. 
Their relationship is, I think, sometimes one 
of constructive tension, but also and more 
often one of mutual reliance, mutual need 
and mutual respect for each other's indepen
dence and competence. Recognition of that 
reliance, that need and that respect should, I 
think, become a kind of mental reflex when 
problems of more than national scope arise 
and assume a European perspective. This is 
equally true of the Commission's relationship 
with this House. Recognition of mutual rel
iance, mutual need and mutual respect 
should again cause a European reflex. I have 
already said that we hope that the direct 
elections of next year will be fought on ma
jor European issues. We want the European 
reflex to extend not only to governments 
and administrations and parliaments, but to 
the citizens of our Community. 

I was much struck recently when an Irish 
magistrate, faced with a problem of what to 
do with a trawler which had been arrested 
for illegal fishing, concluded that the issue 
was too big for his court, or indeed any na-
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tional court, and should go to the European 
Court of Justice. His reflex was right: that 
Court is not only a Community body but 
also a judicial organ of each Member State 
and its decisions are directly enforceable 
throughout the Community. Here we see 
Europe in the making. You may count upon 
the Commission playing a major role in that 
process of creation. Let us ensure that the 
strength of our internal purpose is at least as 
great as our external power of attraction.' 
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2. Economic and 
monetary union: 
Action programme 
for 1978 

Guidelines proposed 
by the Commission 

1.2 .1. On 14 February the Commission 
sent a communication to the Council con
taining proposals for implementing, in 1978, 
the economic and monetary action pro
gramme which it presented last December. 

The Commission prepared a communication 
on the prospects for economic and monetary 
union 1 for the meeting of the European 
Council on 5 and 6 December.2 The Heads 
of Government reacted favourably to the pa
per,3 which contained proposals for a five
year <economic and monetary action pro
gramme; the details would be set out in an
nual instalments and regular reviews would 
be made at the highest political level to en
sure that it was implemented. The paper the 
Commission has just approved and sent to 
the Council presents the broad lines of the 
programme for 1978. 

These broad lines constitute an overall plan 
of action for the different sectors in the com
ing year (economic and monetary policy, cus
toms administration, social, regional and 
structural policy, energy and so on) aimed at 
paving the way for economic and monetary 
union while at the same time attempting to 
come up with lasting solutions to the Euro
pean economic crisis. 

The main lines of the programme 

1.2.2. The Commission intends to attack 
on three main fronts: 
(i) increased convergence of economies and 
economic policies; 
(ii) progress in the creation of a single com
petitive market; 
(iii) development of Community structural 
and social policies. 
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Increased convergence of economic policies is a 
prerequisite of progress towards European in
tegration. In view of the present degree of 
economic interdependence, any solution on 
the price, economic growth and employment 
fronts in any one Member State is closely 
tied up with the action taken in the neigh
bouring State. In view of this the coordina
tion of short-term economic policies must 
take on a new dimension, to become more 
realistic in practice and wider in application. 

The Commission will therefore concentrate 
on working towards a closer coordination of 
monetary and budgetary policies and the re
establishment of monetary cohesion within 
the Community. 

With regard to the achievement of a single 
Community market-a step towards integra
tion, a growth factor and a guarantee against 
the temptations of protectionism-the Com
mission trusts that the Council will in 1978 
make full use of the political stimulus prov
ided by the last European Council by adopt
ing a number of important proposals now be
fore it, particularly those relating to tax har
monization, the elimination of technical bar
riers to trade and the opening of public con
tracts to competitive bidding. 

In order to promote the free movement of 
goods within the Community steps should 
be taken in the course of the year to encou
rage greater harmonization of customs regu
lations in respect of both internal and exter
nal Community trade. 

The Commission will also endeavour in the 
months ahead to improve the quality of sec
fora/ information in an attempt to obtain ear
ly warning of crisis symptoms and hence be 
able to define more clearly the action to be 
taken in the different industries. It also in-

1 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 1.2.1. 
2 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.3.26. 
3 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.1. 
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tends to pursue its policy of concerted action 
with the national authorities to remedy exist
ing structural problems, to outline prospects 
for the development of the Community 
economy in the priority areas of the growth 
sectors and energy and to ensure that the ne
cessary investment programmes are carried 
out. 

Methods 

1.2 .3. The 1978 action programme proposed 
by the Commission, which is the first annual 
programme under the five-year plan present
ed to the European Council last December, 
will be submitted for approval to the differ
ent Council meetings (Foreign Affairs, Social 
Affairs, Agriculture, Economic and Financial 
Affairs, Energy). 

The programme as a whole constitutes a co
herent framework for action by the Member 
States and the Community to support the 
economy, to deal with structural problems 
and to lead Europe out of the current crisis. 
It also constitutes the foundation on which 
to build a genuine economic and monetary 
union, to be constructed as progress is made 
in the different fields. 

If this programme is to be implemented sa
tisfactorily, it must be monitored throughout 
and given effective political backing; in addi
tion the European Council should carry out 
a review at the end of each year. It will also 
necessitate close cooperation with both sides 
of industry. 

1.2 .4. The Council should consider the ac
tion programme during the first quarter of 
1978 and take the necessary decisions to 
implement it during the year. 

At the Council meeting on economic and fi
nancial affairs held on 20 Febru&ry, Mr Or
toli, Vice-President of the Commission with 
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special responsibility for economic and finan
cial affairs, presented the Commission's com
munication on the action programme for 
1978. This was well received by the Council 
which, in preparation for its deliberations on 
the substance of the programme, instructed 
the Permanent Representatives Committee 
and the Committees specializing in econom
ic, financial and monetary affairs to examine 
the Commission's paper and submit a report 
covering all matters raised in it. 
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3. Renewal of the 
Lame Convention 

Preparation for the 
negotiations 

1.3.1. The renewal of the ACP-EEC Con
vention of Lome is henceforth part of the 
work plan of the Community institutions. 

On 16 February the Commission presented 
to the Council a memorandum on the pre
paration of the forthcoming negotiations with 
the ACP States for the renewal of the Con
vention. 

This initial communication does not cover all 
the subjects which may be discussed. The 
Commission will make more detailed propo
sals in due course. 

The Convention, which was signed in Lome 
on 28 February 1975 1 between the Commu
nity and 46 ACP countries-now 53-came 
into force on 1 April 19762 and is due to ex
pire on 1 March 1980. 

From the Treaty of Rome 
to the Y aounde Convention 

1.3.2. The Lome Convention developed 
out of the relationship between the countries 
signatory to the EEC Treaty and a number 
of overseas countries. 

The Treaty of Rome, which entered into for
ce on 1 January 1958, made provision for the 
implementation and continuation of an asso
ciation with the overseas countries and terri
tories. This association was solemnly defined 
in the preamble to the Treaty and more pre
cisely in an Implementing Convention 
annexed to it, laying down the conditions of 
an association to last five years. 

The accession to independence of most of 
the overseas countries and territories was to 
change rapidly and fundamentally the frame
work within which the first convention of as
sociation was concluded. 
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Signed in Yaounde on 20 July 1963, the new 
convention 3 entered into force on 1 June 
1964 laying down, for a period of five years, 
the conditions and procedure for the associa
tions between the Community of the Six and 
the 18 Associated African States and Mad
agascar (AASM). The Convention was 
renewed in July 1969 and expired on 31 Jan
uary 1975. 

The ACP-EEC Convention of Lome 

1.3.3. The enlargement of the Community 
was to lend a new dimension to the relation
ship between the Nine and the Third World. 
Protocol No 22 to the Act of Accession 
offered twenty Commonwealth countries the 
possibility of concluding with the Communi
ty a convention of Association comprising 
reciprocal rights and obligations, particularly in 
the field of trade. 

The negotiations opened in Brussels in July 
1973 4 and ended in the signature in Febru
ary 1975 of the ACP-EEC Convention of 
Lome. 

This agreement was described at the time as 
both historical and serving as an example, 
since it constituted a new model for relations 
between Europe and the developing coun
tries by combining and putting to common 
use all the instruments of developmen~ aid. 

The preamble to the Convention stated that 
the contracting parties were 'resolved to est
ablish a new model for relations ... compat
ible with the aspirations of the international 
community towards a more just and more 
balanced economic order'. 

' Bull. EC 1-1975, points 1101 to 1105. 
2 Bull. EC 3-1976, points 110 I to 1109 and OJ L25 of 
30.1.1976. 
' OJ 93 of 11.6.1964. 
4 Bull. EC 7/8-1973, points 110 I to 1106. 
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The Convention took over some of the basic 
tenets of the Yaounde Convention-duty
free entry, financial and technical coopera
tion-and improved them. It also contained, 
however, some fundamental innovations, 
particularly the system for the stabilization of 
export earnings (Stabex); this original and ex
emplary instrument was designed to provide 
the poor countries with a guarantee against 
fluctuations in the price of commodities and 
to enable them to plan their development 
more easily. 

Towards the renewal of the Convention 

1.3.4. Since the Convention is due to ex
pire on 1 March 1980, the Contracting Par
ties must, in September 1978--eighteen 
months before the expiry date, as stipulated 
in the final provisions of the Conven
tion-'enter into negotiations in order to ex
amine what provisions shall subsequently 
govern relations between the Community 
and the Member States and the ACP States'. 

This is why the Commission has now pres
ented a memorandum on the subject to the 
Council, which will have to act on it before 
the end of the first half of 1978 and so that 
negotiations can commence on the appointed 
date. 

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission 
with special responsibility for development 
problems, highlighted at a press conference 
certain aspects of the Commission's memor
andum, concerning notably the consolidation 
of the system. 

Cooperation in trade and industrY-The ef
fects of free access to the Community mar
ket are. beginning to show up in the statis
tics. Imports from the ACP States are grow
ing more rapidly than those from other deve
loping countries. In order to consolidate this 
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free access, account must be taken of it in 
the Nine's own industrial planning. This 
means improving the arrangements for con
sultation and coordination in commerce and 
industry to take account of 'sensitive' areas. 
This would be a significant innovation and it 
should result in a relatively smooth adjust
ment of the development process. 

It is also proposed that provision be included 
in the next convention to encourage private 
investment for those ACP countries that de
sire it-along the lines of the Commission's 
recent proposals in this field. 1 

Financial cooperation-The Commission pro
poses certain minor adjustments in this field: 
(i) more assistance for small and medium
sized firms and microprojects; 
(ii) provisions for cofinancing; 
(iii) greater emphasis on regional projects, 
notably by raising the proportion of the EDF 
earmarked for the purpose. 

Bringing the EDF into the budget-The Com
mission will propose that the European De
velopment Fund be included in the budget. 
Parliament has already formally requested 
this, notably when the 1977 and 1978 bud
gets were adopted. 

The memorandum also draws attention to 
the importance of human rights in the eyes of 
the European public, whose support is vital 
for the continuation and enhancement of a 
real cooperation policy. It is suggested that a 
reference to human rights should appear in 
the new convention in a form still to be dec
ided. 

1 Bull. EC 1-1978, points 1.4.4 to 1.4.6. 
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4. Greece: 
negotiations enter the 
substantive phase 

1.4.1. The negotiations on Greece's acces
sion to the Community, which opened in 
July 1976,1 entered into a new phase in 
February, when substantive discussions took 
over from exploratory talks. 

A new stage 

1.4.2. The entry into this new stage, which 
was in line with the forecasts made and the 
intentions expressed by both sides, is none 
the less of some political and also pyscholog
ical importance. The Community and Greece 
agreed at the fourth ministerial session of the 
Negotiating Conference, held in Luxembourg 
on 17 October 1977,2 to set in train the ne
gotiations proper in certain fields, as soon as 
the technical preparations permitted. 

These preparations were completed in time 
for the fifth ministerial session of the Con
ference on 19 December 1977.3 On this oc
casion, Mr Natali, Vice-President, stated that 
the Commission would submit to the Coun
cil as soon as possible proposals for common 
positions under the sector-by-sector ap
proach, starting with customs union for in
dustrial products. 3 On 25 January the Com
mission presented a communication to the 
Council containing the first proposals con
cerning the transitional arrangements to be 
applied to trade in those products within the 
enlarged Community. 4 

On the basis of these proposals, the Council 
adopted a common position on 7 February. It 
was agreed at the same time that the nego
tiations would move from the exploratory 
phase to the substantive discussions. 

Having noted with satisfaction the Commis
sion's intention of submitting proposals 
covering every field of the negotiations by 
the end of the summer, the Council declared 
that it was determined to conclude the sub
stantive negotiations with Greece with all 
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possible speed and that it would make every 
effort to see that this phase of the negotia
tions could be concluded by the end of this 
year. 

Two days later, the Commission transmitted 
to the Council its proposals concerning cap
ital movements; in this case, too, a common 
Community position was quickly adopted. 

Consequently, it was possible to open the 
substantive phase of the discussions during 
the two sessions of the negotiations conduct
ed at deputy level (the eleventh and twelfth) 
in Brussels on 10 and 27 February. The work 
of these sessions covered customs union for 
industrial products and also, on 27 February, 
the problem of capital movements. In both 
areas agreement was reached on a number of 
points. 

Fronn 1975 to 1978 

1.4.3. The negotiations have thus entered a 
more concrete phase some two years and 
eight months after Greece's application for 
membership. It is possible to trace the devel
opment of the negotiations. 

1.4.4. Greece applied for membership of 
the Communities on 12 June 1975 5 and on 
24 June 1975 the Council called on the Com
mission to give its Opinion. In its Opinion, 
adopted on 28 January 1976,6 the Commis
sion recommended that a clear positive an
swer be given to the application and that ne
gotiations for Greek accession should accor
dingly be opened. The Opinion also stated 
that in view of the major structural changes 

' Bull. EC 7/8-1976, points 1201 to 1205. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.2.3. 
' Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.2.1. 
' Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.2.2. 
5 Bull. EC 6-1975, points 1201 to 1212. 
• Bull. EC 1-1976, points 110 I to I Ill and Supplement 
2/76 - Bull. EC. 
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in the Greek economy that would be re
quired it would seem desirable that some 
time be allowed to elapse before the obliga
tions of membership were undertaken. After 
taking note of the Commission's Opinion, 
the Council stated on 9 February 1976 that 
it was in favour of the application and that 
the preparatory talks essential to the esta
blishment of a common basis for negotia
tions should take place as soon as possible in 
a positive spirit. 

1.4.5. The negotiations between Greece 
and the Community were then formally 
opened in Brussels 1 on 27 July 1976 by a 
Ministerial Conference at which both parties 
agreed that the basis for the negotiations 
would be the acceptance by Greece of all that 
the Community had already achieved, sub
ject to appropriate transitional arrangements. 

The first session at ministerial level was held 
in Luxembourg on 19 October 1976 2 to de
termine negotiating procedure and it was 
agreed that there would normally be one 
ministerial meeting every quarter and a 
meeting at deputy level once a month. This 
first ministerial session was followed by four 
others in 1977 (April, July, October and De
cember).3 

The first meeting at deputy level was held 
on 10 December 1976.4 It was followed by 
nine more meetings in 1977 and two in Feb
ruary 1978. 

During these meetings the Greek delegation 
submitted to the Community a series of 
memoranda setting out its requests for trans
itional measures in the various areas covered 
by the negotiations: customs union, external 
relations, regional policy and State aids, bud
get, ECSC, agriculture, social affairs, right of 
establishment, capital movements, institu
tional matters, and Euratom. 
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The Community made preliminary state
ments commenting on all these memoranda 
except the last two. 

In parallel with these negotiations the Com
mission and the Greek delegation have un
dertaken an examination of the Communi
ty's secondary legislation to determine what 
technical amendments need to be made as a 
result of Greek accession. This examination 
began in October 1976 and has made consid
erable progress although there is a fair 
amount of ground still to be covered in the 
agricultural sector. 

' Bull. EC 7/8-1976, points 1201 to 1205. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2328. 
1 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.2.1, 7/8-1977, point 2.2.1, 
10-1977, point 2.2.3 and 12-1977, point 2.2.1. 
4 Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2338. 
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5. Energy: 
coal policy and 
oil refining 

1.5 .1. Energy policy was in the limelight in 
February; in addition to marking the twenty
fifth anniversary of the first common mar
ket-the coal market-the month also saw 
the presentation of two communications to 
the Council, one of which, on oil refining, is 
of particular importance both economically 
and politically. 

Common market m coal: 
1953 to 1978 

1.5.2. The first of the European Communi
ties, the ECSC, initiated by Robert Schu
man's historic declaration of 9 May 1950, led 
to the establishment of the first common 
market-the coal market-on 10 February 
1953. 

In a document published by the Commission 
to commemorate the occasion, Mr Guido 
Brunner, Member of the Commission re
sponsible for energy, underlines the signifi
cance of this event without, however, gloss
ing over the difficulties encountered en route 
and the imperfections which still exist. 

'When the European Coal and Steel Com
munity was founded', said Mr Brunner, 'coal 
mining was one of the key industries and 
the prerequisite for economic growth. Five 
years later the oil boom plunged the coal in
dustry into crisis. Coal has since passed 
through a painful process of adjustment. The 
impact of the 1973 oil crisis, the realization 
that for almost 59% of its energy require
ments the Community was dependent on 
imports, and the difficulties in the develop
ment of nuclear energy certainly improved 
matters for the Community coal industry, 
but it will still be difficult to reach the pro
duction target of 250 million tee set by the 
European Community in 1974... Despite all 
the difficulties the Commission is convinced 
that coal, and the common market for coal, 
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will be able to make good progress even in 
a world altered by the energy crisis. ' 

Looking back over these past twenty-five 
years, three main phases of development are 
to be discerned. 

First phase: 1953 to 1957 

1.5.3. Coal shortage and rebuilding of the 
industry after the war; practically no world 
trade in coal and no problem of competition 
with oil. Coal's share of primary energy con
sumption was 70%. Coal production in the 
Community (of the Six) rose slowly from 242 
million tonnes in 1953 to 254 million tonnes 
in 1957 (UK production was 228 million 
tonnes and 227 million tonnes respectively). 
It was hard to attract recruits to the pits. In 
the original six countries the workforce in 
the mines numbered some 1.1 million in 
1953. Investments were low, and coal prices 
were regulated. The High Authority concen
trated on promoting healthy competition be
tween coal producers, reducing discrimina
tion between coal users, eliminating barriers 
to cross-frontier trade and establishing com
mon rail tariffs. 

Second phase: 1957 to 1973 

1.5.4. This phase was marked by increasing 
competition from cheap oil. Demand for coal 
fell from 290 million tonnes to 169 million 
tonnes. Coal's share of primary energy con
sumption dropped to 16%. Coal production 
sank from 250 million tonnes to 140 million 
tonnes. (In the UK in the same period coal 
production fell from 227 million tonnes to 
130 million tonnes.) The number of produ
cing pits shrank from 416 to 109. The work
force was reduced from just over a million to 
341 000. (UK workforce just over 300 000 in 
1973.) Rationalization rather than the crea-
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tion of new capacity was the rule. Important 
measures taken in this period were aid for 
pits in difficulties, the creation of a system of 
Community aid permitting national govern
ments to cover losses and the avoidance of 
social or regional problems caused by un
timely pit closures. 

Third phase: 1973 to 1977 

1.5.5. This phase was marked by the oil 
crisis, the sudden rise in prices, and by 
the entry of the United Kingdom into the 
Community. As part of its plans to reduce 
energy consumption, the Community adopt
ed the target of stabilizing coal production at 
250 million tonnes by 1985. Further difficul
ties were forced on the coal industry, how
ever, by general economic stagnation and the 
crisis in the steel industry. Production conti
nued to fall reaching only about 220 million 
tonnes for the nine Member States at the 
end of 1977. Coal and coke stocks climbed to 
55 million tonnes. The Commission's coun
ter measures included extension of the sys
tem of Community aid, both direct and in
direct, and surveillance of imports from non
Community countries. In 1977 the Commis
sion proposed two further aid measures to 
the Council to assist the coal industry in its 
plight: Community aid for the construction 
of coal-fired power stations and Community 
help in the financing of coal and coke stock
piling. Neither of these two proposals has yet 
been adopted by the Council. 

1978 

1.5.6. On 23 February the Commission 
sent to the Council a communication on the 
introduction of a Community aid system for 
intra-Community trade in power-station coal; 
the aim is to boost Community coal sales. In 
this communication the Commission ex-
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plains the principles and problems underlying 
such a system and proposes that annual 
Community aid of 120 million EUC be prov
ided for intra-Community trade in steam 
coal. This measure-which will be applied 
over a three-year period-should increase 
trade (3 to 3.5 million tonnes in 1977) to 12 
million tonnes per year. 

Crisis measures for the 
oil-refining industry 

1.5. 7. A plan to help rationalize the oil-re
fining industry at Community level is pro
posed by the Commission in its communica
tion on productivity problems in the Com
munity oil-refining industry and possible so
lutions which it put before the Council on 
23 February. 

The Commission had already presented a 
communication to the Council defining a 
Community approach to the problems of the 
oil-refining industry 1 in March last year; al
though this was discussed by the Council at 
its meetings on 29 March, 14 June, 25 Oc
tober and 13 December 2 no decision was 
taken. In this latest proposal, which supple
ments its earlier communication, the Com
mission describes the measures it intends to 
take in the oil-refining industry. 

Although some improvement has been noted 
in the last few months in this sector, where 
82 million tonnes of capacity have been shut 
down, the situation is still critical with unsa
tisfactory profits and even losses. The causes 
are manifold and are connected both with 
structures (excess distillation capacity, failure 
to adapt to demand, imports of products) and 
with the economic situation (stagnation in 

1 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.1.103. 
2 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.1.98, 6-1977, point 2.1.122, 
10-1977, point 2.1.76 and 12-1977, point 2.1.168. 
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demand caused by economic difficulties, the 
current glut of crude oil supplies, a high level 
of stocks and differing pricing systems in 
Member States). 

The general aim of the Commission's initial 
proposal was to seek solutions to these prob
lems at Community level and to bring to
gether the essential, balanced efforts of in
dustry and public authorities. 

This aim is still valid but the present situa
tion demands more practical measures on the 
part of the Community, even if the difficul
ties are not as dramatic as in the steel and 
textile industries. 

The measures envisaged leave a great deal of 
leeway for the industry itself, but if their re
sponse is inadequate, more binding measures 
will have to be taken. In any case, the Com
mission intends to build up close consulta
tions with all firms concerned and the Euro
pean Trade Union Confederation. 

The main features and aims of the plan 
cover five aspects: 

Distillation capacity 

1.5.8. Supply can be adapted to demand if 
individual firms exercise self-discipline-with 
each one adjusting its throughput pro
grammes in line with market trends-on the 
basis of: 
(i) an annual review compiled by the Com
mission, which will enable it to recommend 
an average target percentage for Community 
crude refinery throughput in relation to the 
preceding year; 
(ii) voluntary communication to the Com
mission by each company of throughput est
imates and actual throughput figures for the 
preceding year; 
(iii) consultation between the Commission 
and the individual companies on their annu-
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al throughput programmes and, in the medi
um term, on the scope for rationalization by 
closing down surplus distillation units. 

Creation of new distillation units 

1.5. 9. New distillation units should not be 
built until the situation in the refining sector 
has improved with the exception of justified 
projects. 

In order to ensure that this general rule is re
spected the Commission proposes: 
(i) to consult the Member States concerned 
about new projects communicated to them 
pursuant to the Council Regulation of 
18 May 1972 1 on notifying the Commission 
of investment projects of interest to the 
Community in the petroleum, natural gas 
and electricity sectors; 
(ii) to refuse direct Community aid (Region
al Fund) for the construction or extension of 
distillation units; 
(iii) to recommend that the European In
vestment Bank should not make any loans 
for this purpose. 

The Commission, pursuant to Articles 92 
and 93 of the EEC Treaty, is also studying 
whether there is any need to discourage all 
national aid which might increase distillation 
capacity. 

Creation of new conversion units 

1.5.10. Progress has been made in the con
struction of new capacities to meet changing 
demand and prevent a deficit in light pro
ducts. The Commission proposes to keep a 
close watch on the situation. If necessary the 
possibility of providing financial incentives 
could be considered. 

' OJ L 120 of 25.5.1972. 
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Oil imports 

1.5.11. Community policy on imports must 
strike a reasonable balance between the inter
ests of Community industry and those of the 
exporting countries; this should be done 
bearing in mind the Community's policy of 
access to non-member countries but not ex
cluding (if this is appropriate) commercial 
policy measures under the rules of the Gen
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT). The Commission proposes a proce
dure consisting in establishing medium-term 
target forecasts for imports of refined pro
ducts consulting non-member countries, 
comp~ring annual estimates supplied by 
firms with the trends emerging from the tar
get forecasts, consulting ind~stry and. ~m
merce and studying the possible application 
of commercial policy measures. 

Prices of oil products 

1.5.12. To improve price information and 
market transparency the Commission will 
continue regular publication of its report on 
prices under the terms of the Council Direc
tive of 4 May 1976 1 regarding a Community 
procedure for information and consultation 
on the prices of crude oil and petroleum pro
ducts in the Community. 

The national governments are also being 
asked to adapt their tax policies t~ prev~nt 
distortions in prices. The CommiSSion m
tends to compile periodical reports on the ~
onomic and financial situation of the refinmg 
industry. 

1 QJ L 140 of 28.5.1976; Bull. ECJ-1976, point 2286 
and 5-1976, point 2282. 
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6. The campaign 
against unemployment: 
a better division 
of work 

1.6.1. On 15 February the Commission ap
proved a working paper on work -sharing. 
The paper, which is to be submitted to t~e 
Standing Committee on Employment at _Its 
next meeting in March, is based on a senes 
of studies requested by the Tripartite Confer
ence on Employment in June 1977 1 as part 
of the campaign against unemployment. 

The aim of work-sharing is to redistribute 
the volume of work available in the economy 
in such a way as to increase the employment 
opportunities for all w?rkers. The measu~s 
involved must, accordmg to the Commis
sion, respect the right of all persons res.ident 
in the Community to have an opportumty to 
work. They should also take into account the 
requirements of social progress and the qual
ity of life, and avoid penalizing the least fa
voured groups in society. 

In order to be fully effective work-sharing 
must meet a number of conditions to which 
the Commission wishes to draw attention, in 
particular: 
(i) account should be taken of the costs .and 
their fair distribution amongst the vanous 
parties concerned and society as a whole; 
(ii) there should be awareness of the dang
ers of sidetracking the system (for example, 
clandestine work) and preventive steps 
should be taken; 
(iii) methods of work -sharing must be chos
en on the basis of social policy priorities (for 
example, a reduction in the number of hours 
worked per year should favour person~ en
gaged in difficult or dangerous occupations); 
(iv) the work-sharing .policy should ~ake 
into account the constramts on undertakmgs 
and public finances caused by international 
competition. 

Having analysed these matters, the Commis
sion is putting forward three groups of pos-

1 Bull. EC 6-1977, point 1.1.7. 
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sibilities which, in its opinion, should be ex
amined: 

(a) In the medium term there should be a 
reduction in the number of hours actually 
worked per year in the Community, al
though the rates of reduction need not ne
cessarily be the same in all the Member 
States. The Commission is planning to pro
mote negotiations on this subject between 
both sides of industry; 

(b) The following possibilities for Commu
nity measures should be studied: 
(i) a restriction on overtime: the Commission 
could study the possibility of creating an in
strument to discourage or restrict overtime, 
for example, by introducing paid compensa
tory rest periods to be taken throughout the 
year; 
(ii) a restriction on sh{ft work: the Commis
sion plans to put before the Council an initial 
concrete proposal on the regulations govern
ing night shifts; 
(iii) extension of entitlement to training: the 
Commission is considering the possibility of 
creating an instrument to give young people 
greater access to training during the trans
itional period between school and full-time 
work. Moreover, it would be a suitable mo
ment for promoting an increase in education
al leave and continuous training in the 
Member States. 

(c) Certain complex matters, such as a flex
ible retirement age, the role of temporary 
employment agencies and part-time working, 
will require more detailed study. 

Lastly, since the Commission is aware of the 
cost, risks and limitations of the suggested 
measures concerning work-sharing, it re
quests the Standing Committee for Employ
ment to compare these costs and risks with 
the much more serious threats involved in 
the present unemployment. 
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The Commission considers that work-shar
ing is only a partial solution to the present 
problem of unemployment and part of the 
overall approach outlined by the Tripartite 
Conference for a plan to return to full em
ployment and restore economic growth cap
able of sustaining social progress. 
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PART TWO 

ACTIVITIES 
IN FEBRUARY 1978 



1. Building the 
Community 

Economic and monetary policy 

Economic and monetary union 

Economic and monetary action 
programme for 1978 

2.1.1. On 14 February the Commission 
transmitted to the Council a communciation 
proposing an economic and monetary action 
programme for 1978, 1 the first section of the 
five-year plan, 2 which was presented last De
cember to the European Council and which 
was favourably received.3 A statement out
lining the contents of the communication 
was given by Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of 
the Commission, to the Council (Economic 
and Financial Affairs) on 20 February and 
was favourably received. 1 

Community loans for promoting investment 
in the Community 

2 .1.2. At its meeting on 20 February, the 
Council also heard a statement by Vice-Pres
ident Ortoli on the draft decision empower
ing the Commission to issue loans for the 
purpose of promoting investment within the 
Community. 4 

Welcoming the proposal in general, the 
Council asked the Permanent Representa
tives Committee to examine its technical 
aspects and to draw up a report so that it 
could hold a discussion once it had received 
Parliament's opinion. 

Foreign exchange markets 

Devaluation of the Norwegian krone 

2.1.3. At a meeting held in Copenhagen on 
10 February, the Ministers of Finance and 
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Governors of the Central Banks of the coun
tries participating in the Community ex
change system approved an 8% devaluation, 
as from 13 February, of the Norwegian krone 
against the EMUA, a step necessitated by 
the Norwegian balance of payments position. 
This was the fourth realignment of this cur
rency since October 1976--a total devalua
tion of 17% in 18 months. 

Monetary Committee 

2.1.4. On 28 February the Monetary Com
mittee held its 238th meeting in Brussels, 
with Mr van Y persele de Strihou in the 
chair. After reviewing monetary policy in 
France, Germany and the United Kingdom, 
the Committee adopted two reports: one on 
the Commission communication on improv
ing coordination of the national economic 
policies 5 and the other on the economic si
tuation in Ireland. 

The Working Party on Securities Markets 
met in Brussels on 23 and 24 February to re
view developments on national and interna
tional capital markets during the second half 
of 1977. 

Economic Policy Committee 

2.1.5. On 21 February the Economic Policy 
Committee held its 57th meeting in Brussels, 
with Mr Tietmeyer in the chair. The meeting 
was devoted to the adoption of a report on 
the improvement of coordination 5 and the 
prospects for economic and monetary union 

' Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 1.2.1. 
1 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.1. 
4 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.1.1. 
5 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.1.5. 
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and to a thorough discussion of the Commit
tee's programme and methods of work. 

Working Party on the Comparison 
of Budgets 

2.1.6. The Working Party on the Compar
ison of Budgets met in Brussels on 9 Febru
ary. The experts discussed the arrangements 
for publishing, in collaboration with the Sta
tistical Office, a statistical yearbook on gov
ernment departments. They held a wide
ranging discussion on the content and struc
ture of the forthcoming report on the com
parison of budgets and completed the practi
cal organization of the work involved. 

Internal market and 
industrial affairs 

Approximation of laws 

Economic and commercial law 

Fair competition 

2 .1. 7. On 27 February the Commission 
adopted a proposal for a Directive relating to 
the approximation of the laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions of the Member 
States concerning misleading and unfair ad
vertising. 1 

Free movement of persons, right of 
establishment 

Doctors 

2.1.8. The Committee of Senior Officials 
on Public Health, set up by the Council De-
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ctston of 16 June 1975,2 met on 27 and 
28 February. The discussions bore mainly on 
the situation of the general practitioner under 
the health schemes of the Member States, 
the problems arising in this field and the 
possibilities of finding a harmonized solution 
for the entire Community. 

The Committee heard progress reports by the 
representatives of the Member States which 
had undertaken 3 to provide by 15 June 1978, 
a special status to enable nationals of the 
other Member States to practise in public 
hospitals when this practice entailed the sta
tus of public servant. It should, in principle, 
be possible for the necessary provisions to be 
introduced by the set time. 

Lastly, the Committee was informed that the 
statistical tables on medical demography for 
1960, 1970 and 1975, compiled by the Com
mission departments with the assistance of 
the Committee, will be available on 
15 March. 4 

Professional footballers 

2.1.9. On 23 February Mr Davignon, Mem
ber of the Commission, met representatives 
of the European Union of Football Associa
tions (EUF A) and of the football associations 
of the nine Member States and observers 
from the associations of Spain, Greece, Por
tugal and Turkey. 

The purpose of the meeting was to examine 
how to give effect to the principle of free 
movement for professional footballers, given 
that the rules and regulations of certain as
sociations in the Community contain provi
sions restricting, on grounds of nationality, 
the number of nationals of other Community 

' Point 2.1.36. 
2 OJ L 167 of 30.6.1975. 
1 OJ C 146 of 1.7.1975. 
4 Bull. EC 11-1977, point 2.1.22. 
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countries who may be signed by a club or 
who may play in national competitions. 

Following this meeting, the representatives 
of the associations concerned undertook to 
submit to their governing bodies, before the 
1978/79 season begins, the amendments re
quired to eliminate all discrimination on the 
grounds of nationality against players from 
other Community countries. 

But pending a final solution and because of 
certain practical difficulties in organizing the 
championships in the top two divisions, trans
itional arrangements were planned, so that in 
matches between teams in those divisions, 
clubs may field at least two nationals of an
other Community country; in the lower di
visions, there will be no limits on the num
ber of Community players and the restriction 
does not apply to Community citizens alrea
dy established in another Member State. 

Industry: sectoral action 
restructuration 

Steel 

Propensity to invest in the 
steel industry in 1977 

2.1.10. During 1977 the Commission re
ceived declarations of investment decisions 
relating to a total of some 2 660 million 
EUC; the execution of these programmes 
was planned to be spread over the period 
from 1977 to 1981. A comparision between 
the Community countries (Table 1) shows 
that the amount involved in investment de
cisions is by far the highest in the United 
Kingdom. 

As Table 2 shows, the total expenditure ear
marked under these investment decisions 
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(including 1 280 million EUC for the Port 
Talbot project, the execution of which has 
been put oft) seems to be comparable at cur
rent prices with the average for the past 
three years. It should, however, be noted 
that prices of capital goods increased by over 
30% during the same period. Excluding the 
Port Talbot project, the total sum arising 
from projects declared is only 1 370 million 
EUC, appreciably below the average for the 
preceding years. 

Investment in the foundry and crude steel 
sectors account for over one-quarter of the 
amounts declared. It may be noted that a 
large-capacity blast-furnace is being built in 
Luxembourg to replace several obsolete 
units. In the crude steel sector, investment 
in electric steelmaking plant (including direct 
reduction) plays a considerable part. Fulfil
ment of the projects declared would lead to 
increases in the potential for crude steel pro
duction, almost half of which would be attri
butable to electric steelmaking plant. This 
development would proceed in line with the 
forthcoming closure of a number of obsoles
cent steel plants, particularly open-hearth 
melting shops. 

With regard to downline production plant, 
the bulk of the investment is for replacement 
purposes, with particular emphasis on im
proving productivity by the construction of 
continuous casting plants, intended in some 
cases to replace blooming and slabbing mills. 
Although its introduction involves costly in
vestment, the continuous casting process is 
developing at a rate which exceed forecasts, 
no doubt because of the saving in operating 
costs which the undertakings concerned ex
pect it to afford. 

At the rolling-mill stage, investment is main
ly concerned with flat products. The increase 
in capital expenditure in this sector is de
signed to secure better utilization of existing 
plant by the elimination of bottlenecks. 
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Table 1 - Total amounts of advance declarations of investments in the Community steel in
dustry made to the Commission in 1977 

(million EUC) 

Category Ger· Bel· France Italy Luxem- Nether· United· Ireland Commu· Percentage 
many gium bourg lands Kingdom mty of total 

Steel industry 
coking plants - - - - - - 193 - 193 7% 

Burden preparation 
and direct reduction 150 - 7 - - - - - 157 6% 

Blast-furnaces 21 - - - 98 - 176 - 295 ll% 
Steel plants 10 8 58 10 - - 269 3 358 13% 
Continuous casting 

plants 18 - 172 58 - 89 128 4 469 18% 
Rolling mills 75 - 33 92 15 - 764 14 993 38% 
Power stations and 

miscellaneous 10 - - 101 - - 59 25 195 7% 

Total 284 8 270 261 ll3 89 I 539 46 2 660 100% 

Table 2 - Total amounts of advance declarations of investments made to the Commission 
during the period 1969-1977 

(mtllion EUC) 

Years Ger· Bel· France Italy Luxem- Nether- Umted· Ireland Commu-
many gium bourg lands Kingdom mty 

1969 850 102 384 99 12 401 * * 1 912 
1970 4ll 152 1 965 1 307 35 177 * * 4047 
1971 274 25 201 132 29 8 * * 669 
1972 443 109 61 186 2 - * * 806 
1973 122 221 76 216 20 38 * * 694 
1974 432 247 287 771 24 129 345 - 2 28" 
1975 416 301 389 314 9 - 750 - 2 179 
1976 529 7 267 85 28 - 491 - 1 406 
1977 284 8 270 261 ll3 89 1 589 46 2 660 

• Not available 
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In 1977 the Commission delivered eighteen 
opinions on investment programmes. 

OECD Ad Hoc Working Party 
on the Iron and Steel Industry 

2.1.11. The OECD Ad Hoc Working Party 
on the Iron and Steel Industry met in Paris 
on 15 and 16 February.' 

Textiles 

Synthetic .fibres 

2.1.12. During February, the Commission 
continued its talks with experts and repres
entatives of the synthetic fibre textiles indus
try to analyse the causes of the crisis beset
ting the industry. The measures taken last 
summer, 2 which were designed to prohibit 
any government action which might create 
new capacity, are clearly not effective enough 
to allow hopes of any improvement in the 
medium term. Market forecasts are that pres
ent capacities in Europe are well in excess of 
what is required if total production between 
now and 1981 is to find outlets. It therefore 
seems that there is no choice but to reduce 
capacity. The Commission is studying how 
this might be done in an orderly manner and 
with as few repercussions as possible on the 
social side. 

Footwear 

2 .1.13. On 22 February the Commission re
viewed development in the Community foot
wear industry over the last few years. 

It took note of several factors which, in the 
Community and throughout the world, have 
weakened the industry's competitive position 
and of the concern in some Member States 
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and the protectionist tendencies in other in
dustrialized countries caused by the imports 
from cheap-labour countries. 

The attention of the industrialized countries 
must be drawn to the consequences of these 
protectionist measures. 

Steps must also be taken to obtain assurances 
from certain cheap-labour countries that pro
ducts which are surplus because of protec
tionist measures applied by other States are 
not diverted onto the Community market. 

In the circumstances, the Commission con
siders that a system of prior statistical sur
veillance must be put into operation as soon 
as possible for imports from certain non
member countries under the Regulation of 
19 December 1969 3 and 4 June 1974.4 

In the meantime, the Commission will con
tinue its sectoral analysis in order to study 
the adjustments which would be needed at 
structural level if the current trend were to 
persist. 

Foodstuffs 

2.1.14. On 20 February 5 the Council adopt
ed a Decision on a Community concerted-ac
tion project regarding the effect of processing 
on the physical properties of foodstuffs. 6 

* 

2.1.15. On 15 February Parliament 7 passed 
a Resolution on the problems of small and 
medium-sized firms in the Community. 

1 Point 2.2.31. 
2 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, points 1.5.1 to 1.5.3. 
' OJ L 19 of 26.1.1970. 
' OJ L 159 of 15.6.1974. 
5 OJ L 54 of 24.2.1978. 
" Point 2.1. 76. 
7 Point 2.3.13 and OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
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At its meeting on 2 February, the Economic 
and Social Committee 1 gave its Opinion on 
the Commission's Green Paper concerning 
employee participation and company struc
ture in the Community. 2 At the same meet
ing it issued Opinions3 on a number of Com
mission proposals relating to the removal of 
technical barriers to trade: the driver's seat 
on tractors, 4 cocoa and chocolate products 
intended for human consumption 5 and part
ly or wholly-dehydrated preserved milk.6 

Customs umon 

Common Customs Tariff 

Classification 

2.1.16. On 7 February 7 the Commission 
adopted a Regulation on the classification of 
goods under heading No 58.10 of the Com
mon Customs Tariff (plain-stitch embroid
ery); the aim is to ensure the uniform appli
cation of the nomenclature of the Common 
Customs Tariff. 

Tariff measures 

Suspensions 

2.1.17. On 20 February 8 the Council adopt
ed a regulation suspending the autonomous 
duty on sardinops sagax or ocellata (pil
chards), fresh, chilled or frozen, whole, head
less or in pieces, intended for the processing 
industry (subheading ex 03.01 B I q), in order 
to counteract the present shortage of sup-
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plies. The duty will be suspended at 4% un
til 30 June. 

Customs value 

2.1.18. On 2 February the Commission 
amended its two Regulations of 3 August 
19709 and 27 June 197510 establishing stand
ard average values for citrus fruits and also 
apples and pears. The amendment, common 
to both Regulations, is designed to update, 
with effect from 10 March, certain standard 
amounts representing various costs to be de
ducted from the gross proceeds from the 
sales used to establish the standard average 
values. 

Experience has also revealed that certain al
terations needed to be made to the classifi
cation for citrus fruit to eliminate certain or
igins which have very low import volumes 
and to amplify heading (7) 'Tangerines', in 
order to assemble under that heading all cit
rus fruits falling within subheading 08.02 B 
of the Common Customs Tariff not else
where included or designated in the classifi
cation. 

1 Point 2.3.59. 
1 Supplement 8/75 - Bull. EC. 
1 Points 2.3.61, 2.3.64 and 2.3.66. 
4 01 C 229 of 26.9.1977 and Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 
2.1.8. 
5 01 C8 of 10.1.1978 and Bull. EC 12-1977, point 
2.1.9. 
• 01 C 123 of 25.5.1977 and Bull. EC4-1977, point 
2.1.11. 
7 01 L 38 of 8.2.1978. 
" 01 L 50 of 22.2.1978. 
• 01 L171 of4.8.1970. 
10 01 L 165 of 28.6.1975 and Bull. EC6-1975, point 
2108. 
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Competition 

General rules applying 
to undertakings 

Draft amendment to the block 
exemption regulation for 
exclusive dealing agreements 

2.1.19. The Commission is planning to 
amend its Regulation of 22 March 1967 con
cerning the application of Article 85(3) of the 
EEC Treaty to categories of exclusive dealing 
agreements 1 in the light of experience and of 
relevant judgments of the Court of Justice. 
A communication published in the Official 
Journal 2 sets out the Commission's planned 
amendments as follows: 
(i) exclusive dealing agreements between 
firms in a single Member State which may 
affect intra-Community trade are to be 
brought within the Regulation; 
(ii) exclusive dealing agreements between 
competing manufacturers will not be eligible 
for block exemption; 
(iii) the block exemption will, in principle, 
apply to agreements only where the allotted 
territory has a population of no more than 
100 million; 
(iv) the block exemption will be available 
only where the party for whose benefit the 
exclusive dealing clause was stipulated there
by obtains a market share of no more than 
15%. 
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Restrictive practices, mergers and 
dominant positions: specific cases 

Prohibited restrictive practices 

Termination of pharmaceuticals agreement 

2.1.20. Following the Commission's inter
vention the 'Pharmaceutische Handelscon
ventie' (PHC) has been terminated. This 
marks the end of a cartel which controlled 
the marketing of pharmaceuticals in the 
Netherlands. Almost all the country's manu
facturers, importers and dealers belonged to 
the association, which accounted for between 
80 and 90% of total sales of pharmaceutical 
products in the Netherlands. Some 70% of 
medicinal preparations sold in the Nether
lands are imported, mainly from other Mem
ber States. 

The PHC was recognized by the Dutch au
thorities. Its rules governing trade in pharma
ceutical products had been notified to the 
Commission, which considered that they in
fringed Article 85 of the EEC Treaty in two 
important respects. 

First the collective, reciprocal exclusive buy
ing 'and selling arrangements restric.ted 
competition between the manufacturers, Im
porters and dealers affiliated to the PHC and 
completely prevented competition between 
those who were affiliated and those who 
were not. In the Commission's view the 
PHC's rules provided extensive control of 
distribution and consolidated the structure of 
the market, raising substantial barriers to en
try by non-members such as parallel impor
ters. Moreover, the conditions laid down by 
the PHC for affiliation went further than the 
provisions of the Dutch Act relating to the 

' 01 L 57 of 25.3.1967. 
2 OJ C31 of 7.2.1978 
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supply of medicinal preparations (e.g. the ob
ligation to keep minimum stocks; the ban on 
substituting similar products for medicines 
expressly ordered). If they wished to sell to 
or buy from PHC members, manufacturers, 
importers or dealers had to become members 
themselves and hence accept the obligations 
inherent in PHC membership. Membership 
was therefore not really voluntary and mar
ket conduct was collusive. 

Secondly, the Commission objected to the 
resale price maintenance which the PHC im
posed upon its members in respect of all pro
ducts, including imports. This represented an 
extensive alignment and strict control of 
prices that excluded competition between 
products of the same brand. The Commis
sion considered that this, together with the 
fact that resale price maintenance was tied to 
a collective, reciprocal exclusive arrange
ments, affected trade between Member 
States. 

It was unlikely that exemption would be 
granted under Article 85(3). The restrictions 
on competition imposed by the PHC rules 
did not contribute to an improvement in the 
distribution of goods: their main purpose was 
to shield the market to the detriment of the 
consumer. The Commission has not over
looked the fact that the PHC played an im
portant role before the introduction of ade
quate statutory provisions. Nevertheless, the 
restrictions on competition associated with 
the PHC went beyond what was necessary to 
ensure a proper supply of pharmaceuticals. 

The termination of the PHC is consistent 
with the Commission's policy of taking action 
against agreements that shield national mar
kets and raise barriers to entry by manufac
turers and dealers from other Member 
States. 
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Abuse of dominant positions 

2 .1.21. By judgment given on 14 February 1 

the Court of Justice upheld most points of 
the decision issued by the Commission in 
December 1975 2. against the United Brands 
Company for abuse of dominance. The 
Court confirmed three of the four objections 
raised by the Commission. 

Financial institutions 
and taxation 

Financial institutions 

Insurance 

Indemnity insurance 

2.1.22. On 15 February the Commission 
decided to amend its proposed Directives on 
the coordination of laws, regulations and ad
ministrative provisions relating to direct in
surance other than life assurance and laying 
down provisions to facilitate the effective ex
ercise of freedom to provide services; the or
iginal proposal was transmitted to the Coun
cil on 30 December 1975. 3 

The Commission drew up this new proposal 
in the light of the opinions given by Parlia
ment 4 and the Economic and Social Com
mittee.5 

1 Point 2.3.46. 
2 Bull. EC 12-1975, point 2124. 
3 Bull. EC 12-1975, point 2136, and OJ C 32 of 
12.2.1976. 
4 OJ C 36 of 13.2.1978 and Bull. EC 1-1978, point 
2.3.15. 
5 OJ C 204 of 30.8.1976 and Bull. EC 6-1976, point 
2451. 
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The main amendment concerns the contract 
law applicable when the insurer and the pol
icy-holder belong to different Member States. 
The Commission's original proposal distin
guished between major risks, 'mass' risks 
and risks subject to compulsory insurance. In 
the first case, the 'choice of law by the par
ties' principle was to apply without excep
tion, and in the last case, the law of the 
place where the risk was situated. 

The main criticism from the consultative bo
dies was of the rules proposed for 'mass' 
risks, allowing of restricted choice of law by 
the parties. Parliament, in particular, pointed 
out that, in practice, the joint application of 
the laws of several Member States would 
lead to uncertainty as to the requirements of 
the law and would impair consumer protec
tion, which is of special importance for those 
taking out insurance, because of the com
plexity of insurance arrangements. 

The Commission felt that there was some 
substance in this objection and in the new 
proposal 'mass' risks are treated for this pur
pose as if they were risks subject to compul
sory insurance. 

The other amendments concern the applica
tion of the directive, certain procedural 
points and the arrangements for undertak
ings in non-member countries. 

Employment and social policy 

Employment 

Work-sharing 

2.1.23. On 21 February the Commission 
sent to the Council a working paper on 
work-sharing! intended for the meeting to be 
held by the Standing Committee on Employ-
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ment in March. The aim of work-sharing is 
to redistribute the total volume of work 
available in the economy in order to help 
combat unemployment. 

Youth employment 

2.1.24. On 15 February2 Parliament passed 
a Resolution concerning measures to be tak
en to improve the preparation of young peo
ple for work and to facilitate their transition 
from education to working life. This proposal 
was examined by the Council and the Min
isters of Education meeting within the 
Council on 29 November 1976. 3 

Vocational training 

2.1.25. On 15 February the Commission at
tended the meeting in Geneva of the Advi
sory Committee-responsible for the pro
grammes-of the Board of the International 
Centre for Advanced Technical and Voca
tional Training of the International Labour 
Organization in Turin. At this meeting the 
emphasis was placed on the cooperation 
which has been established between the 
Centre and the Commission. 

European Social Fund 

Social Fund 

2.1.26. The Committee of the European 
Social Fund met in plenary session on 
17 February. It was consulted on the initial 

1 Point 1.6.1. 
2 Point 2.3.15 and OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
1 OJ C 308 of 30.12.1976 and Bull. EC 11-1976, points 
1201 to 1203. 
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draft of a Commission proposal to the Coun
cil on the creation of special aid from the 
Fund to promote the employment of young 
persons. 

Industrial relations 

2.1.27. The Economic and Social Commit
tee delivered its Opinion on the Commis
sion's Green Paper on employee participation 
and company structure in the Community 1 

when it met in plenary session on 1 and 
2 February.2 

Health and safety 

2.1.28. On 2 February the Commission 
decided to grant financial aid of 226 695 u.a. 
for two research projects under the third 
ECSC social research programme in ergon
omics and readaptation of 2 December 
1974.3 The two research projects involve the 
study of jobs which could be filled by handi
capped persons and the retraining of workers 
in the iron and steel industry. 

2.1.29. On 2 and 3 February the Commis
sion organized a seminar on the vocational 
training of handicapped persons at the Ber
ufsfOrderungswerk in Dortmund. It brought 
together the directors of twenty-eight rehabil
itation and training centres which constitute 
a European network, and the representatives 
of the Governments of the Member States 
within the Working Party on Occupational 
Rehabilitation. The task of this Working Par
ty is to help the Commission implement the 
action programme contained in the Council 
Resolution of 27 June 1974 4 to improve the 
occupational rehabilitation of handicapped 
persons. 
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2 .1.30. The Committee on the adaptation 
of safety signs at places of work to technical 
progress and the future development of in
ternational methods of signposting, set up by 
the Council Directive of 25 July 1977,5 held 
its first meeting on 1 and 2 February. It stu
died measures designed to supplement the 
Directive with norms governing the dimen
sion, colour and luminosity of signs, and 
with certain prohibition and warning signs. 
The Commission will put forward a proposal 
for a directive on these measures. 

2 .1.31. A quality control programme on the 
measurement of blood lead levels, with ac
ceptability criteria, was finalized at a meeting 
organized by the Commission from 30 Jan
uary to 1 February in Luxembourg as part of 
the implementation of the Council Directive 
of 29 March 1977 6 on biological screening of 
the population for lead. This programme 
should enable national authorities to make 
an objective choice of the laboratories which 
will take part in monitoring campaigns in or
der to obtain comparable results at Commu
nity level. It decided which sections of the 
population will be examined and a joint 
questionnaire was drawn up. The first cam
paign, which will involve 12 000 to 15 000 
persons throughout the Community, will be
gin in spring 1979. 

Regional policy 

2.1.32. At its meeting on 1 and 2 February, 
the Economic and Social Committee 7 adopt-

' Supplement 8/75 - Bull. EC. 
Point 2.3.59. 
Bull. EC 12-1974, point 2228. 

4 OJ C 80 of 9.7.1974. 
5 Bull. EC 6-1977, point 2.1.59 and 7/8-1977, point 
2.1.50. 
• OJ L 105 of 28.4.1977 and Bull. EC 3-1977, point 
2.1.51. 
7 Point 2.3.67. 
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ed a further opinion on the Guidelines on 
Community Regional Policy. 1 This opinion, 
prepared in the light of the conclusions 
reached by the European Council in Decem
ber 1977 concerning the ERDF, 2 supple
ments the Committee's original opinion giv
en in September 1977. 3 

Environment and 
consumer protection 

Environment 

Reduction of pollution and nuisances 

Waste from the titanium dioxide 
industry ('red mud') 

2.1.33. On 20 February 4 the Council for
mally adopted a Directive aimed at reducing 
by stages and finally eliminating marine pol
lution caused by waste from the titanium di
oxide industry, better known as red mud be
cause of the colour. It approved this import
ant Directive at its 12 December 1977 meet
ing.5 

The Commission sent its proposal on 18 July 
1975.6 Most plants producing titanium diox
ide-a pigment used in many products, in
cluding paint, varnish, plastics and inks-at 
present discharge their waste on the high 
seas or in estuaries, and checks have shown 
that these discharges could be, or in fact are, 
harmful to the aquatic environment. 

To reduce and, eventually, eliminate the po
lution caused by red mud, the new Directive 
provid~s for: 
(i) a system of authorization before each 
discharge; 
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(ii) an ecological check on the environment 
where the waste is discharged; 
(iii) national programmes of measures to be 
taken to reduce and eventually eliminate the 
pollution caused by this industry. These pro
grammes set out objectives to be achieved by 
1 July 1987 at the latest, with varying phases 
and degrees for the plants in question, de
pending on whether these are new or old 
and taking account of various technical and 
economic aspects of the question. 

Improvement of the environment 

Conurbations 

2.1.34. On 7 February 7 the Council dec
ided to implement a concerted Community 
research effort on the development of conur
bations, a matter on which it had received a 
proposal from the Commission on 3 August 
1977. 8 

Since urbanization is a social phenomenon of 
major importance, understanding of its 
causes and consequences is essential to those 
responsible for these problems of the Mem
ber States and the Community institutions. 
The aim is to give greater depth to our 
knowledge of the dynamism and effects of 
urban concentration. 

The programme will be of the 'concerted-ac
tion' type, that is to say the twenty-three 
research projects included in it will be carried 

' Bull. EC 5-1977, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.9 and Supplement 
2/77 - Bull. EC. 
2 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.85. 
3 Bull. EC 9-1977, point 2.1.34. 
• 01 L 54 of 25.2.1978. 
5 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.93. 
• 01 C 222 of 29.9.1975 and Bull. EC 7/8-1975, point 
2241. 
7 01 L45 of 16.2.1978. 
' 01 C 199 of 20.8.1977 and Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 
2.1.118. 
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out by the Member States in their national 
institutes, the necessary coordination being 
carried out at Community level. The Com
mission has instructed the European Re
search Institute for Regional and Urban Plan
ning (Eriplan), which has offices in The 
Hague and Brussels, to assist in the task of 
coordination. 

This concerted-action programme will last for 
two years, at the end of which the Commis
sion will send the Member States and the 
European Parliament a comprehensive report 
on the results obtained. The programme is a 
large-scale attempt at cooperation between 
the Commission and the Member States 
aimed at getting urban research experts to 
work together on the various aspects of a 
subject of major interest to the Community 
and the Member States. 

Consumers 

Consumers Consultative Committee 

2.1.35. On 24 February the Consumers 
Consultative Committee held a meeting 
which was attended by Mr Burke, the Mem
ber of the Commission responsible for con
sumer affairs. 

At the meeting Mr Burke surveyed the 
many Community measures relating to the 
promotion of consumer interests. Plan for 
1978 include projects concerned with the fol
lowing fields: 
(i) accidents in the home, 
(ii) unfair clauses in contracts, 
(iii) premium offers, 
(iv) informative labelling of textiles, 
(v) unit pricing of non-food products, 

(vi) the safety of toys. 
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Misleading and unfair advertising 

2.1.36. On 27 February the Commission 
approved and sent to the Council a draft Di
rective concerning misleading and unfair ad
vertising. This falls both within the prelimi
nary programme of the Community for a 
consumer protection and information policy 1 

and the policy of approximating the laws, re
gulations and administrative measures of the 
Member States in a number of fields. 

The draft Directive aims at approximating 
the legislation of the Member States in the 
interests of improving the protection of con
sumers, of persons engaged in commercial, 
industrial or professional activities and of the 
interests of the general public against mis
leading and unfair advertising. In view of the 
considerable disparities between the consum
er protection laws of the Member 
States-disparities which reflect different le
gal traditions and advertising practices-the 
draft Directive does not attempt to achieve a 
complete harmonization of legislation, but 
pursues a more limited objective: that of lay
ing down general uniform criteria at Com
munity level for determining whether adver
tising is misleading or unfair. The establish
ment of such criteria is proving more and 
more necessary as advertising increasingly 
reaches beyond the frontiers of individual 
Member States. 

The Directive: 
(i) admits comparative advertising where it 
permits comparisons between material and 
verifiable details; 
(ii) provides for a limited reversal of the 
burden of proof, the advertiser being re
quired, if need be, to prove the accuracy of 
his claim; 

' OJ C 92 of 25.4.1975. 
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(iii) introduces the possibility of quick court 
proceedings to stop misleading or unfair ad
vertising and requires the publication of cor
rective statements or the publication, in part 
or in full, of court decisions. 

It recognizes the usefulness of bodies set up 
by business circles in some Member States 
for the self-regulation of advertising and nei
ther their existence nor their scope will be af
fected by the measures proposed. 

Finally, the Members States are authorized, 
in exceptional circumstances, to adopt or 
maintain more exacting provisions, where 
such provisions prove necessary: for exam
ple, for certain products such as weapons, 
medicines and tobacco or as regards advertis
ing through certain media such as television 
or by telephone. 

* 

2.1.37. On 17 February 1 Parliament gave 
its Opinion on the proposal sent by the Com
mission to the Council on 26 May 19772 on 
the protection of consumers in respect of 
price indications for foodstuffs. 

Agriculture 

Economic effects of the 
agri-monetary system 

2.1.38. The agri-monetary system as it has 
been applied has proved harmful because, in
stead of constituting a temporary adjustment 
mechanism, it has, over an extended period, 
protected the agricultural sector-which al
ready escapes to some extent from the laws 
of the market-from the normal conse
quences mC>netary changes have on the other 
sectors of the economy. 
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The Commission comes to this conclusion in 
a report presented to the Council on 13 Feb
ruary on the economic effects of the agri
monetary system. It reiterates the absolute 
need for monetary compensatory amounts to 
be progressively phased out over a period of 
seven years, as it proposed in October 1977. 3 

In preparing the report, the Commission did 
not limit itself to dealing with certain isolat
ed cases, such as pigmeat, where problems 
seemed to arise. It tried, despite the difficult 
and complex problems encountered, to cover 
as wide a range as objectively as possible. To 
this end, it entered into consultations with 
Member States, trade associations and scien
tific researchers. 

The report discusses in turn the effects of 
the agri-monetary system on the common 
agricultural policy, on production and con
sumption, on the allocation of resources and 
on trade and attempts to estimate its econ
omic and financial cost. Besides giving the 
background to the system and a detailed sta
tistical analysis, it deals more particularly 
with three specific subjects: milk and fresh 
cream, pigmeat and trade between Ireland 
and Northern Ireland. 

The Commission's views can be summarized 
as follows: 
(i) the application of green rates which are 
different from market rates has disrupted the 
unity of the agricultural common market; 
(ii) in so far as production and consumption 
of agricultural products are determined by 
prices, the effect of the agri-monetary system 
is undeniable; it is especially marked when 
price differences are great and remain so for 
a long time; 

' Point 2.3.19 and OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
2 OJ C 167 of 14.7.1977 and Bull. EC 5-1977, point 
2.1.45. 
' Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.1.48. 
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(iii) the agri-monetary system partially re
duces the effects monetary changes normally 
have on that part of the agricultural sector to 
which it applies; 
(iv) there are no clear-cut effects as far as 
trade is concerned, but in certain specific 
cases effects have been observed and the 
method used for the monetary compensatory 
amounts has caused difficulties; 
(v) it is difficult to quantify the economic 
cost; the agri-monetary system, however, ac
counts for a large share of EAGGF Guaran
tee Section expenditure (14% in 1977) and 
gives rise to transfers of resources between 
Member States. 

Measures to improve balance 
on the wine market 

2.1.39. On 13 February the Commission 
proposed to the Council a set of measures in
tended to achieve the best possible balance 
on the Community wine market until such 
time as the restructuring process which will 
be undertaken in this sector in the coming 
years begins to bear fruit. 

The Commission had already provided for 
the reinforcement and speeding-up of mea
sures to improve the structures of the 
Languedoc-Roussillon vineyards in its prop
osals of December 1977 1 on the development 
of agriculture in the Mediterranean regions 
of the Community. It will also shortly be 
making new proposals for improving Com
munity wine-growing structures, in particular 
by encouraging the location of vineyards in 
the most suitables areas and by limiting pro
duction of high-yield varieties which give 
poor-quality wine. 

Until the structural measures bring practical 
results, temporary measures are necessary to 
improve market equilibrium during the 
transitional period. The Commission is of the 
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optmon that the Council must consider 
adopting the current proposals for transition
al measures bearing in mind that the longer
term structural measures to which these are 
necessarily linked will have to be adopted in 
the future. 

The immediate transitional measures, mostly 
limited to the next four wine-growing years, 
provide for: 
(i) the setting-up of a European joint-trade 
table wine organization, 
(ii) the possibility, in the event of surpluses, 
of compulsory storage of part of the table 
wine available, 
(iii) the possibility, in the event of a serious 
crisis on the market, of prohibiting transac
tions in table wine below a floor price during 
a certain period, 
(iv) incentives to producer groups recog
nized by the Community which contribute 
to improving the quality of tables wines. 

European joint-trade wine organization - In 
order to achieve a better organization of the 
wine sector, which is an essential condition 
for the improvement of wine growers' in
comes, the Commission is proposing to unite 
producers, traders and processors of table 
wine in joint-trade organizations set up at re
gional and national level. A joint-trade table 
wine organization would coordinate their ac
tivities at European level. 

This organization could be a unique link be
tween the trade and the Community bodies 
and could thus participate effectively in pre
paring decisions concerning, for example, in
tervention measures in the event of market 
crises, the delimitation of wine-growing ar
eas, the adjustment of wine-growing poten
tial to marketing possibilities, and incentives 
for wine growers to improve the quality of 
tables wines. Moreover, it could contribute to 

1 Bull. EC 12-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5. 
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the setting-up of an information network to 
ensure better market transparency. 

Compulsory storage in the event of surplus~s -
Since the system of aid for voluntary pnvate 
storage has not always been adequate to res
tore market prices of table wines in the event 
of temporary surpluses, the Commission 
wishes to introduce the possibility of decid
ing to block temporarily part of the table 
wine available instead of having recourse to 
distillation at prices which are of little benefit 
to producers. This is a decision which the 
Commission could take, after obtaining the 
opinion of the Management Committee on 
Wine, at the request of a regional or national 
joint-trade organization. The decision to 
block 30 to 50% of the quantities available 
for a maximum period of six months could 
be taken only if the forward estimate showed 
a definite imbalance or if market prices were 
particularly unsatisfactory. This 'compulsory 
storage' would give rise to the granting of 
aid corresponding to the storage costs plus 
interest on the capital invested. 

Introduction of a 'floor price' - The Com
mission considers that the market manage
ment mechanisms for table wines should be 
reinforced in order to deal with a surplus si
tuation characterized by a sharp drop in 
prices. It therefore proposes that the Council, 
in the event of a serious crisis on the wine 
market should be able to decide to prohibit 
all tran~actions below a 'floor price' during a 
specific peirod. In order to emphasize t~at 
this is a transitional measure, the Commis
sion is proposing to apply the fl<>?r price ~e
gressively during the next four wme-growmg 
years and to use as the point of reference for 
fixing it 70% of the guide price for each of 
the types of table wine. 

Incentives for producer groups - Producer 
groups recognized at Community level ~hich 
pursue a policy of improving the quahty of 
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their tables wines, would have certain advan
tages as regards intervention: 
(i) the purchase price of wine for preventive 
distillation will be maintained at 65% of the 
guide price as for the 1977 harvest, while in 
the case of other producers this level will 
drop to 60% for the 1978 harvest and 55% 
for the 1979 and following harvests in accor
dance with the current basic Regulation, 
(ii) long-term private storage aid may be in
creased by up to 30% compared with that 
granted for short-term storage (20% maxi
mum for other producers). 

Measures connected with the 
monetary situation 

2.1.40. To prevent distortion of competition 
between products, the Council decided on 
14 February 1 that the new green rate fixed 
for the United Kingdom on 31 January 2 

would apply to isoglucose with effect from 
1 July 1978 and that the new green rate ap
plicable in Italy since 1 February 2 to peeled 
tomatoes would also be applied to tomato 
concentrates as from 20 February. 

2.1.41. At the beginning of February, the 
French franc was subject to such sudden 
movements on the exchange market, that it 
was not immediately clear how representa
tive its quotations were. The Commission 
therefore decided on 10 February 3 to freeze 
(for the period beginning 13 February) the 
components used to calculate the differential 
amounts and the monetary compensatory 
amounts at the level applicable up to then; 
t.his procedure has been followed on several 
occasions in the past in similar cases. As the 
downward trend of the French franc was 

1 OJ L46 of 17.2.1978. 
2 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.1.39. 
1 OJ L41 of 11.2.1978. 
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subsequently confirmed, however, the Com
mission applied the normal rule when fixing 
the rates for the following week. Since 
20 February, 1 the coefficient used to calcu
late compensatory amounts in respect of 
France has been 21.5%. 

2.1.42. Examination of the Commission's 
proposal on the constant adjustment of re
presentative rates and the resulting automat
ic reduction of monetary compensatory 
amounts 2 has continued in the various 
Community institutions. In its generally fav
ourable Opinion delivered on 1 February, the 
Economic and Social Committee 3 again em
phasized the need to restore the unity of the 
Community agricultural market as soon as 
possible. 

Common organization of the markets 

2.1.43. On 13 February 4 the Council 
amended its Regulation of 19 December 
1974 on the allocation and alteration of the 
basic quotas for sugar. In accordance with 
the Commission's proposal of 27 January, s 
France is authorized to amend the basic pro
duction quota for undertakings situated in 
the overseas departments for the period from 
1 July 1977 to 30 June 1980. 

2 .1.44. On 16 February 6 the Commission 
adopted a Regulation on the distillation of 
wines suitable for yielding certain potable 
wine spirits of designated origin for the 
1977178 wine year. 

The harvest of this type of wine is over a 
million hectolitres more than last year, which 
means that the conditions laid down in the 
basic rules on this market organization are 
satisfied. 

2.1.45. On 8 February the Commission 
presented to the Council its annual report on 
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the situation regarding the production and 
marketing of hops and a proposal for a Re
gulation 7 laying down the amount of aid to 
producers for the 1977 harvest. 

The report describes the production and mar
ket situation at world level and in the Com
munity, gives medium-term forecasts and 
traces the development of producer incomes. 

The proposed aid is for the first time differ
entiated according to group of varieties. The 
average aid for areas in full production would 
thus increase from 299 u.a./ha in 1976 to 
320 u.a./ha in 1977 and the area concerned 
would be 25 289 ha in 1977, as compared 
with 24 292 ha in 1976. 

On 27 February the Commission also for
warded to the Council a proposal for a Re
gulation adopting the list of regions where, 
from the 1978 harvest onwards, aid to hop 
producers will be granted only to recognized 
producer groups. These are regions in which 
groups are able to ensure a fair income for 
their members and to achieve a rational ma
nagement of supply. The list was prepared 
on the basis of information supplied to the 
Commission by the Member States con
cerned. 

2.1.46. On 28 February the Commission 
proposed that should the Council not adopt 
the prices for the 1978179 marketing year 
until after 2 April, the 1977178 marketing 
year for beef and veal be extended until 
30 April. 

The many intervention measures adopted in 
February included a provision for the sale on 
the Italian market of frozen beef bought in 

' OJ L 48 of 20.2.1978. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.1.48. 
3 Point 2.3.60. 
4 OJ L45 of 16.2.1978. 
5 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.1.42. 
• OJ L46 of 17.2.1978. 
7 OJ C 44 of 22.2.1978. 
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by the Italian intervention agency and ar
rangements for sales to Italian social welfare 
institutions and bodies, 1 which will keep 
prices expressed in lire at the level fixed be
fore the recent devaluation of the green lira. 2 

Structural policy 

2.1.47. In February the Commission adopt
ed three decisions 3 and issued three opinions 
concerning the implementation of the reform 
of agricultural structures in Italy. 

European Agricultural Guidance 
and Guarantee Fund 

Guarantee Section 

2 .1.48. A number of rules on the financing 
of intervention expenditure by the EAGGF 
Guarantee Section were adopted in February. 

On 13 February 4 the Council updated the 
Annex to its Regulation of 28 December 
1972 laying down general rules for the finan
cing of intervention by the EAGGF Guaran
tee Section. This Annex lists the measures 
which can be defined as intervention to stab
ilize agricultural markets. 

The Council decided on 20 February 5 to 
amend its Regulation of 22 April 1969 on the 
financing of intervention expenditure in re
spect of cereals because, since the beginning 
of the 1978/79 marketing year, wheat of 
bread-making quality can be bought in at the 
reference price. 

For this same reason the Commission on 
2 February 6 adapted its Regulation of 2 Feb
ruary 1977 which lays down practical rules 
for the Community financing of expenditure 
incurred from the supply of agricultural pro
ducts as food aid. 
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2.1.49. Under the market regulations, oper
ators are required to provide securities guar
anteeing that certain transactions will be duly 
executed. This applies in a number of cases: 
the issue of import or export licences, tender
ing procedures, private storage contracts, 
sales of goods from intervention stocks and 
food-aid operations. Under the common ag
ricultural policy there are over a hundred 
cases in the major agricultural sectors where 
securities have to be provided. 

Where Community rules are not observed, 
the securities are not refunded and it has 
therefore proved necessary to specify what is 
to be done with securities thus forfeited. Af
ter two years of discussions, the Council on 
20 February 5 adopted a Regulation which 
lays down that all securities forfeited are to 
be deducted by the paying authorities or bo
dies in the Member States from EAGGF or 
food-aid operations expenditure as the case 
may be. This provision does not, however, 
apply to securities provided in respect of the 
issue of import or export licences or under a 
tendering procedure for the sole purpose of 
ensuring the submission by tenderers of ge
nuine tenders. 

Conditions of competition 

2.1.50. Pursuant to Articles 92 to 94 of the 
EEC Treaty, the Commission has deci<;led to 
initiate the procedure laid down in Arti
cle 93(2) in respect of two Italian draft laws: 
(i) the first, of the Region of Apulia, con
cerns provisions relating to uncultivated 

' 01 L47 of 18.2.1978 
' Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.1.39. 
' 01 L 69 of 11.3.1978. 
' 01 L45 of 162.1978. 
' 01 L 50 of 22.2.1978. 
• 01 L 32 of 3.2.1978. 
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land. 1 The Commission considers at this 
stage of its examination that in their present 
form the proposed contributions to expendi
ture relating to the fixed remuneration of 
personnel managing cooperatives are incom
patible with the common market. 
(ii) the second, proposed by the Region of 
Tuscany, lays down provisions to assist agri
cultural cooperatives.2 The Commission 
finds that the rate of investment aid for ag
ricultural cooperatives and unions of cooper
atives in respect of harvesting, storage, pro
cessing and marketing of agricultural pro
ducts exceeds the limit authorized for stock
farming. 

2.1.51. The Commission has decided to 
terminate the procedure laid down in Arti
cle 93(2) of the EEC Treaty which it initiated 
on 20 April 1977 in respect of a draft law of 
the Region of Apulia on the purchase of se
lected durum wheat and fodder crop seeds. 3 

2.1.52. The Commission has no comments 
to make under Article 93(3) concerning the 
implementation of the following measures: 

(i) a draft aid scheme in France for a plan regarding the 
selection of geese for the production of foie gras; 

(ii) a draft law of the Region of the Marches providing 
for subsidies for local institutions for drawing up devel
opment plans for agricultural areas and providing in 
1977 for the transfer of regional funds for local institu
tions to enable them to finance the finalization of the re
gional reorganization plans; 

(iii) a draft law of the Region of Apulia laying down 
measures to promote the cultivation of olive trees, in
volving the grant of subsidies for the pruning· of olive 
trees; 

(iv) a draft law of the Region of Sicily laying down 
measures in respect of operating loans in agriculture for 
farmers and cooperatives; 

(v) a draft law of the autonomous Province of Trento 
amending, implementing and providing for further fi. 
nancing of various provincial laws in the agricultural sec
tor. This draft provides notably for low-interest loans in 
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respect of rural land and investment projects relating to 
the processing and marketing of agricultural products; 

(vi) a draft law of the Region of Valle d'Aosta providing 
for further financing of Regional Law No 34/73 laying 
down measures to assist agricultural cooperatives. This 
draft allocates subsidies for 1977 to the regional author
ities for operations to promote the establishment and 
purchase of equipment for harvesting, processing, 
treatment, storage and joint marketing of livestock for 
dairy and meat production. 

The Commission draws the attention of the Italian au
thorities, however, to the criteria for granting invest
ment aid in the dairy sector; 

(vii) a draft law of the Region of Sicily laying down 
emergency measures in agriculture 

This draft provides for subsidies for the joint market 
preparation, processing and marketing of agricultural 
products, for the establishment of an integrated pro
gramme to combat citrus fruit scale, and for the health 
protection of hazel trees. As regards the latter measure, 
the Commission decided that in future in the fruit and 
vegetables sector, it would consider compatible with the 
common market aid for the purchase and application of 
plant health products specific to the sector concerned 
where such aid was granted in connection with opera
tions which were compulsory under regional, national or 
Community legislation. 

(viii) a United Kingdom programme applicable in 
Northern Ireland for the genetic selection of cattle. This 
programme is accompanied by two types of incentive: 
grants to farmers owning high-performance animals and 
a subsidized artificial insemination service during a li
mited period. 

(ix) a draft law of the Isle of Man laying down mea
sures to encourage agricultural apprenticeships by gran
ting subsidies to employers who train apprentices under 
programmes prepared and run by the Manx Agriculture 
and Fisheries Department. 

2.1.53. On 15 February the Commission 
amended its proposal of 1 June 19774 for a 
Regulation concerning producer groups and 

1 OJ C 65 of 14.3.1978. 
2 OJ C 38 of 15.2.1978. 
3 Bull. EC4-1977, point 2.1.69. 
4 OJ C 146 of 22.6.1977 and Bull. EC 5-1977, point 
2.1.48. 
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associations thereof, in the light of the Opin
ion delivered by Parliament on 20 January. 1 

The amendment concerns the definition ,of 
'producers' and affirms the principle that not 
only individual producers but also associa
tions of producers can belong to producer 
groups. 

Fisheries 

Conservation and management 
of resources 

Internal resources 

2.1.54. Since there is still no agreement on 
the internal arrangements for the conserva
tion of resources, 2 four countries adopted na
tional measures in February: 
(i) the United Kingdom extended the con
servation measures in force on 31 January 
1978; 
(ii) France, Ireland and the Netherlands 
took measures designed mainly to prohibit 
herring fishing in sensitive zones. 

The Commission approved all but the Unit
ed Kingdom's measures, concerning which it 
has requested additional information. 

2.1.55. At the February part-session of Par
liament, Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of 
the Commission, pointed to the responsibil
ity of the Council (fisheries) which, because 
of its repeated failure to find a solution, is 
creating an atmosphere of uncertainty which 
could affect the Community in other ways at 
a time when it is confronted with numerous 
economic and social problems. He felt that 
sirice the United Kingdom's specific needs 
had been largely met in the Commission's 
proposals, that country should stipulate its 
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requests clearly now that it was clear that 
disagreement stemmed from demands that 
are incompatible with the Treaty. 

2.1.56. On 16 February3the Court of Jus
tice gave its judgment in the case opposing 
the Commission and Ireland in connection 
with unilateral measures prohibiting vessels 
over 33 metres long from fishing in Irish wa
ters. 4 It recognized that the measures in 
question were discriminatory. 

External aspects 

2.1.57. On 20 February5 the Council ex
tended the interim arrangements applicable 
to vessels from Spain until 31 May 1978. 

2.1.58. The Commission has pursued its 
consultations with Norway, Sweden and the 
Faroe Islands with a view to determining the 
possibilities of reciprocal fishing for 1978. 
These consultations have led to the conclu
sion of arrangements with the Faroe Islands; 
similar arrangements will shortly be adopted 
with Norway and Sweden. 

2.1.59. Following the extension, with effect 
from 1 January 1978, of the fishing zones of 
Sweden, Poland and the German Democratic 
Republic, the two Member States bordering 
on the Baltic Sea, Germany and Denmark, 
agreed to extend their fishing zones in that 
sea. These measures, which are to take effect 
on 1 March, will not affect the fishing quotas 
allocated by the Commission in the Baltic 
Sea for 1978. 

' OJ C 36 of 13.2.1978 and Bull. EC 1-1978, poinl 
2.3.20. 
2 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.1.53. 
' Point 2.3.49. 
• Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.1.76. 
5 OJ L49 of 21.2.1978. 
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2.1.60. On 16 February Parliament 1 passed 
a Resolution on the final arrangements for a 
common fisheries policy and gave its Opin
ion on a number of Commission proposals to 
the Council concerning the Community's in
ternal fisheries policy. At its plenary session 
on 1 and 2 February the Economic and So
cial Committee 2 delivered an Opinion on the 
Commission proposals concerning certain im
mediate measures to adjust capacity in the 
fisheries sector. 3 

Transport policy 

Surface transport 

Working of the market 

Access to the market 

First Directive on common rules 
for road carriage 

2.1.61. On 20 February 4 the Council for
mally adopted the amendments to its Direc
tive of 23 July 19625---on the establishment 
of certain common rules for carriage of goods 
by road between Member States-which it 
had approved on 20 and 21 December 1977. 6 

These amendments extend the area of carri
age exempt from quota or authorization ar
rangements with regard to the definition of 
frontier zones and carriage within such 
zones, and the carriage of vehicles requiring 
repairs and of spare parts for aircraft. 

International carriage of 
passengers by road 

2.1.62. The Council also formally adopted 
on 20 February the Decision amending the 
guidelines on negotiations 7 between the 
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Community and non-Community countries 
on the rules applicable to occasional interna
tional carriage of passengers by coach and 
bus, which it had approved in December 
1977.8 The new Decision is concerned parti
cularly with the multilateral character of the 
agreement and the administrative tasks 
which can be entrusted to the secretariat of 
the European Conference of Transport Min
isters (ECMn. 

* 

2.1.63. At its sitting on 14 February Parli
ament 9 gave its opinion on two Commission 
proposals:10 one on the establishment of com
mon rules for coach and bus shuttle services 
between the Member States and the other on 
the establishment of common rules on regu
lar coach and bus services between the 
Member States. 

European laying-up fund 

2.1.64. On 20 February the Council formal
ly adopted a Decision-which it had ap
proved in December 197711-amending the 
guidelines on negotiations with Switzerland 
on an agreement setting up a European Lay
ing-up Fund for Inland Waterway Vessels. 

This Decision authorizes the Commission to 
negotiate with Switzerland the amendments 
to be made to the draft agreement which has 

' Point 2.3.12 and 01 C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
2 Point 2.3.62. 
3 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 1.6.5. 
4 01 L 54 of 25.2.1978. 
5 01 70 of 6.8.1962. 
• Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.143. 
7 Bull. EC 10-1975, point 2268. 
' Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.140. 
• 01 C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
10 01 C293 of 6.12.1977 and Bull. EC 11-1977, point 
2.1.88. 
" Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.145. 
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been intialled, so as to meet the require
ments set out in Opinion 1/76 of the Court 
of Justice of 26 April 1977 1 and resolve, at 
the request of the Dutch Government, the 
special problems facing the Netherlands. 

Alignment of structures 

Social conditions 

2.1.65. On 15 February the Commission 
decided to send a reasoned opinion to the 
United Kingdom and serve notice on Ireland 
regarding the non-application by these coun
tries of the Council Regulation of 20 July 
1970 2 on the introduction of recording equip
ment in road transport. 

Taxation 

2.1.66. The Commission has informed the 
Austrian Government of its grave concern 
regarding the draft law which would intro
duce a road tax for commerical vehicles in 
Austria as from 1 July 1978. The main 
points of concern are that the tax is very 
high and it will have the effect of discrimi
nating against non-Austrian carriers. Discus
sions have been opened with the appropriate 
Austrian authorities. 

Improving the railways 

2.1.67. On 10 February the Commission 
sent the Council a proposal for a Decision re
garding acceptance by the Community of 
Resolution No 212 (revised) of the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe 
(ECE), adopted in February 1977 by the 
ECE's· Inland Transport Committee, on the 
facilitation of health and quality inspection in 
the international carriage of goods by rail. 
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This being a matter for which the Commu
nity has responsibility, the Commission pro
posed to the Council that this resolution be 
adopted in respect of transport between the 
Community and non-Community countries 
which are signatories to it. 

Infrastructures 

Infrastructure investments 

2.1.68. On 20 February 3 the Council for
mally adopted a Decision instituting a con
sultation procedure and setting up a Com
mittee on Transport Infrastructure, a Deci
sion which it had approved in December 
1977. 4 

Infrastructure costs 

2.1.69. On 20 February the Commission 
sent the Council its fifth report on the ac
counting system for expenditure on and the 
utilization of rail, road and inland waterway 
infrastructures. This report, drawn up pursu
ant to the Council Regulation of 4 June 
1970,5 contains the figures notified to the 
Commission by the Member States for 1975. 

1 OJ C 107 of 3.5.1977 and Bull. EC4-1977, point 
2.3.59. 
2 OJ L 164 of 27.2.1970 and L 110 of 27.4.1973. 
' OJ L 54 of 25.2.1978. 
' Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.146. 
' OJ L 130 of 15.6.1970. 
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Energy policy 

The common market in coal
twenty-five years on 

2.1.70. The common market in coal, the 
first common market to be established was . , 
maugurated on 10 February 1953 and so has 
now been in existence for twenty-five years. 1 

This anniversary was celebrated in various 
ways in February. To mark the occasion the 
Comm~ssion reviewed the major develop
ments m the common market in coal since its 
!nception, and its future prospects, taking 
mto account the energy crisis. 

Formulating and implementing a 
Community energy policy 

Energy savings 

2 .1. 71. On 13 February the Council for
mally adopted a Directive on the perfor
mance of heat sources for space heating and 
the production of hot water in new or exist
ing non-industrial buildings and on the insu
lation of the heat and domestic hot-water 
distribution systems in new non-industrial 
buildings. The Council had approved this 
text-which is part of the Community's ra
tional use of energy programme-at its meet
ing on 13 December 1977. 2 

Sectoral problems 

Hydrocarbons 

Community refining industry 

2.1.72. On 23 February the Commission 
sent the Council a communication on prob-
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lems concerning the economics of the re fin
ing industry in the Community and the 
means of resolving them. 3 

Coal 

Aid for intra-Community trade 
in power-station coal 

2.1.73. On 23 February the Commission 
sent to the Council a communication on the 
introduction of a Community aid system for 
intra-Community trade in power-station 
coal4 to enable additional quantities of steam 
coal to be disposed of at competitive prices. 

Nuclear energy 

Aid for uranium prospecting programmes 

2.1. 74. As part of the Community financial 
aid measures for uranium prospecting pro
grammes within the territories of Member 
States, the Commission published a commu
!lic~t!on in the .official Journal 5 in February 
mvttmg those mterested to submit applica
tions for aid for projects to be carried out in 
the period 1978-80. The sum of 5 million 
EUC is included for this purpose in the bud
get of the Communities for 1978. 

This financial support is based on the first 
paragraph of Article 70 of the Euratom Trea
ty. Aid will total 30-70% of the project cost. 
This is the third invitation published by the 
c;ommission concerning uranium explora
tion. The first programme, in 1976,6 was al-

1 Points 1.5.1 to 1.5.6. 
2 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.163. 
3 Points 1.5.7 to 1.5.12. 
• Point 1.5.6. 
5 OJ C 40 of 17.2.1978. 
6 OJ L221 of 14.8.1976; Bull. EC7/8-1976 point 2281 
and 11-1976, point 2276. ' 
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located 1 million u.a. Seven projects have 
been funded under the programme. 

As part of the second programme launched 
in March 1977,1 the sum of 5 million u.a. 
has been earmarked, for the period 1977-79, 
for the funding of thirteen selected projects 2 

in Ireland, the United Kingdom, Belgium, 
Germany, Greenland and Italy. 

Research and development, 
science and education 

Science, Research and Development 

Adoption of three concerted-action 
research programmes 

Medica/ research 

2.1.75. Acting on proposals put forward by 
the Commission in June 1977, 3 the Council 
adopted on 13 February 4 three concerted-ac
tion research projects in medicine and public 
health. This is the first time that medical 
research projects carried out by the Member 
States individually are to be coordinated at 
Community level. 

The Commission is to have the task of co
ordinating research activities relating to the 
following main themes: registration of con
genital abnormalities (1978-80), cell ageing 
and diminished functional capacity of organs 
(1978-81) and extracorporeal oxygenation 
(1978-81 ). The Commission will be assisted 
in its work by 'concerted-action committees' 
composed of persons who are responsible, in 
the respective countries, for research activi
ties relating to these problems. 

The cost of the various national projects to 
be coordinated in this way is approximately 
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10 million EUC for four years; the maximum 
amount to be spent on coordination-fi
nanced from the Community purse-is set at 
1.09 million EUC for the same period. All 
the Member States will contribute to all three 
fields of research; the ten non-member coun
tries participating in COST (European Coo
peration in the field of Scientific and Tech
nical Research) may also take part in the 
Community programme if they wish. 

Several other research topics of particular 
relevance to the Community as a whole have 
been selected with the assistance of the 
Committee on Medical Research and Public 
Health (CRM) and the Scientific and Techni
cal Research Committee (CREsn; these will 
be the subject of a Commission proposal to 
be put forward in 1978, for a second medical 
research programme. 

Physical properties of foodstuffs 

2.1.76. At the meeting on 20 February 5 the 
Council adopted a decision on the implemen
tation of a programme of concerted -action 
research into the physical properties of food
stuffs. 

This programme, which was proposed by the 
Commission to the Council in August 1977, 6 

began to take shape at the meeting of the 
Committee of Senior Officials responsible for 
European Cooperation in the field of Scien
tific and Technical Research (COST), to 
which Sweden had submitted in 1975 7 a 
number of topics suitable for cooperation in 

1 OJ C 60 of 10.3.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.1.109. 
3 Bull. EC 6-1977, point 1.3.6; Eleventh General Re
port, point 419. 
• OJ L 52 of 23.2.1978. 
5 01 L 54 of 25.2.1978. 
• Bull. EC7/8-1977, point 2.1.119. 
7 Ninth General Report, point 321; Tenth General Re
port, point 387. 
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the general area of food production. The pro
gramme was prepared with the assistance of 
experts from the Member States and from 
non-member countries taking part in COST. 
It provides for coordination at Community 
level of the research activities being conduct
ed in this field in the Member States. The 
objective is to acquire a better knowledge of 
the physical properties of food products both 
during processing and in the finished state. 

COST countries that are not members of the 
Community will be invited to take part in 
the programme. An amount of 250 000 EUC 
is to be assigned to Community-level coor
dination of research over a period of three 
years (1978-80). 

Large conurbations 

2 .1. 77. Another programme of concerted
action research-concerning the development 
of large conurbations1-was formally adopt
ed by the Council on 7 February. 2 A prop
osal on this subject had been laid before the 
Council by the Commission on 3 August 
1977. 3 

Fast reactors 

2.1. 78. On 17 February 4 Parliament de
livered an Opinion on the Commission's 
communication to the Council on the fast
breeder option 5 in the Community con
text-justification, achievement, problems 
and future prospects. 

Scientific and Technical- Committee 

2 .1. 79. At a meeting on 16 and 17 February 
the Scientific and Technical Committee 
(STC) examined two draft Commission prop
osals to the Council on indirect-action rese-
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arch programmes concerning the decommis
sioning of nuclear power plants and the safe
ty of water-cooled thermal reactors. The 
Committee expressed a favourable opinion 
on these two draft proposals, which cover a 
period of five years starting on 1 July 1978. 

The Committee also expressed a favourable 
opinion on the draft Commission proposal 
for a one-year extension of the indirect-ac
tion research programme on plutonium re
cycling in light-water reactors, which had 
been adopted by the Council on 17 Decem
ber 1974 6 for a period of four years starting 
from 1 January 1975. 

Multiannual programmes 

Interim JET Council 

2.1.80. At its meeting on 21 and 22 Febru
ary the Interim JET Council unanimously 
adopted, subject to a few amendments, the 
draft Statute for the JET Joint Undertaking 
submitted by the Working Party on the Sta
tute; 1 this draft will be forwarded 8 by the 
Commission to the Council for a decision in 
May. The Interim JET Council was also in
formed of the progress of work in the other 
three specialized working parties. 

Advisory Committees on 
Programme Management (ACPM) 

2.1.81. The ACPM for the programme on 
radioactive-waste management and storage 

' Point 2.1.34. 
2 OJ L45 of 16.2.1978. 
3 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.1.118. 
4 Point 2.3.18 and OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
5 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 1.3.4. 
• Bull. EC 12-1974, point 2260. 
7 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.81, 1-1978, point 2.1.67. 
M Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.1.85. 
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(direct and indirect action) met on 20 and 21 
February 1978. Most of its attention was de
voted to a study of the programme of indi
rect action for 197 5-79. 1 It expressed satisfac
tion with the progress achieved so far. 

The Committee none the less voiced its con
cern at the delay in the implementation of 
certain projects relating to waste disposal in 
geological formations. Since no headway 
could be made in the technical development 
of radioactive-waste storage facilities without 
experimental research in situ, the Committee 
urged-in an opinion transmitted to the 
Commission and to the Council-that all ap
propriate steps for this purpose be taken. 

2.1.82. The ACPM for the programme of 
indirect action on plutonium recycling in 
light-water reactors, which met on 24 Febru
ary, was informed of the progress made in 
that programme and declared itself satisfied. 
The Committee continued its study, started 
at the previous meeting, 2 of research topics 
suitable for inclusion in the Commission 
proposal to be put forward in 1978 under the 
second multiannual programme (1980-84) on 
plutonium recycling. The Committee recom
mended that meetings of specialist working 
parties be held in order to make a detailed 
study of some of the topics, particularly the 
fabrication and transport of mixed-oxide fu
els. 

2.1.83. The ACPM for research on solar 
energy (direct and indirect action) devoted its 
meeting on 24 February to a preliminary dis
cussion of the substance of a Commission 
proposal, to be submitted to the Council in 
1978, for the extension of the present mul
tiannual programme beyond June 1979. The 
facts and figures assembled by the competent 
Commission departments indicate the need 
for a substantial increase in the present activ
ities in order to meet the Community's 
requirements in the field of solar-energy re-
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search. The ACPM endorsed the guidelines 
suggested. 

Several members of the Committee con
sidered that the present programme should 
be supplemented by new projects on wind 
power and solar heating in industry and ag
riculture. 

Education 

2.1.84. On 15 February 3 Parliament adopt
ed a Resolution on measures to improve the 
preparation of young people for working life 
and to help them make the transition from 
school to their first job. These measures were 
first set out in a Council Resolution adopted 
by the Ministers of Education meeting with
in the Council on 29 November 1976. 4 

Scientific and technical 
information and 
information management 

Three- year plan of action 

Commission Report 

2.1.85. The Commission transmitted to the 
Council on 21 February and to Parliament 
on 27 February its report on the implemen
tation of a three-year (1975-77) plan of action 
in the field of scientific and technical infor
mation and documentation, in accordance 
with the decision taken by the Council on 

1 Bull. EC 6-1975, point 2257. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.1.93. 
1 Point 2.3.15 and OJ C63 of 13.3.1978. 
4 OJ C 308 of 30.12.1976 and Bull. EC 11-1976, points 
1201 to 1203. 
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18 March 1975 1 when it adopted this initial 
plan of action. The report, which concerns 
1977, analyses the work accomplished during 
this last year of the plan but also mentions 
further action to be taken on it. 

Activities in this field in 1977 related to the 
setting-up of sectoral documentation systems 
covering the most important Community 
sectors, to the creation of Euronet, which is 
due to become operative in December 1978, 
and to the support actions, particularly the 
training of specialists, aids to users and ma
chine-aided translation. 
As regards Euronet, the report emphasizes in 
particular that for the first time the nine 
Postal Administrations of Member States had 
cooperated for the purpose of setting up a 
common network for data communication. 
This cooperation has resulted in an opening
up of the European market to Community 
undertakings-in view of the resulting pos
sibility of equipment standardization-and 
can lead to better alignment of certain 
aspects of the management of postal admin
istration, since they for their part have 
agreed to consult each other on tariff mat
ters. 

The entry into service of the network will be 
only the beginning of a broader, long-term 
effort directed towards cooperation and the 
sharing of resources as recommended by the 
Council in its Resolution of 24 June 1971. 2 

Consequently, the second three-year (1978-
80) plan of action proposed by the Commis
sion in July 1977 3 provides for further efforts 
to afford greater assistance to users by turn
ing Euronet into a public operational net
work, by improving the existing services 
and the means of access to them and by as
sisting users to make better use of the ser
vices offered. It is also planned to promote 
the technology and methodology of informa
tion systems and to make Euronet accessible 
to European countries outside the Commu
nity. 
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Euronet 

Adoption of a common tariff 

2.1.86. An important step forward has been 
taken by the European Community through 
joint action with the nine postal administra
tions of Member States, who have agreed 
among themselves and with the Commission 
on a common tariff for the Euronet telecom
munications network. This tariff is independ
ent of distance and is based on data volume 
transmitted rather than on fixed subscrip
tions, thus especially benefiting small and 
medium-scale users. Euronet's telecommuni
cations facilities will offer a reduction to be
tween 113 and 115 of present-day charges for 
comparable services and of 60% compared 
with those for less reliable forms of trans
mission-to the ultimate benefit of thou
sands of industrial, institutional and individ
ual users in the Community. The postal ad
ministrations have also agreed to substantial 
reductions during the off-peak period, i.e. at 
night and at the weekend. 

Industrial and technological innovation 

Meeting held with the heads of 
industrial affairs departments 

2.1.87. In view of the complex nature of 
the problem of industrial innovation and of 
the multiplicity of measures taken at govern
ment level in all the Community countries, 
the Commission invited the heads of indus
trial affairs departments of the Member 
States to a meeting, the purpose of which 
was to adopt the necessary measures to keep 

' OJ C 100 of 21.4.1975 and Bull. EC 3-1975, point 
2249. 
2 OJ C 122 of 10.12.1971. 
3 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, points 1.4.1 to 1.4.3. 
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track of developments together with the 
Commission, with a view to optimizing all 
the efforts undertaken and preventing diver
gences and inconsistencies. The Community 
could carry on vigorously with such mea
sures as those relating to standards, informa
tion and the integration of markets within 
well-defined sectors, since such measures 
supplement those of the governments, so as 
to stimulate useful innovation. 

As certain 'horizontal' schemes give rise to 
innovations involving several sectors, the 
heads of industrial affairs departments 
agreed at their meeting on 17 February to set 
up a working party which could keep a con
stant watch on the process of innovation and 
its industrial spin-off. 
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Enlargement 

Accession negotiations: Greece 

2.2.1. In February 1978 the negotiations 
between the Community and Greece entered 
the substantive phase. 1 

2.2.2. The eleventh and twelfth sessions of 
the negotiations at deputy (ambassador) level 
were held in Brussels on 10 and 27 February. 

The 10 February session covered customs 
union and the free movement of industrial 
goods. Significant progress was made and 
points of view were brought much closer to
gether. 

These matters were again on the agenda on 
27 February, when an initial examination 
was also made of the problems relating to 
capital movements. In this case too, agree
ment was reached on a number of points. 

Spain 

Mr Natali's visit to Madrid 

2.2.3. Mr Natali, a Vice-President of the 
Commission, paid an official visit to Madrid 
from 13 to 15 February 1978. 

The main purpose of this visit was to make 
contact with the Spanish Government to pre
pare the way for the collaboration required 
over the next few months in formulating the 
Commission's Opinion on Spain's application 
for membership of the Communities. 2 

1 Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.5. 
2 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.5. 
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Mr Natali had talks with King Juan Carlos 
and with Mr Suarez, the President of the 
Government, Mr Oreja, the Foreign Minister, 
and Mr Calvo Sotelo, the Minister responsi
ble for relations with the European Commu
nities. He also met the members of the 
Spanish Government who are most directly 
involved in the matter of accession, and the 
leaders of the main parliamentary parties. 

In the course of these meetings Mr Natali 
noted the unanimity of the Spanish political 
and economic forces in favour of rapid acces
sion to the Community, as an essential sup
port for the stabilization of democracy in 
Spain. 

In this context, the Spanish representatives 
stressed to Mr Natali the importance of 
avoiding any delay in carrying out the var
ious phases of the integration process as laid 
down in Article 237 of the Treaty of Rome. 

Political cooperation 

Ministerial meeting 

2.2.4. The Foreign Ministers of the Mem
ber States met in Copenhagen on 14 Febru
ary under the chairmanship of the Danish 
Foreign Minister, Mr Andersen. The Com
mission was represented by Vice-President 
Haferkamp and Mr Cheysson. 

The main items on the agenda were the 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe, the situation in Africa and recent 
developments in the Middle East. 
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Multilateral trade 
negotiations 

New phase of negotiations: 
study of offers made in Geneva 

2.2.5. Following the unofficial meeting in 
January, which marked the beginning of the 
new, substantive phase 1 in the multilateral 
trade negotiations, efforts are now mainly be
ing devoted to analysing the offers made in 
Geneva. A number of bilateral meetings 
were held in Geneva in February to prepare 
a detailed presentation of the offers. 

The Community is examining the of
fers-the figures involved and the implica
tions-in order to press ahead with the ne
gotiating process. 

Informal multilateral meetings are also tak
ing place in an effort to push forward the 
work on the various working hypotheses, 
particularly in respect of non-tariff measures. 

Non-tariff measures 

2.2.6. The Customs Matters Subgroup met 
in Geneva on 8 and 9 February. 

Talks continued on the draft code on cus
toms valuation submitted by the Community 
at the last meeting of the Subgroup on 15 
November 1977. 2 Most members felt that 
the draft code formed a satisfactory basis for 
future work. Japan, the United States and 
the Nordic countries said that they were pre
pared to negotiate on the basis of the Corn
munity's draft code. 

It was agreed that bilateral and multilateral 
consultations should go ahead as soon as 

1 Bull. EC 1-1978, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.8. 
2 Bull. EC 11-1977, point 2.2.19. 
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possible to work towards a revised text, 
which could constitute an official draft code 
on customs valuation. 

North-South Dialogue. 
Development cooperation 

Continuation of the North-South Dialogue 

2.2. 7. February saw a number of meetings, 
debates and statements-both within the 
Community and in other international for
ums--expressing determination to continue 
and intensify the dialogue between industri
alized and developing countries. 

Community positions 

2.2.8. In the Community, the Council 
heard a statement at its meeting on 7 Feb
ruary on the Commission communication 
setting out guidelines for future international 
meetings under UNCTAD in connection 
with the North-South Dialogue 1 and then, in 
the terms of the communique issued after 
the meeting, reaffirmed the importance 
which the Community attaches to the next 
stage of the North-South Dialogue and con
firmed the need for the Community and the 
Member States to express a common position 
in the Dialogue. 

The Council also noted the importance 
which, in the general context of the integrat
ed programme, the problem of the Common 
Fund presented in regard to the restarting of 
the Dialogue; it instructed the Permanent 
Representatives Committee to examine the 
proposals submitted by the Commission with 
a view to the resumption of the negotiations 
on the Common Fund. 

Similarly, the Council agreed that, with a 
view to the ministerial meeting of UNCTAD 
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(Geneva 6-10 March), which would be main
ly concerned with debt and with the least-ad
vanced countries, a common position would 
be drawn up at its next meeting on 7 March 
at the latest. The Permanent Representatives 
Committee was likewise instructed to exa
mine the Commission's proposals to this 
end. 

2.2.9. On 15 February Parliament held a 
debate 2 on the North-South Dialogue, fol
lowing a question by a Member of the House 
on the undertakings given by the Communi
ty and the Member States in this context and 
the way in which they see the dialogue deve
loping. The President of the Council, Mr An
dersen, said that the Council attached the 
greatest importance to continuing the North
South Dialogue and maintaining the present 
climate of cooperation. 

In the Resolution passed at the end of the 
debate, Parliament: 
emphasizes the highly political, urgent and 
far-reaching nature of this matter and fully 
recognizes the world-wide implications of the 
debate begun after the CIEC; 
notes the importance of this debate for the 
European Community as regards both its in
ternal development and its external relations, 
and stresses the important active role which 
the Community can and should play, prov
ided that it speaks with one voice; 
reaffirms the urgency of establishing the pri
orities an a timetable for the work to be 
done, with a view to active Community par
ticipation in the preparation and conduct of 
the special session of the United Nations 
General Assembly in 1980, which is to be 
devoted to all aspects of this matter. 

2.2.10. The Commission position, which 
was expressed last month by Mr Jenkins in 

' Bull. EC 1-1978, point 1.4.3. 
2 Point 2.3.20 and OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
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Khartoum 1 and was contained in a number 
of communications to the Council, 1 was re
peated in February on several occasions; 
while Commission staff continued to prepare 
suggestions to be made at the discuss~ons 
planned for various international meetmgs 
(in particular the UNCTAD Trade and ~e
velopment Board in March). The C~mmts
sion memorandum sent to the Council on 16 
February on the preparation of the negotia
tions with the ACP States for the renewal of 
the Lome Convention 2 also reflects the 
Commission's concern to improve the con
tent of this Convention. 

International meetings 

2.2.11. The Community took part in the 
first meeting of the Committee of the 
Whole 3 set up by the United Nations Gen
eral Assembly to coordinate international ne
gotiations and discussions on North-South 
relations. 

2.2.12. Several preparatory meetings 4 or
ganized in the context of the Integrated Pro
gramme for Commodities brought together 
in February the representatives of indust~al
ized countries (including the Commumty) 
and the developing countries. February also 
saw the opening in Geneva of the important 
conference on the negotiation of a new inter
national wheat agreement, 4 which is obvi
ously of the greatest interest to developing 
countries. The Community spokesman em
phasized at the conference the nee~ to safe
guard the interests of the developmg. coun
tries and to ensure world food secunty for 
the most needy countries. 

2.2.13. The revival of the North-South Di
alogue was also menti~ned on v~ous. ~a
sions, for example dunng the offictal vtstt to 
the Commission of Mr Moktar Ould Dad
dab, President of Mauritania, 5 and during 
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the talks which Mr Cheysson, Member of 
the Commission, had from 20 to 22 February 
in Washington with various prominent Am
erican figures. 

UNCTAD integrated programme, 
commodities and world agreements 

Preparatory meetings 

Copper 

2.2.14. The Commission participated in the 
third UNCT AD preparatory meeting on copper 
in Geneva from 30 January to 3 February. 

Since little progress has been made regarding 
copper in UNCT AD for some two years and 
since the copper market is at present faced 
with considerable difficulties with over supply 
and lack of demand causing very low prices 
and hence critical shortfalls in export reve
nue for developing producer countries, the 
meeting was very important and tended to 
be of a political nature. The net result of 
concentrated discussions between producers 
and consumers was a decision to create very 
rapidly a standing intergovernmental copper 
body as part of the continuing work on the 
Integrated Programme for Commodities. The 
body's principal tasks will be, in the shorter 
term, to propose for the consideration ~f gov
ernments interim and immediate actions to 
correct the unsatisfactory current market si
tuation and, in the longer term to examine 
various possible stabilization schemes with a 
view to determining and elaborating a mutual
ly acceptable basis for an international copper 
arrangement. 

Bull. EC 1-1978, points 1.4.1 to 1.4.6 and 2.2.6. 
Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4. 

3 Point 2.2.25. 
4 Points 2.2.14 to 2.2.17. 
5 Point 2.2.46. 
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Hard fibres 

2.2.15. A further preparatory meeting on 
hard fibres (sisal, Mexican sisal, Manila hemp 
and coir)---organized in the context of the In
tegrated Programme for Commodities-took 
place in Geneva from 30 January to 3 Feb
ruary, with the participation of the Commu
nity. The last two meetings were held in De
cember 1976 1 and October 1977. 2 

The main points discussed were connected 
with the stabilization of the market, the el
imination of unduly sharp fluctuations in 
prices and ways and means of making these 
products more competitive in relation to syn
thetic substitutes. 

The discussions about sisal and Mexican si
sal centred on research, development and 
promotion. It was agreed to set up a panel of 
government experts from producer and con
sumer countries to examine in detail specific 
measures for which a programme or projects 
already exist. The panel should meet during 
the second half of the year and report back 
to the next preparatory meeting. On the mat
ter of the stabilization of the market it was 
agreed to examine the results of the next 
meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental 
Groups on Hard Fibres (unofficial arrange
ment on indicative prices and export quotas). 

On Manila hemp, a product of special econ
omic importance for the Philippines and Ec
uador, the meeting felt that an indicative 
price arrangement might be agreed, which 
would limit price fluctuations. This idea is to 
be discussed by the FAO Intergovernmental 
Group, which had a similar arrangement ap
plied for a short time some years ago. The 
research, development and promotion aspect 
will also be examined more thoroughly, not
ably on the basis of an FAO report on a 
technical improvement programme for Mani
la hemp. The work on coir was concerned 
with making the product more competitive 
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(possible action in research, development and 
promotion). It is planned to examine as soon 
as possible the technical improvement pro
gramme which the FAO is preparing. 

The meeting called for the creation of an ag
ency to deal with these problems-'Coir In
ternational'-as originally proposed by India, 
subject to examination of its structure, its 
objectives and its financing problems. An 
FAO report on the matter will be considered 
at the next meeting of the Intergovernmental 
Group on Hard Fibres. The producers (nota
bly India and Sri Lanka) stressed that they 
would like to see such measures and ideas 
incorporated in an international arrangement 
on coir, which would also cover other mea
sures including market access and stabiliza
tion. 

It was decided to hold separate meetings for 
each of the categories of product in the sec
ond half of the year. 

Vegetable oil and oil seeds 

2.2.16. Still in the context of the UNCTAD 
Integrated Programme for Commodities, a 
second preparatory meeting on vegetable oil 
and oil seeds was held in Geneva from 13 to 
17 February. It examined two documents 
presented by the Secretariat, one on storage 
measures as a means of market stabilization 
and the other a draft international arrange
ment to transfer the vegetable oil of export
ing developing countries to importing deve
loping countries when the market price drops 
below a certain reference price. 

This meeting did not produce any conclu
sions and it was agreed to ask the Ad Hoc 
Intergovernmental Committee for the Inte
grated Programme to convene a third prepar
atory meeting. 

' Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2329. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.2.14. 
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Commodities and world agreements 

Cereals 

2.2.17. The Community took part in the 
UNCTAD Conference to negotiate a new in
ternational agreement to replace the 1971 In
ternational Wheat Agreement, which opened 
in Geneva on 13 February. 

The International Wheat Council decided at a 
special meeting on 10 and 11 January 1 to re
quest that this Conference be convened. The 
Community representative, who at the meet
ing of the International Wheat Council in 
London at the beginning of January had al
ready given a broad outline of the Commu
nity's position, made the following statement 
in Geneva on 14 February: 

'I think it will be useful if I do as other delegations and 
give this plenary meeting a clear definition of the spirit 
in which the Community is embarking on these nego
tiations and the objectives which it hopes it will be pos
sible to attain. I propose to do so as directly and con
cisely as possible. 

The Community will take part in these negotiations in 
a positive spirit, in line with the fundamental contribu
tion which it made at the preparatory stage in an effort 
to bring this Conference about. Our participation should 
therefore be a substantial one, and we want this Con
ference to be a success for the sake of the whole inter
national community. 

We still believe that a world strategy, aimed at achieving 
both security of supplies and the orderly expansion of 
trade in the areas with which we are concerned, can be 
implemented by means of an international stabilization 
agreement for wheat and coarse grains. The World Food 
Conference held the same view; we reiterated it at the 
opening of the GATT multilateral trade negotiations, 
and we would like to see this view finally implemented 
as a result of this Conference. 

As regards the negotiating objectives pursued by the 
Community, the aim is_ an agreement which will have 
the effect of stabilizing cereal prices on the international 
market within an acceptable range, providing for supply 
and purchase commitments at the upper and lower li-
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m its, respectively, of this range and also storage and re
lease measures before these limits are reached. 

We envisage an overall agreement on all the measures 
necessary for stabilization. 

We do not believe that an agreement can work, and 
hence attain the desired ends, if it is founded merely on 
storage and release measures which are set in motion by 
reference to a scale of purely indicative prices. Under 
such circumstances, market prices would rise or fall un
checked, affected only by possible long-term adjust
ments of domestic production and consumption policies. 
An agreement of this kind would risk disturbing the bal
ance of the world market still further, in view of the 
new factors which could intervene between the decision 
to adjust policies and the moment when the effects 
made themselves felt on the market. We believe, more
over, that an agreement of this kind would not be a true 
stabilization agreement but would be more akin to a 'fi
nancial arrangement' designed to share out among im
porters and exporters the burden arising from the exis
tence of reserve stocks. 

We have spoken about cereals in general; we need to 
make a precise statement with regard to coarse grains. 
The Community considers that stabilization measures 
for coarse grains must also be adopted under the agree
ment. There are two reasons for this: 

(i) countries importing and exporting coarse grains 
have an obvious direct interest in the stabilization of the 
world market in these products; 

(ii) however, all those taking part in the Conference 
should also have an interest in the conclusion of the 
'coarse grains' negotiations, in order to prevent a disrup
tion of the market in these cereals affecting the smooth 
functioning of the stabilization mechanisms introduced 
for wheat. 

These are the reasons why the Community will work, 
within the framework of the Conference, towards mak
ing coarse grains the subject of serious negotiations, par
allel to the negotiations on wheat. 

In conclusion, we would like to see an international 
agreement of a kind which will: 

(i) enable both exporting and importing countries to 
plan their production better, in an improved internation
al context; 

' Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.2.11. 
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(ii) enable difficult price situations to be met whether 
in the case of surpluses or in the case of shortfalls, while 
taking into account, in particular, the interests of deve
loping countries; 

(iii) enable food aid to be developed on a world scale, 
since this aid is a major factor in the economic devel
opment of the poorer countries. 

These may be thought ambitious objectives. We are 
aware of the difficulties which will have to be overcome 
if these negotiations are to be brought to a successful 
conclusion. However, we must not restrict our aims. We 
must seize this opportunity-which we see as being fav
ourable and unique from the political standpoint-in or
der to define a new strategy for safeguarding food sup
plies and stabilizing markets.' 

The major wheat-producing countries-for 
instance the United States and Canada-fa
voured an agreement based solely on a sto
rage system. A specialized committee was set 
up within the Conference to consider the 
treatment to be given to coarse grains. 

Olive oil 

2.2.18. Notification of the provisional appli
cation, with effect from 1 January 1978, of 
the 1963 International Olive Oil Agreement 
(extended and amended by the protocol of 
23 March 1973) was given on behalf of the 
Community in Madrid-the agreement being 
deposited with the Spanish Government-on 
1 February. 

The European Economic Community is 
therefore a party to the agreement on a pro
visional basis until it eventually deposits its 
instruments of accession in accordance with 
the usual institutional procedures. 

Cocoa 

2.2.19. The Community was represented at 
the first meeting of the consultative group 
on the cocoa economy, set up by the Inter
national Cocoa Council to promote a contin-
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uous dialogue between leading experts in the 
world cocoa trade. This meeting took place 
from 31 January to 2 February in Bern. 

Many countries-including the United 
States, which is not a member of the 1975 
cocoa agreement-responded to the Swiss 
Government's invitation. Representatives 
qualified in research, production, marketing 
and processing of cocoa products and in the 
chocolate trade informed the meeting about 
various topical points concerning cocoa, such 
as production difficulties in certain countries, 
the problems raised by substitute products 
and the prices of raw materials in the fin
ished products for the consumer. A second 
meeting will take place in Hamburg in the 
autumn. 

Generalized preferences 

2.2.20. Under the programme of seminars 
on generalized preferences, a Commission 
delegation held a seminar in Karachi on 2 
and 3 February. This seminar, which was or
ganized by the Pakistani export board in coo
peration with the Karachi chamber of com
merce, brought together a hundred or so ex
porters. 

It drew the participant's attention to the ad
vantages of exporting semi-sensitive and 
non-sensitive products to the Community ra
ther than products considered as sensitive by 
the Community, such as textiles and certain 
leather goods. 

Food aid and emergency aid 

Food aid programmes 

2.2.21. At its meeting on 7 February the 
Council fiXed the 1978 skimmed-milk pow-
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der food-aid programme at 150 000 tonnes. 
The Council had agreed in principle on this 
figure on 28 November 1977. 1 

Emergency measures 

2.2.22. On 9 February, the Commission 
decided on behalf of the Community to 
grant emergency aid to the Republic of Jib
outi. This aid, which involves 3 500 tonnes 
of cereals and 500 tonnes of butteroil, is in
tended for the people affected by supply dif
ficulties due to the political situation in this 
region. The estimated cost of this measure is 
around 1 million EUC. 

2.2.23. Following an appeal launched by 
the Turkish Government and the World 
Health Organization, the Community dec
ided on 17 February to allocate 1 million 
EUC to the WHO to support the fight 
against the spreading of malaria in Turkey. 
This aid will be used to purchase the trans
port equipment needed to ~ount ~he o~.ra
tions (distribution of med1cmes, msect1c1de 
treatment). A first instalment of 500 000 EUC 
will be paid immediately to the WHO; the 
second instalment will be paid later, after the 
European Parliament has been consulted. 

The decision to provide this aid was taken 
under the procedure for coordinating emerg
ency aid adopted by the Council on 28 No
vember 1977.2 Certain Member States have 
also given aid, mainly in the form of insec
ticides and medicine (Germany: USD 
197 000, Netherlands: USD 250 999, United 
Kingdom: USD 273 000, Denmark: USD 
86 000. Italy: USD 7 000, Luxembourg: USD 
7 500). 

In all the Community and the Member 
States have provided USD 2 048 000 towards 
this operation, amounting to around half of 
its total cost. 
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Relations with non-governmental 
organizations 

2.2.24. The fourth Annual General Meet
ing of non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) from the nine Member States which 
specialize in development aid was held in 
Brussels from 13 to 15 February. Some forty
five specialists from the NG0s3 and Commis
sion officials were able to exchange ideas on 
the cooperation which was started three 
years ago between the Commission and the 
European NGOs active in the development 
field. The main topics dealt with were the re
sults of the cofinancing of projects carried 
out in the Third World by the NGOs, coo
peration in educating the European public on 
development matters and food aid. The 
NGOs were satisfied with their cooperation 
with the Commission in all these areas. 

The NGOs felt that major campaigns should 
be mounted to increase public awareness of 
two important forthcoming events: the be·
ginning of the negotiatons for the renewal of 
the Lome Convention in September4 and the 
European elections. The NGOs will therefore 
hold a conference later this year to carry out 
a critical review of the Lome Convention 
and to assess its prospects. An exhibition will 
be held to demonstrate the means and ma
terial available to the NGOs as opinion-for
mers. 

1 Bull. EC 11-1977, point 2.2.29. 
2 Bull. EC 11-1977, point 2.2.22. 
3 Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.2.10. 
4 Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4. 
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International organizations 

United Nations 

General Assembly 

First meeting of the Committee 
of the Whole 

2.2.25. The Committee of the Whole 
('Overview Committee') which was created 
in December 1977 1 by the General Assem
bly-held its first meeting from 13 to 17 
February in New York under the chairman
ship of Mr Jazairy (Algeria). 

The idea of setting up this Committee came 
from the developing countries. Its task will 
be to monitor the application of decisions on 
the new international economic order, to un
block negotiations which run into difficulties 
and to help find solutions to problems re
maining unsettled. The Committee will re
port to the General Assembly, particularly at 
the special session planned for 1980. 

The Community took part in this prelimi
nary work on the basis of the guidelines that 
the Council had laid down. During the dis
cussions it put forward proposals concerning 
the topics to be dealt with at future meet
ings. 

At the end of the meeting, during which 
each of the parties present had shown a wil
lingness to compromise, the Committee dec
ided to hold three more meetings in 1978 
(May, June and September). The first meet
ing will be a general debate on the world ec
onomic situation from the angle of interdep
endence between developing and industrial
ized countries, an examination of the ques
tion of the transfer of resources and a survey 
of the development of relations between in-
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dustrialized and developing countries and the 
progress of the various international negotia
tions under way. 

In addition to this overall survey, which will 
be one of the Committee's permanent tasks, 
the second session will be devoted to an ex
amination of specific topics (food and agricul
ture, industrialization of developing countries 
and problems of the least-developed coun
tries). 

The group of 77 prompted discussion of the 
question of holding emergency sessions be
tween the main meetings of the Committee. 
The matter will be raised again at the next 
meeting of the Committee. 

Economic and Social Council 

Economic Commission for Europe 

2.2.26. The Community took part in the 
session of the Inland Transport Committee 
of the United Nations Economic Commis
sion for Europe which was held in Geneva 
from 30 January to 3 February. 

The Community stated its position on a 
number of items discussed by the Commit
tee, namely the proposals made by the Soviet 
Union to hold a pan-European conference on 
transport, the European Agreement concern
ing the Work of Crews of Vehicles Engaged 
in International Road Transport (AETR), 
problems relating to the international trans
port of goods by road (including transit traf
fic) and the standardization of technical 
requirements in inland navigation. The Com
munity spokesman reported on the work car
ried out and the decisions taken by the 
Community on transport matters in 1977. 

1 Bull. EC 12-1977, points 2.2.7 and 2.2.36. 
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Food and Agriculture Organization 

Intergovernmental Group on Oilseeds, 
Oil and Fats 

2.2.27. The FAO Intergovernmental Group 
on Oilseeds, Oil and Fats met in Rome from 
6 to 10 February. It examined the world 
market situation and prospects and under
took to draw up guidelines for national and 
international measures in the fats sector. 

It also asked the FAO Secretariat to draw up 
a report, after the current multilateral trade 
negotiations, on the tariff and non-tariff bar
riers to international trade in fats. 

Conference of International 
Organizations for the Study 
of Agriculture Plans in Europe 

2.2.28. The Community took part in the 
Conference of International Organizations for 
the Study of Agricult,ural Plans in Europe, 
which was held in Paris from 21 to 24 Feb
ruary. 

The Conference-which is rather special in 
that it is composed of discussion groups 
each with its own agenda-dealt particularly 
with the following matters: animal produc
tion, health protection, rural development, 
the contribution of women to agricultural 
production and rural development, the agri
cultural and food industries, young people in 
a rural environment and the protection and 
improvement of plants and seeds. 

The conference takes place every two years 
and will meet next in 1980, but in the mean
time will contribute to the World Conference 
on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development 
to be held in Rome in July 1979. 
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Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 

Committee for Agriculture: 
Ministerial meeting 

2.2.29. The OECD Committee for Agricul
ture met at ministerial level on 10 February 
under the chairmanship of Mr Antoine 
Humblet, the Belgian Minister of Agriculture 
and Small Firms and Traders. 

The Community took part in this meeting 
which enabled the ministers to make a gen
eral survey of international agricultural prob
lems in the following three areas: the pro
spects on the agricultural markets, the agri
culture and food sector and relations with 
developing countries. 

On the question of the agricultural markets, 
the ministers considered the harmful conse
quences of the major fluctuations in recent 
years on the markets of the principal pro
ducts and stressed the need to cooperate 
closely in taking appropriate measures to 
remedy the situation and provide the re
quired stability. Given that for the first time 
since 1973 world grain production was suffi
cient to supply the market, meet food aid ob
ligations and reconstitute stocks, they under
lined the need for an internationally coordi
nated system of national stocks to be set up 
as rapidly as possible in order to guarantee 
food security and promote a greater degree of 
stability on the world cereals market. In gen
eral they considered that the objectives must 
be a more lasting improvement in the func
tioning of markets and their stabilization. 

The ministers also looked at the increasingly 
close links between production, processing, 
marketing and consumption of foodstuffs 
and they stressed the need to pay greater at
tention to nutritional requirements and to 
food economy and to take these factors into 
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account when drawing up food and agricul
tural policies. 

Lastly, they reviewed relations between de
veloped and developing countries as regards 
agriculture and food. Discussions highlighted 
the importance of cooperation in this respect 
and the need to use a whole range of mea
sures to benefit the developing countries: ag
ricultural development aid, food aid, food 
security and commercial policy measures. 
The ministers confirmed their governments' 
intention to continue the work being done in 
these areas. 

After their wide-ranging discussions, and in 
view of the persistent nature of the problems 
which arise in agriculture and food, the min
isters agreed to meet more frequently. As 
priorities for the future work of the Commit
tee for Agriculture the Ministers agreed dur
ing their discussion to: 
(i) step up work on market supervision; 
(ii) strengthen the role which the OECD 
could play in joint research with a view to 
improving the functioning of the markets; 
(iii) launch new agriculture and food policy 
projects; 
(iv) give greater attention to the implica
tions for member countries' policies of the 
development in the agricultural and food si
tuation of developing countries. 

Trade Committee 

2.2.30. The Commission took part in the 
meeting of the OECD Trade Committee 
which was held in Paris on 23 February. 
Most of the meeting was given over to an 
informal discussion of the effect on interna
tional trade of recent economic develop
ments. The Committee took this opportunity 
to reaffirm its commitment to a system of 
free trade in the face of mounting protection
ist pressure. 
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During this discussion the Committee con
sidered the future of the 1974 Trade Pledge, 1 

a matter to which it will return at its next 
meeting in May and which will be settled at 
the ministerial meeting in June. 

Lastly the Committee was informed of the 
new arrangement on export credits agreed, 
subject to confirmation, by the OECD mem
ber countries on 22 February. 2 

Ad Hoc Working Party on the 
Iron and Steel Industry 

2.2.31. The Community took part in the 
meeting of the OECD Ad Hoc Working Par
ty on the Iron and Steel Industry on 15 and 
16 February in Paris. The main business was 
an examination of measures taken by various 
countries to deal with the steel crisis. 

The Commission representative outlined the 
crisis measures which the Community has 
adopted in order to impose production and 
price discipline and which have been 
strengthened since the beginning of the year 
1978 both by anti-dumping provisions and by 
the negotiation of arrangements with certain 
exporting countries. He stressed the flexibil
ity of the system, its temporary nature and 
its objectives, which are to restructure the in
dustry and restore the financial equilibrium 
of undertakings. 

The Japanese Delegation expressed the Jap
anese Government's concern regarding the 
measures adopted by the Community, al
though it was fully aware of the serious dif
ficulties in the steel sector. The United 
States representative emphasized the ex
tremely serious situation of the American 
iron and steel industry, which had necessitat
ed the introduction of various measures in 
the· closing days of February (trigger prices). 

1 Bull. EC 5-1974, point 2307. 
2 Point 2.2.35. 
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Other delegates also emphasized the difficul
ties in their own countries. 

During the discussions on these statements the 
representatives of several countries acknow
ledged the very difficult situation facing the 
Community's iron and steel industry; how
ever they emphasized that these measures 
would have to be temporary and had to con
tribute to the modernization and the restruc
turing of the industry; certain delegations 
also referred to distortions in trade flows and 
the possible increase in the production costs 
of certain Community steel-consuming in
dustries which could come about as a result 
of the measures. 

Commercial policy 

Formulating and implementing 
the common commercial policy 

Import arrangements 

Easing of restrictive measures 

2.2.32. Under the Council Decision of 
27 March 1975 on unilateral import arrange
ments in respect of State-trading countries,1 

the Commission has taken the following 
measures relaxing import restrictions: 

Italy-Poland: exceptional opening of an im
port quota for synthetic rubber; 2 

Italy-Czechoslovakia: exceptional opening of 
an additional import quota for motor vehicles 
and part and accessories; 3 

Italy-Czechoslovakia: exceptional opening of 
an import quota for synthetic rubber. 3 
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Investigation, suneillance and 
safeguard measures 

Anti-dumping/ anti-subsidy procedures 

2.2.33. In February, in addition to mea
sures taken in furtherance of the crisis plan 
for the steel industry, 4 the Commission in
itiated anti-dumping/anti-subsidy proce
dures-in respect of products covered by the 
EEC Treaty-concerning imports of: 
reconstituted wood (wood chipboard) origi
nating in Spain and Sweden; 5 

kraft liner originating in Sweden, Finland, 
Canada, Portugal and Austria.6 

The Commission also published a notice of 
termination of the procedure concerning im
ports of quartz crystal units from Japan,7 fol
lowing an undertaking by Japanese exporters 
to raise prices. 

Safeguard measures 

2.2.34. The Council extended for one year, 
until the end of 1978, the quota arrange
ments for imports into Italy of malleable 
cast-iron tube and pipe fittings originating in 
Taiwan, 8 which had expired on 31 December 
1977. 

Credit insurance and export credit 

New consensus on export credits 

2.2.35. Following international negotia
tions, in which the Community participated, 
1 01 L99 of 21.4.1975. 
2 01 C 44 of 22.2.1978. 
1 01 C60 of 9.3.1978. 
4 Point 2.2.40. 
5 01 C 31 of 7.2.1978. 
• 01 C 54 of 3.3.1978. 
7 01 C 35 of 11.2.1978. 
H 01 L 50 of 22.2.1978. 
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a new consensus on officially supported ex
port credits was reached. 

In December the Council approved directives 
in accordance with which the Commission 
was to express the position of the Commu
nity in the international negotiations which 
were about to begin aimed at renewing and 
(if possible) improving the guidelines which 
originated in 1976 and were adopted by the 
Community as such by Council Decision of 
14 March 1977. 1 These guidelines (usually 
referred to as the consensus), which cover of
ficially supported export credits with a dura
tion of two years or more, set minimum cash 
payments and (for the credit balance of the 
contract price) minimum interest rates and 
maximum credit periods. 

The international negotiations were con
cluded on 22 February 1978. The outcome, 
after some ten months of initial exchanges of 
views, substantive discussions and three 
rounds of formal negotiations, is a single, au
thoritative text of a new consensus. Entitled 
'Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially 
Supported Export Credits', this text can give 
considerable satisfaction to the Community 
since it preserves the principal guidelines as 
they have existed since 1976, while incorpo
rating a number of important improvements 
in terms of procedures, definitions and so on, 
thus strengthening the consensus and facili
tating its implementation. 

The outcome can also give satisfaction to the 
Commission as such, which has acted as 
spokesman for the Community on this mat
ter since last March and which negotiated 
the new Arrangement in the face of persist
ent attempts by the USA and Canada radi
cally to alter the balance of the present con
sensus. The exclusive competence of the 
Community in the field of export credits un
der Article 113 of the Treaty has been given 
new material expression. 
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The OECD Understanding on a Local Cost 
Standard, on which the Court of Justice is
sued an important opinion on 11 November 
197 5, 2 will be incorporated in the Council 
Decision to give effect to the new consensus 
throughout the Community. This Decision 
will. have to be adopted very rapidly, since 
the twenty countries which are parties to the 
consensus have agreed that the revised 
guidelines should come into force at the be
ginning of April. 

Specific measures of 
commercial policy 

Textiles 

2.2.36. The 'textiles negotiations' opera
tion, which was already well advanced at the 
end of 1977,3 is now in its closing stages. 
Some negotiations are still continuing but 
the main task now is the application of the 
agreements negotiated, which together form 
a kind of 'textile pact' with balanced conces
sions and sacrifices between the parties. 

Negotiations 

2.2.37. Twenty-one agreements have been 
intitialled with MF A (Multifibre Arrange
ment) signatory countries. Negotiations with 
a number of countries, such as Poland and 
Hungary, are continuing. In addition to 
agreements proper, various arrangements 
have been concluded or are being examined 

' Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.2.22. 
' OJ C 268 of 22.11.1975 and Bull. EC 11-1975, point 
2308. 
3 Bull. EC 12-1977, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.3. 
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with countries with which the Community 
has association or cooperation agreements. 

Implementation of agreements 

2.2.38. As regards the transition from ne
gotiation to administration, on 7 February 
the Council formally adopted two Regula
tions: 
(i) making imports into the Community of 
textile products originating in certain non
member countries subject to common rules 
for authorization and quantitative limita
tion; 1 and 
(ii) maintaining the arrangements for im
ports into the Community of textile products 
originating in Taiwan,2 a 'non-MFA' coun
try. 

These two Regulations confirm those adopt
ed by the Commission on 30 December, 3 

and concern the implementation at Commu
nity level of the bilateral agreements in
itialled with the exporting countries, which 
have been applied de facto since 1 January. 

The administration of the agreements, with 
particular reference to the arrangements for 
surveillance and control of imports, is at 
present being studied within the Community 
by a special working party which meets each 
week. The Council will have to adopt defin
itive measures, on a proposal from the Com
mission, after the transitional phase ends on 
31 March. 

Contacts are continuing with the partner 
countries and consultations have already tak
en place with some of them, in accordance 
with the provisions of the agreements, to 
clarify certain points regarding implementa
tion or to settle problems-mainly of a tech
nical nature-for which full solutions were 
not found during the negotiations. 
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Iron and steel products 

Implementation of the crisis measures 

2.2.39. In February the Commission conti
nued its work on applying the decisions tak
en by the Council at the end of December to 
strengthen the measures to combat the crisis 
in the steel industry. Significant progress has 
already been made, as the Council was in
formed early in March when Mr Davignon, 
Member of the Commission, reported on the 
previous month's results. 

On the external side the Community's main 
attention was given to the negotiation of bil
ateral agreements with a number of non
member countries, the introduction of provi
sional anti-dumping measures under the 
GATT being intended simply to protect 
Community producers against low-priced im
ports pending the conclusion of bilateral 
agreements. 

Anti-dumping 

2.2.40. To ensure compliance with the re
presentative base prices published at the end 
of December, 4 the Commission decided in 
February on the following measures: 

(i) initiation of anti-dumping procedures 
concerning imports of: galvanized steel 
sheets and plates from Austria 5 and Fin
land; 6 certain angles, shapes and sections 
from Cezchoslovakia, Hungary, Japan, South 
Africa and Spain. 7 

1 OJ L42 of 11.2.1978. 
2 OJ L39 of 9.2.1978. 
3 OJ L 357 of 31.12.1977 and Bull. EC 12-1977, point 
1.2.2. 
4 OJ L 353 of 31.12.1977. 
5 OJ C 41 of 18.2.1978. 
• OJ C 27 of 2.2.1978. 
7 OJ C 33 of 9.2.1978. 
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(ii) introduction of provisional anti-dumping 
duties on imports of: iron or steel coils for 
rerolling originating in Japan, Bulgaria 1 and 
Australia; 2 

certain iron or steel sheets and plates origi
nating in Poland; J 

certain angles, shapes and sections from Ja
pan;3 
galvanized steel sheets and plates originating 
in the German Democratic Republic and Ja
pan.4 

Negotiation of arrangements with 
certain non-member countries 

2.2.41. The talks on arrangements to be 
concluded between the Community and cer
tain steel-exporting non-member countries, 
which started in January,5were continued. 

Arrangements have already been concluded 
with five of the EFf A countries (Austria, Fin
land, Norway, Portugal and Sweden); they 
were initialled in Brussels on 28 February. 
The ECSC-Switzerland Joint Committee 
reached agreement on the same day on an 
arrangement with Switzerland concerning 
trade in concrete reinforcing bars between 
the Community and the Swiss Confedera
tion. 

These arrangements will remain in force un
til 31 December 1978, and will preserve trad
itional trade flows between the various coun
tries and the Community. However, they are 
a substantial improvement on the existing si
tuation: the EFf A countries will take steps 
to ensure that their exports to the Commu
nity respect any minimum or guide prices set 
by the Commission. In order to allow access 
to the Community market conditions com
parable to those for Community producers, a 
reduction on the delivery price obtained from 
the application of Community producers' list 
prices will be allowed for the products in 
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question. In addition, the right for Commu
nity steel firms to align their prices on those 
for products from the EFf A countries (in 
the case of Switzerland, for concrete reinfor
cing bars only) will be suspended once these 
arrangements take effect. The arrangements 
also contain a consultation clause. 

The talks with Spain and South Africa, 
which began in January, continued in Febru
ary. Exploratory contacts also took place with 
Japan, Korea and some other countries. 

Mediterranean countries 

Cyprus 

2.2.42. On 23 February, following the ne
gotiations which lasted from 22 December 
19776 to 24 January 1978 7 between the 
Community and Cyprus for the conclusion 
of an additional protocol on agricultural trade 
arrangements, the Commission sent a com
munication to the Council with a draft addi
tional negotiating directive. 

The Commission's communication contained 
a number of proposals designed to improve 
the offer made to Cyprus and thus form a 
basis for concluding the negotiations. 

Spain 

2.2.43. The negotiations between the Com
munity and Spain on the extension of the 
bases of the 1970 preferential trade agree-

' OJ L37 of 7.2.1978. 
2 OJ L45 of 16.2.1978. 
3 OJ L 39 of 9.2.1978. 
4 OJ L 50 of 22.2.1978. 
5 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.2.34. 
• Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.2.51. 
7 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.2.37. 
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ment were resumed in Brussels on 8 Febru
ary. 

At the meeting the two delegations ex
plained how they felt the agreement should 
be developed to take account of the enlarge
ment of the Community in 1973 and the 
need to develop trade relations after a period 
of seven years, and also of Spain's applica
tion for membership of the European Com
munities.1 

The two delegations agreed to examine joint
ly the technical aspects of the case with a 
view to resuming negotiations as soon as 
possible. 

Yugoslavia 

2.2.44. Negotiations between the Commu
nity and Yugoslavia for the conclusion of a 
new cooperation agreement to replace the 
current trade agreement, due to expire on 
30 August this year, opened in Brussels on 
13 February. The purpose of this opening 
session was to elucidate the two delegations' 
positions and views on the future of EEC
Yugoslavia relations. 

The talks are intended to give practical effect 
to the parties' desire to strengthen, consoli
date and diversify their links, in accordance 
with the joint declaration signed in Belgrade 
on 2 December 1976. 2 

The Yugoslav delegation expressed the seri
ous concern of its Government at current de
velopments in trade with the EEC, which 
had left Yugoslavia with a trade deficit of 
USD 2 400 million in 1977. The Community 
delegation stated that the political will ref
lected in its negotiating brief (given by the 
Council on 27 January3 ) would make it pos
sible to achieve results satisfactory to both 
parties. 
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Renewal of the ACP-EEC 
Convention of Lome: 
preparation of the negotiations 

2.2.45. On 16 February the Commission 
presented a memorandum to the Council on 
the negotiations for the renewal of the Lome 
Convention, which are due to start between 
the ACP and the EEC on 1 September at the 
latest. 

Official visit to the Commission 
by the President of Mauritania 

2.2.46. On 1 February the Commission re
ceived a visit from the President of the Is
lamic Republic of Mauritania, Mr Moktar 
Ould Daddah. He was received by Mr Jen
kins, accompanied by Mr Cheysson, and 
took part in a working meeting with the 
Commission where the application of the 
Lome Convention and its renewal were dis
cussed. 

President Ould Daddah stressed the import
ance his country attached to cooperation be
tween Europe and Africa and to the resump
tion of the North-South Dialogue and said 
that he was in favour of renewing the Lome 
Convention. The association with Europe, 
which, to be durable, needed to be founded 
on a community of interests, should be sup
plemented, in the case of Mauritania, by tri
angular cooperation involving the Arab 
world. 

The Commission is fully aware of the key 
role Mauritania plays as a link between Black 
Africa and the Arab world and also wishes to 
retain the non-exclusive character of the coo-

1 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, points l.l.l to 1.1.5. 
2 Bull. EC ll-1976, point 2340. 
3 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.2.38. 
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peration that has developed under the Lome 
Convention. It took this opportunity to con
firm the Community's undertaking to contri
bute 10 million EUC (provided for in the 35 
million EUC indicative programme prepared 
in 1976) to the financing of the Nouakchott
Nema road, a project which is to be cofi
nanced with large-scale participation by the 
Arab Funds. 

Other subjects discussed at the working 
meeting were the difficulties Mauritania was 
encountering because of the drought and the 
prospects for the fisheries negotiations 
opened with the Community. On this sub
ject, President Ould Daddah assured the 
Commission that he was anxious to reach an 
agreement that was to the common advan
tage. 

Besides taking part in the working meeting, 
the President of Mauritania had talks with 
Mr Ortoli and Mr Gundelach. 

Lome Convention 

Accessions to the Convention 

Deposition of Jibouti's instruments 
of accession 

2.2.47. On 2 February the Republic of Jib
outi, a former overseas territory associated 
with the Community, which became inde
pendent in June 1977, deposited its instru
ments of accession to the ACP-EEC Con
vention of Lome with the General Secretariat 
of the Council. This young State applied for 
accession to the Convention in July 1977.1 A 
communication on the accession, together 
with proposals for certain legal acts relating 
to it, was forwarded to the Council by the 
Commission on 8 February. 
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Cape Verde, Sao Tome and Principe, 
Papua New Guinea: extension 
of the interim provisions 

2.2.48. As the agreements for the accession 
of the Republic of Cape Verde, the Democ
ratic Republic of Sao Tome and Principe and 
Papua New Guinea to the Lome Convention 
have not yet entered into force because not 
all the ratification procedures have been 
completed, the Council agreed at its meeting 
on 7 February to an exchange of letters be
tween the Community and these three States 
for the extension of the interim provisions 
relating to trade between the Community 
and these States until 31 December 1978. 

Institutions 

Committee of Ambassadors 

2.2.49. The ACP-EEC Committee of Am
bassadors held a meeting in Brussels on 
28 February mainly to prepare the third ses
sion of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
due to take place on 13 and 14 March. 
Agreement was reached on the agenda for the 
session and on the proposal that informal 
contacts between Ministers should be ar
ranged during the Council meeting to dis
cuss other questions of mutual interest. The 
Committee of Ambassadors also noted the 
progress made on a number of current mat
ters. 

Trade, industrial, financial 
and technical cooperation 

Trade promotion 

2.2.50. Representatives of forty-three ACP 
States and Commission staff met in Brussels 

1 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.2.56. 
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on 6 and 7 February to look into the possib
ilities and ways of encouraging the imple
mentation of the trade-promotion schemes the 
Lome Convention provides for the ACP 
States. Mr Cheysson took this opportunity to 
point out that access to the European mar
kets was fundamental to the development of 
the ACP States and he stressed that more at
tention should be paid to marketing and 
sales-promotion techniques. 

The meeting ended with the following rec
ommendations: 
(i) the trade promotion requirements of the 
ACP States for which no programme had yet 
been drawn up should be identified; 
(ii) those ACP States that do not already 
have one should set up a Centre, Office or 
Department for the promotion of exports; 
(iii) attention should be given to trade
promotion problems in the drought-affected 
countries of the Sahel and in landlocked 
countries; 
(iv) certain action programmes proposed by 
business committees or groupings should be 
implemented; 
(v) there should be constant coordination 
between businessmen in the ACP States and 
in Europe in the wood, hides and skins and 
tourist industries. 

Export earnings 

Stabex 

2.2.51. On 17 February 1 Parliament adopt
ed a Resolution on the Commission's com
munications to the Council on the operation 
during 1975 of the system set up by the 
Lome Convention for stabilizing export earn
ings and the Decision on the association of 
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the OCT and on the Commisson's reports 
giving the initial results of the systems for 
1976. 

European Development Fund 

2.2.52. Following the favourable Opinion 
delivered by the EDF Committee, the Com
mission decided on 23 February to finance 
the following projects under the fourth EDF: 
All ACP States - Budget of the Centre for 
Industrial Development 2 252 000 EUC 
M a/i - 8egou rice scheme-second stage 
8 640000EUC 
Zaire - Completion of the Butuhe tea pro
ject 3 030 000 EUC 
Malawi - North-west Mzimba smallholder 
tobacco pilot project 2 200 000 EUC 
Grenada - East coast road 1 440 000 EUC 
Togo - Village water engineering pro
gramme 4 270 000 EUC 
Jamaica - Early childhood education 
930000EUC 
Chad - N'Djamena industrial estate 
267000EUC 
Samoa - Multiannual training programme 
110000EUC 
Fiji - Multiannual training programme 
100000EUC 
Tonga - Multiannual training programme 
20000EUC 
Barbados - Barbados trade promotion 
100000EUC 
Barbados - Barbados tourism project 
100000EUC 

1 Point 2.3.21 and OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
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Other countries 

Industrialized countries 

Japan 

2.2.53. At its meeting on 7 February the 
Council adopted conclusions regarding rela
tions with Japan. The Commission was in
vited to continue the dialogue with the Jap
anese Government with a view to resolving 
the bilateral problems which are highlighted 
by the massive surpluses in the Japanese 
trade balance (over USD 17 000 million in 
1977). 

2.2.54. In preparation for the discussions 
which are to take place before the end of 
March between Vice-President Haferkamp 
and the Japanese Government, a Commis
sion delegation had exploratory talks with 
the Japanese authorities in Tokyo from 13 to 
17 February. These discussions dealt with Ja
pan's macroeconomic policy and objectives, 
in particular the question of reducing its cur
rent account surplus to USD 6000 million in 
1978. The Commission delegation stressed 
that the macroeconomic measures should go 
hand in hand with effective opening up of 
the Japanese market to imports of manufac
tured products. With this in mind, the spe
cific sectoral questions concerning Commu
nity exports to Japan were examined in order 
to determine the measures to be taken to im
prove the present unsatisfactory situation. 
One of the main features of trade between 
the EEC and Japan is that Community ex
ports to Japan cover only 40% of Commu
nity imports from that country and the Com
munity's trade deficit was USD 5 000 million 
in 1977. 
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Developing countries 

Asia 

Republic of Korea 

2.2.55. Mr Tong-Jin Park, the Korean For
eign Minister, paying what was essentially a 
courtesy visit to Brussels, was received by 
Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission, 
and by Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President, on 
22 February, then by Mr Davignon, Member 
of the Commission, on 23 February. 

Discussions covered relations between the 
Community and the Republic of Korea, 
which were considered satisfactory by both 
parties, the growth of the Korean economy 
over the last few years and world trade in 
the face of the new wave of protectionism. 
Mr Haferkamp pointed out that the Commu
nity did not see in protectionism the solution 
to sectoral problems and that any restrictive 
measures were to be considered as temporary 
and exceptional. 

Mr Park emphasized Korea's desire to main
tain close contacts with the Community. He 
expressed the Korean Government's attach
ment to the freedom of trade and its specific 
interest in the diversification and expansion 
of trade. He called for the early opening of 
negotiations with the Community on shrimp 
and tuna fishing in the waters of French 
Guiana. 

During the talks the Korean minister said he 
hoped that the President would visit Seoul in 
the near future. The same invitation was ex
tended to Mr Haferkamp and Mr Davignon. 
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State-trading countries 

China 

2.2.56. On 22 February the Commission 
transmitted to the Council a recommenda
tion for a Regulation concluding the trade 
agreement between the Community and the 
People's Republic of China, which was in
itialled in Brussels on 3 February. 1 

1 Bull. EC 1-1978, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.3. 
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3. Institutional and 
political matters 

Institutional developments 
European policy 

Election of the European Parliament 

2.3.1. At its sitting on 16 February Parlia
ment passed a Resolution in which it ex
pressed its regret that the Council of the Eu
ropean Communities had not honoured its 
previous undertaking to hold the first direct 
elections to Parliament in May-June 1978.1 

The European Council was asked to fix a 
definite date for the elections when it meets 
in Copenhagen on 7 and 8 April. 

Parliament's right to consultation 

2.3.2. In a Resolution adopted at the sitting 
on 16 February Parliament wanted to know 
what were the Council's and Commission's 
present intentions about consulting Parlia
ment. The House felt that there was a grow
ing tendency for it not to be consulted and 
therefore affirmed that it would use all the 
resources at its disposal under the Treaty to 
ensure that this right was respected. 2 

European Foundation 

2.3.3. In accordance with the decision of 
principle taken by the European Council on 
5 and 6 December 1977 that a European 
Foundation3 should be established, the Com
mission, on 7 February, sent to the Council 
a communication describing the scope of the 
Foundation, its objectives and its structure 
and fmancing. 

The objective of the Foundation will be to 
extend opportunities for contact between the 

Point 2.3.11 and OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 
OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978. 

3 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.3.6. 
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peoples of the Community. To this end· it 
could support schemes and projects such as 
residential courses, summer schools, job-to
job exchanges, voluntary service assignments 
to another Member State and town and area 
twinning. 

To perform its task the Foundation must be 
as flexible as possible, which means that its 
structures must be light and its administra
tive set-up compact. On the financial side, 
the Foundation will operate principally by 
granting subsidies or aids to projects or mea
sures carried out by appropriate organiza
tions. 

Its financial contributions, which will be 
provided from funds made up of an approp
riation from the Community budget, govern
ment subsidies and private donations, 
should, as far as possible, do no more than 
supplement contributions from other sources, 
particularly from governments, individuals or 
other foundations. 

Overall assessment of the 
Community's budgetary problems 

2.3 .4. The Council has decided that at a 
joint Council meeting of Foreign Ministers 
and Finance Ministers on 3 April, it will, to
gether with the Commission, prepare for the 
budgetary discussion by making an overall 
assessment of budgetary matters in the con
text of the Community's general policy. The 
idea of this exercise, which is being repeated 
for the third consecutive year, was first 
raised by the European Council at its meet
ing in December 1975. In its capacity as the 
other half of the budgetary authority, Parli
ament intends to contribute to this policy de
bate. 

To prepare for the discussions, the Commis
sion has drawn up a communication to the 
Council and Parliament containing its 
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thoughts and suggestions. The body of the 
communication is as follows: 

'General guidelines 

2.3.5. Amounting to around 2.5% of the 
national budgets of the Member States and 
0.8% of GDP, the Community Budget ref
lects the reality of a very partial and ex
tremely localized financial integration: nearly 
three quarters of the appropriations are de
voted to the common agricultural policy, 
which is the only common policy the finan
cing of which has been to a large extent 
transferred to the Community Budget. The 
Budget in no way measures up to the role it 
is required to play towards achieving the ob
jectives of economic and monetary union 
and enlargement to which the highest Com
munity Authorities recently again declared 
themselves firmly attached. Those who de
sire to see the Community deepened and en
larged, must also acknowledge the financial 
consequences. 

The preponderance of agricultural expendi
ture must not lead to the budgetary debate 
treating the Budget as one big lump, with 
the risk of stifling policies and measures vital 
to the Community's future: the budgetary 
authority must examine each of the policies 
with budgetary implications according to its 
own merits with regard to integration. 

Both by firmer containment of agricultural 
expenditure and by the expansion of other 
Community policies, the relative weight of 
expenditure in respect of guaranteeing agri
cultural markets must be gradually but ap
preciably reduced. But it would be illusory to 
imagine that the budgetary procedure would 
be of much use as a means of containing 
this expenditure, as it is basically determined 
by decisions taken "upstream" (market or
ganizations, prices, MCAs, etc.). 
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In the financial years ahead, priority should 
still be given to bringing within the Commu
nity ambit policies and measures which have 
a directly integrating effect, i.e. in those sec
tors where operation on the Community le
vel presents an economic or political advan
tage over action in the national framework. 

However, with a view to progress towards 
economic and monetary union, preparations 
must be made to apply the Community Bud
get increasingly as an instrument of redistrib
ution and stabilization. The coordina
tion-and the correspondingly more effective 
and closely dovetailed use--of the financial 
instruments is already a move in this direc
tion. The funding which would be required 
to have any significant effect here clearly 
exceeds the current size of the Budget. 

It is essential for the funds allocated to the 
Community to be increased, but the Com
munity should be made responsible only for 
those tasks which can be best carried out at 
Community rather than national level or 
which, for other reasons, determine the prog
ress towards integration. These tasks will 
therefore be chosen on the basis of well def
ined criteria. 

The development of such Community poli
cies should lighten the load on the national 
budgets. To ensure that the Community pol
icy could have a real and tangible effect, it is 
absolutely necessary that the Community ac
tions reach the "critical mass", and some
times even wholly replace nationally fi
nanced actions so as to transform them into 
real "Community" actions. 

While the whole range of policies and mea
sures-established or recently started-will 
be continued, it is therefore necessary in the 
light of advocating major financial expansion 
to adopt a more selective and narrow ap
proach which would ensure that responsibil
ity for policies and measures in a small num
ber of priority fields important to European 
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integration is transferred from national to 
Community level, the costs involved being 
gradually assumed by the Community Bud
get. 

Financing the Budget under the system prov
ided for in the Decision of 21 April 1970 will 
be a problem in the medium term as the 
available margin may disappear by the begin
ning of the 1980s. The Commission will 
shortly present a report on the question of 
creating new resources. 

In this communication, the emphasis is 
placed, for obvious reasons, in the financing 
of operations from the Community Budget; 
but the Commission stresses that it attaches 
great importance to as much use as possible 
being made of the borrowing and lending 
machinery, which must play a growing part 
in the Community's finances and be used 
whenever the measures to be financed is suit
able for this approach. 

Priority matters from a medium-term 
budgetary viewpoint 

2.3.6. The Commission suggests that cer
tain matters be given priority from a medi
um-term budgetary viewpoint; these were in
cluded iln the President's policy speech to the 
European Parliament in February1 and in 
the Commission's communication to the Eu
ropean Council of 6 and 7 December 1977 on 
economic and monetary union. 2 

Policy on sectoral changes and social and re
gional consequences - In the face of conjunc
tural and structural difficulties, it is necessary 
to make an attempt to restructure the pro
ductive apparatus; this attempt at restructur
ing, which should also include agriculture, 
will have social and regional consequences 
with repercussions at budget level. 

1 Point 1.1.1. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 1.2.1. 
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To ensure success this restructuring must 
be able to be carried out at Community level, 
for reasons of efficiency and coherence; be
sides, it will only be possible if a parallel at
tempt is made in the field of development of 
growth sectors 

Community industry in the declining sectors 
is confronted with the need to adjust produc
tion capacities and modernize structures so 
as to regain the competitiveness which is 
essential for developing its external markets. 
What is more, industry must exploit the new 
development potential which the advanced 
technology sectors and the environmental 
and energy sectors contain on its own mar
ket. 

Greater energy self-sufficiency must also take 
priority if the Community wishes to achieve 
the objectives it has set itself. The proportion 
of the Community Budget currently allocated 
to energy policy proper (approximately 0.4%) 
is disproportionately small in comparison 
with what is at stake. 

Energy policy-comprising the development 
of the Community's energy resources and ra
tional utilization of energy-must be vastly 
expanded. 

The strengthening of international cooperation 
must continue to receive the Community's 
closest attention in the medium and long 
term, both by reason of the Community's 
concern for development in Third World 
countries and in the Community's own in
terests. Numerous criteria speak in favour of 
reinforcing the Community character of the 
development cooperation policy and the re
sultant expenditure. Although the short-term 
aim is to consolidate and deepen what has 
already been achieved, the early 1980s will be 
an important milestone in the budgetary ac
tivity of the Community with the incorpor
ation of the European Development Fund in 
the Budget. 
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The reduction of regional imbalances is already 
a growing concern of the Community. Al
though the financial allocation planned up to 
1980 represents a considerable effort, the im
pact of the Community contribution will ne
vertheless be very slight in relation to the 
scale of the problems to be tackled. Given 
the foreseeable consequences of the deepen
ing and widening of the Community it 
would be of vital importance to increase 
significantly the financial measures made 
available to the Community. 

The Commission considers that the budge
tary approach to the common agricultural pol
icy must continue to be that of containing the 
expenditure generated by this policy. 

A general medium~term appraisal of budge
tary matters must include the enlargement of 
the Communities, which will have signifi
cant budgetary repercussions for the Com
munities and in particular the reallocation of 
resources to the advantage of the new Mem
ber States. The Commission will shortly 
make an initial assessment. 

Some repercussions on the 1979 Budget 

2.3. 7. As regards the 1979 Budget, the 
main effect of the guidelines and priorities 
put forward are as follows: 

As regards industry, the Commission intends 
to continue the efforts it launched in the 
1978 Budget to raise the financial means 
needed to overcome the crisis. 

Though these financial interventions are 
only part of the overall industrial strategy at 
Community level, they are nevertheless an 
indispensable part. 

Complementing the action taken by opera
tors and the Member States, Community fi
nancial aid will release aid for reorganization 
and conversion in the form of loans and in
terest relief grants. A portion of the Commu-
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nity loans intended to finance industrial in
vestment projects should therefore be di
rected towards these objectives. In addition, 
appropriations could be entered in the Gen
eral Budget to enable the Community to ap
ply a direct stimulus to reorganization efforts 
as well as upgrading the existing financial in
struments (EIB, Social Fund and Regional 
Fund). 

The agricultural structures policy should grow 
significantly in 1979: firstly, the recent Com
mission proposals with a view to Council de
cisions during 1978, should allow the exist
ing directives to be applied more fully. Sec
ondly, the Council is also called upon to de
cide in 1978 on a number of specific propo
sals on the structure of the Mediterranean 
regions, the implications of which will be ref
lected in the 1979 Budget. 

As for the social policy, the financial year 
1979 should-bearing in mind the precarious 
employment situation-see the following de
velopments: 
(i) an across-the-board increase in appropri
ations should raise the intervention level for 
existing measures; 
(ii) new forms of aid in respect of youth un
employment should be introduced; 
(iii) new intervention measures will be ne
cessary, if the policies for the reorganization 
of certain industrial sectors are to be accept
able on a social level. 

As regards energy policy and its research 
aspects, in 1979 budgetary appropriations will 
be needed in order that the operations to de
velop the Community's energy resources 
may be continued and expanded, with the 
emphasis on the exploitation of hydrocar
bons, uranium prospecting and demonstra
tion projects (energy saving, coal gasification, 
geothermal energy). As regards coal, opera
tions for the upgrading and promotion of 
coal at Community level (stockpiling, use in 
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power stations, intra-Community trade) will 
be required. 
These operations to develop alternative en
ergy sources, will be backed up by a new 
operation concerning the energy savings to 
be made by modernizing buildings. 

As regards international cooperation-pending 
important stages in budgetary activity in sub
sequent financial years-in 1979 emphasis 
should be placed, as a matter of priority, on: 
(i) food aid: the total quantity of cereals 
supplied by the Community and the Member 
States should be increased. The Council took 
a favourable view of the principle, and this 
should be translated into practical terms 
when the Food Aid Convention is renego
tiated; 
(ii) financial and technical aid to non-asso
ciated developing countries: present efforts 
should be intensified to ensure that a truly 
significant volume of aid is reached at an 
early date. 
The need already so strongly felt for a sub
stantial increase in the financial resources 
earmarked for alleviating the effects of regional 
imbalance is felt even more acutely in the 
perspective of economic and monetary union 
as well as that of enlargement. 

Looking forward to the 1979 Budget, priority 
must be given to establishing a "non-quota" 
allocation whose main purpose would be to 
permit financial intervention at regional level 
and at the Community's initiative, and thus 
provide additional support which is essential 
if this policy is to be fully implemented. 

Where agricultural market policy is concerned, 
the 1979 financial year will reflect the adjust
ments which will have been made on the ba
sis of recent Commission proposals: 
(i) the effects of a cautious agricultural 
prices policy; 
(ii) the modification of some market organ
izations should result in a better balance and 
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in more satisfactory functioning of the poli
cy; 
(iii) the gradual reduction of monetary 
compensatory amounts will help to restore 
the situation to normal; 
(iv) the restructuring and improvement of 
some market organization for Mediterranean 
products will make it easier to meet the re
quirements of certain regions which, so far, 
have been disadvantaged. 

The 1979 Budget will reflect the repercus
sions of the new fisheries policy, which will be 
introduced in three areas: 
(i) The common market organization will 
have growing importance. To this will later 
be added the effects of the new support mea
sures for which provision is to the made (ex
tending the price system to other species, 
new technologies, marketing and sales ... ); 
(ii) The structural policy will appear in the 
1979 Budget, in the form of the three mea
sures for which the Commission has submit
ted proposals: (conversion of the small scale 
inshore fishing industry, adjustment of pro
duction capacities including social aspects; 
protection and surveillance of fishing zones). 
(iii) The external aspects of the fisheries pol
icy will take the form of fisheries agreements 
(involving a financial consideration) with cer
tain non-Member countries.' 

Institutions and organs 
of the Communities 

Parliament 

Part-session in Strasbourg 
from 13 to 17 February 

2.3.8. The main feature of the February sit
tings was, as each year, the presentation of 
the Commission's programme. 
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Much time was also given to reviewing a 
number of sectoral problems. Two major de
bates dealt with fisheries policy and the situ
ation of small businesses. Other items on the 
agenda concerned social matters, steel and 
development aid. Relations with Greece and 
the North-South Dialogue were also dis
cussed.1 

1977 General Report - Programme for 1978 
(14_ February) 

2.3.9. In his programme address which fol
lowed the presentation of the General Report 
on the Activities of the European Commu
nities in 1977, Mr Jenkins set out the Com
mission's objectives and priorities for a fu
ture-minded Community.2 

In the lengthy debate which followed this 
statement, the different groups were able to 
express the concern of their members about 
the major issues confronting the Communi
ty: the economic crisis and unemployment, 
restructuration, the establishment of econ
omic and monetary union, enlargement and 
the radical institutional changes which direct 
elections will bring about. 

For the Socialist Group Mr Lange (S/D) em
phasized the importance which Parliament 
attached to strengthening structures and sec
uring a better regional balance as means of 

' This report was prepared from Le point de la session 
published by Parliament's Secretariat. The complete 
texts of the Resolutions passed by Parliament are repro
~uced in OJ C 63 of 13.3.1978 and the report of proceed
Ings is contained in OJ Annex No 226. 
The political group and nationality of members are in
dicated in brackets by the following abbreviations: C-D 
= Christian Democrats, S = Socialists, L = Liberals 
an'd Democrats, C = European Conservatives, EPD = 
European Progressive Democrats, COM = Communists 
and Allies; B = Belgium, DK = Denmark, D = Fed
eral Republic of Germany, F = France, IRL = Ireland, 
I = Italy, L = Luxembourg, NL = Netherlands UK 
= United Kingdom. ' 
2 Point 1.1.1. 
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reducing unemployment; he stressed that 
vocational training must be provided for 
young people which was adapted to today's 
technical needs. Mr Lange also set the Corn
munity the basic task of establishing a new 
division of labour with the Third World, since 
an increase in developing countries' purcha
sing power was a source of employment for 
the Community, and also the means of ful
filling the political and moral obligation alrea
dy contracted towards the Third World. 
For the Christian Democrats, Mr Klepsch 
(C-D/D) deplored the lack of progress in the 
two years following the Tindemans Report. 1 

The Member States must draw the appropri
ate conclusions so that action could be taken 
in those areas which could advance econom
ic and monetary union. The Community 
must also consider the interests of the Third 
World, towards which it bore a heavy respon
sibility. Broaching the question of enlarge
ment Mr Klepsch emphasized its serious 
challenge for the Community because of the 
need to diminish the considerable disparities 
between the applicant countries and the 
Member States, while at the same time 
strengthening solidarity and preserving what 
the Community had already achieved. 

On behalf of the Liberal and Democratic 
Group, Mr Berkhouwer (L/NL) stressed the 
need, in a Community like ours, to respect 
the principle that the burden of effort_ en
tailed in the development of Community pol
icies should be borne jointly by all the Mem
ber States. 
In the light of the recent meeting in Ver
sailles of the Finance Ministers of the United 
States, Japan, Germany, France and the 
United Kingdom, he was sceptical about the 
prospects for economic and monetary union. 
He commended the Commission for having 
organized public discussions on nuclear ener
gy but was not convinced that its position 
with regard to moderate policy on farm 
prices was well substantiated. 
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Mr Berkhouwer hoped that the question of 
human rights would be debated when the 
Lome Convention came up for renewal and, 
in conclusion, called for an end to the doubts 
and hesitations over the enlargement of the 
Community. 

For the European Progressive Democrats, Mr 
Nyborg (EPD/DK) expressed concern at the 
very serious deadlock on fisheries, because 
no decision had come from the Council. He 
also objected to the Commission's policy of 
keeping down farm prices in order to limit 
surpluses. He felt that we would see an in
crease in production to make up the financial 
loss. 

For the Conservatives, Mr Rippon (C/UK) 
painted a bleak picture of the European 
economy. He was particularly appalled by the 
lack of impetus from the German Govern
ment to revitalize the European economies 
which had been the hardest hit by the reces
sion. He maintained that Europe needed a 
common policy and a common monetary 
discipline. 

Turning to the question of enlargement he 
called for some political imagination in 
strengthening the Community, in order to 
ease the accession of Greece, Spain and Por
tugal, eventually of Turkey and in the long 
term of all the members of the European 
family. 

For the Communist and Allied Group, Mr 
Spinelli (COM /1) criticized the decision-mak
ing process in the Community, since there 
was no knowing whether the Council would 
take the Commission's proposals into consid
eration. The programme prepared by the 
Commission should be the Community's 
programme and should also provide the 
budgetary authority with an estimate of the 
cost of proposed measures. 

1 Supplement 1/76 - Bull. EC. 
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After he, too, had stressed the need for en
largement, Mr Spinelli emphasized the im
portance of external relations, in view of the 
Community's dependence for its supplies of 
raw materials. This situation compelled the 
industrial countries to mount a large-scale 
development programme for the Third World, 
which meant international work sharing and 
a considerable improvement in the standard 
of living of those countries. 

Parliament's seat 
(13 February) 

Statement by the President 
on Parliament's seat 

2.3.10. To put a stop to speculation and 
surmise concerning the seat of the directly 
elected Parliament, President Colombo made 
a statement to the House clarifying matters. 

After reminding the House that Parliament 
was the only institution which had to operate 
in three different countries-a state of affairs 
which caused considerable inconvenience 
and heavy expenses-President Colombo 
pointed out that Parliament had always ho
noured the obligations under the agreement 
between the governments concerning the 
provisional locations of the institutions and 
that it had no intention of acting contrary to 
this decision or of prejudging the future. The 
one concern of the enlarged Bureau, he said, 
was, and always had been, to ensure that the 
directly elected Parliament did not run into 
difficulties when it took office. 

The President then told the House that the 
city of Strasbourg and the Council of Europe 
had been approached with a view to adapting 
present facilities to future working condi
tions. Talks had also started with the Lux-
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embourg Government to ensure that the 
Grand Duchy could offer a suitable chamber 
and sufficient offices and meeting rooms. 

On this point the President explained that 
the college of quaestors was now examining 
the construction project which the Luxem
bourg Government had prepared on its own 
initiative and on its own responsibility. 

With regard to Brussels, where the Commit
tee meetings were held, various possibilities 
were being studied which would provide Par
liament with about seven meeting rooms and 
two to three hundred offices for members 
and their staff. Recent moves by the Belgian 
Government indicated that a positive solu
tion would be swiftly found. 

In conclusion the President made a point of 
thanking all the authorities concerned for 
their understanding and collaboration. 

Date of the direct elections 
(16 February) 

2.3.11. It was Mr Patijn (S/NL) who voiced 
Parliament's regret that the Council had not 
respected its undertaking to set the date of 
the first direct election of the European Par
liament for May-June 1978; he urged the 
European Council to set a definite date for 
the elections when it met in Copenhagen on 
7 and 8 April. 

Answering the various speakers, who had all 
supported the Resolution, the President of the 
Council Mr Andersen pointed out that, for
mally, the ratification procedure had to be 
completed in all the Member States before 
the Council could fix the definite date. 

Mr Bertrand (C-D/B) drew the obvious con
clusion that only a target date could be pro
posed by the European Council in April. 
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Fisheries policy 
(15 February) 

2.3.12. The failure of the negotiations 1 for 
a common fisheries policy was the subject of 
a lengthy debate, prefaced by a statement 
from the President of the Council, Mr Oat
sager, in which he highlighted the difficulties 
involved in defining a common fisheries pol
icy. Though discipline was absolutely neces
sary it required considerable sacrifices from 
fishermen and consequently each of the 
Member States had legitimate national inter
ests to defend. 

The Commission's proposals had been ac
cepted by eight Member States. The United 
Kingdom had not been able to accept them. 
The 'Eight' would apply the proposed mea
sures by way of national provisions. The 
United Kingdom would continue to apply 
the existing arrangements in her territorial 
waters. 

Mr Andersen said that the negotiations must 
be resumed and he was still hopeful, but the 
situation would get very difficult if the Unit
ed Kingdom did not change its position. 

Following the discussions which had taken 
place in Parliament and in the Council, the 
Commission had prepared an amended ver
sion of its proposed basic regulation esta
blishing a Community system for the conser
vation and management of fishery resources, 
on which Parliament, under the responsibil
ity of Mr Corrie (C/UK), had compiled a 
new report. This report once again empha
sizes that surveillance measures must be 
tightened in the interests of conserving fish 
stocks, but expresses satisfaction with the 
adjustments made in the proposal. 

The failure to consult Parliament on this 
proposal was the subject of a Resolution in 
which the House again maintained that ge
nuine and frank cooperation between Parlia
ment, the Commission and the Council 2 
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was, as it always had been, essential if the 
Community was to operate properly. 

The question of surveillance of fishing zones 
was covered n a second report presented by 
Mr Klinker (C-D/D), on the basis of which 
Parliament recommended in its resolution 
that: 
'(a) any patrol ship or aircraft coming under 
the sovereignty of a Member State be author
ized to patrol the whole of the Community 
fishing zone, 
(b) any ship belonging to a Member State 
be authorized to stop or pursue a fishing ves
sel from a third country even outside the 
zone administered by that Member State and 
to conduct that vessel to the nearest Com
munity port even if that port is outside the 
zone for which it is directly responsible.' 

During the debate the position of the United 
Kingdom was illustrated by the statements 
of Mr Hughes (S/UK). Mr Hughes took a 
moderate line, stressing the key problem of 
the need to protect the fishing communities 
who could not find alternative employment, 
but also acknowledging the constraints of the 
Treaty and the obligations of a Community 
position. Mr Rippon reminded the House 
that during the accession negotiations in 
1972 the United Kingdom had already made 
known the position it was taking today. In 
answer to Mr Gundelach's question, 'What 
does the United Kingdom want?' Mr Rippon 
simply replied: 'Application of the Act of 
Accession and in particular Articles 102 and 
103'. 

Small businesses and craft industries 
(16 February) 

2.3 .13. Parliament was almost unanimously 
in favour of a policy for integrating small 
businesses into both national and Communi-

1 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.1.53. 
2 Point 2.3.2. 
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ty economic life. This, it felt, was something 
which had to be taken fully into account for 
purposes of economic policy. 

The report put to Parliament by Mr Noten
boom (GDIN) addresses a large number of 
recommendations both to the Member States 
and to the Community for measures to help 
small businesses in the fields of information, 
continuous training, finance, competition and 
cooperation, export aids and company law. In 
particular it invites the Council (and the 
Commission) to see that small business is 
adequately represented when new members 
are appointed to the Economic and Social 
Committee this year. 

Social policy 

Equal pay for men and women 
(14 February) 

2.3.14. The Council Directive of 10 Febru
ary 1975 relating to the application of the 
principle of equal pay for men and women 1 

is now two years old; the Member States 
were given two years in which to take the 
necessary measures. Several members of the 
Socialist Group therefore asked the Commis
sion whether the Directive was actually be
ing applied by the Member States. 

In reply Mr Vredeling informed Parliament 
that the Member States had not complied 
with the two-year deadline and that a rem
inder had been sent to them. The Commis
sion will do all it can to see that the principle 
becomes reality as soon as possible. 

Preparation of young people for work 
(14 February) 

2.3.15 .. The report put to Parliament by Mr 
Pistillo (COM/1) gave a rather frosty reaction 
to the action taken on the resolution of the 
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Council and the Ministers of Education of 13 
December 1976 2 concerning measures to be 
taken to improve the preparation of young 
people for work and to facilitate their trans
ition from education to working life. 

The report describes the measures taken so 
far as too limited, badly coordinated and in
effective in finding a solution to a problem 
which now affects two million of the Com
munity's young citizens. 

It goes on to say that an integrated policy for 
young people, closely combining the ques
tions of education, vocational training inte
gration into working life should seek cooper
ation and coordination between the various 
departments involved in each Member State 
and between those involved Community
wide. There is also a need for meetings at 
the highest level of those with responsibility 
for education, vocational training and em
ployment. In short, the proposed measures 
are quite inadequate, as are the funds allocat
ed for them-ll million EUC between now 
and 1981. 

The proposal is therefore that the funds ear
marked be increased substantially and that 
there should be greater coordination of mea
sures taken under the Social Fund, Regional 
Fund, EAGGF Guidance Section and funds 
entered in the Community budget for inte
grated educational programmes. 

In reply Mr Vredeling, for the Commission, 
approved the idea of an integrated pro
gramme for youth, something which, he 
said, is totally lacking in the Member States. 
However it is particularly difficult to take ac
count of the relationship between economic 
problems and training problems as the me-

' OJ L45 of 19.2.1975; Bull EC 12-1974, point 1303 
and 2-1975, point 2209. 
2 OJ C 308 of 30.12.1976; Bull. EC 11-1976, points 
1201 to 1203 and 12-1976, point 2272. 
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chanisms of the economy are not yet suffi
ciently under control. 

Regional impact of the 
Community steel policy 
(13 February) 

2.3.16. Answering an oral question put by 
several members on behalf of the group of 
European Progressive Democrats, Mr Burke 
stated that the measures taken by the Com
mission for the steel industry were already 
beginning to bear fruit. The aim was to 
create a favourable climate in which the Eu
ropean steel industry could reform its struc
tures so as to restore its long-term compet
itiveness. This was to be achieved by adjus
ting capacity, reducing production costs and 
carrying through regional conversion mea
sures. As regards the regional aspect, it was 
for the Regional Fund, and particularly the 
non-quota reserve proposed by the Commis
sion, to reduce the unfortunate regional ef
fects of industrial policy so as to help create 
the necessary replacement jobs. 

The crisis plan also provided for increased fi
nancial assistance from the Community for 
the necessary structural changes in the steel 
industry. The Commission had already in
creased its use of ECSC financial resources 
(Treaty Articles 54 and 56) to encourage both 
the internal restructuring of firms and con
version by means of interest relief grants. 
Furthermore, as regards coordination of 
Community financial instruments, the Com
mission was monitoring their use to help the 
steel industry. 

The Commission would be working with 
firms and with the Member States on an an
alysis of the problems arising from the struc
tural change policy, with particular reference 
to the effect on equilibrium between regions. 
Resources would also be used from the re
gional fund to help create replacement jobs. 
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Allocation of energy resources 
in the Community in the event 
of serious shortage 
(15 February) 
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2.3.17. The Community is now better 
placed to deal with petroleum supply difficul
ties than it was before the crisis of 1973 and 
1974. This was the conclusion to which the 
Council President, Mr Andersen, came in his 
answer to the oral question by Mrs Walz (C
D/D). 

Studies were in progress on an overall strate
gy on coal. Decisions concerning oil had al
ready been taken: ninety-day emergency 
stocks, procedures for determining Community 
objectives for reducing consumption of pri
mary energy in the event of supply difficul
ties, rules governing trade within the Com
munity of crude oil and petroleum products 
during a crisis, and so on. Other proposals 
are in preparation. 

Fast-breeder reactors 
(16 February) 

2.3.18. Despite programmes for saving en
ergy and for using it more efficiently, the 
Communities' heavy dependence on the out
side world for energy (about 58% in 1976) 
means that recourse is bound to be had to 
nuclear energy. As a result the fast-breeder 
option has turned out to be essential. By us
ing these reactors Europe can live on its ex
isting uranium reserves for several centuries 
to come. 

These are the main conclusions reached by 
the Commission in its communication to the 
Council, 1 inviting the Council to consider 
the need for commissioning fastbreeder reac-

1 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.6. 
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tors in the early 1990s, and for increased ef
forts on security to accompany this. 

The draft resolution put to Parliament by Mr 
Noe (C-D/1) endorses the Commissions' 
proposals and calls on the Commission to in
tensify its current efforts for Community and 
international harmonization of the design, 
construction and safety standards of fast
breeder reactors. 

Consumer protection 
(16 February) 

2.3.19. The Commission's proposal for the 
uniform practice of unit pricing on foodstuffs 
in all the Member States 1 was the subject of 
a report to Parliament from Lady Fisher of 
Rednal (S/GB). Parliament's resolution wel
comes the fact that the Commission proposal 
is for action on a priority item in the Com
munity programme for a consumer protection 
and information policy. 

Replying to Parliament's request that the 
scope of the directive should not be confined 
to foodstuffs, Mr Tugendhat stated that the 
Commission's intention was to extend the 
proposal to cover common household pro
ducts. In reply to objections he also added 
that proposals such as this would have to 
take account of all the problems and interests 
of sellers, manufacturers and consumers. 

Relations between the EEC and Greece 
(13 February) 

2.3.20. In an oral question Mr De Clercq 
(LIB) asked the Commission what was the 
position in view of the d~lay in implementa
tion of the second EEC-Greece financial pro
tocol 2 because certain Member States had 
not yet ratified it. Mr De Clercq stressed the 
vital need for this protocol to help reform the 
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structure of the Greek economy in prepara
tion for Community membership. 

Replying for the Commission Mr Burke in
formed Parliament of the approaches that 
had been made to the Council to speed up 
ratification procedures. The protocol had so 
far been ratified by four Member States 
(Denmark, France, Italy and the Nether
lands) and by Greece. Mr Burke stated that, 
should the need arise, the Commission 
would demand autonomous entry into force 
of the protocol. 

Development aid 

North-South Dialogue 
(15 February) 

2.3.20a. What commitments have the Com
munity and the Member States taken on so 
far in the North-South Dialogue and how are 
they organizing subsequent stages of the di
alogue? This was the main point of the 
question put to the Council and the Com
mission by certain members of the Christian 
Democratic Group. 

The President of the Council recalled that 
the Community had already entered into a 
series of commitments to be met on two le
vels: 
Community development cooperation policy, 
epitomized in the Lome Convention; 
Community involvement in international ne
gotiations and activities (where it has a su
premely important role to play), as in the est
ablishment of a common fund, the United 
Nations emergency action, the special pro
gramme, and so on. The Council attaches 
the greatest importance to an overall ap
proach to development cooperation, and to 

1 OJ C 167 of 14.7.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.2.33 and 2-1977, point 
2.2.31. 
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harmonization and coordination of Commu
nity and Member State policies. It attaches 
the greatest importance to continuing the 
North-South Dialogue and to preserving of 
the current climate of cooperation. 1 Lastly, it 
will continue in the future to do all that can 
be done to see that the Community speaks 
with a single voice. 

Speaking for the Commission, Mr Cheysson 
dealt with four main considerations: 
the authority that attaches to the Communi
ty when it speaks with one voice; 
the responsibility for the international com
munity, including the State-trading countries, 
to act together in solving the most difficult 
problems; 
the need, if progress is really desired, for 
both sides to abandon the practice of with
drawing into carefully prepared non-negoti
able positions; 
the Community's duty to make progress 
with its external activities. Its scope for ac
tion is greater than any of the Member States 
individually and indeed than the combined 
possibilities of the Member States. 

Stabex 
(17 February) 

2.3.2J. The operation of the export earn
ings stabilization scheme in its first two 
years was viewed in a largely favourable 
light by Parliament. The report submitted by 
Mr Aigner (C-D/D) notes that, although it is 
rather complex, the system operated correctly 
and fully completed its dual task of provid
ing protection against economic fluctuations 
and against falls in earnings arising from cir
cumstances beyond the control of the ACP 
States or the OCT. 

Parliament particularly welcomed the fact 
that in 1975 and 1976 56% and 76% respec
tively of the transfers_made were to the least 
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developed ACP countries. The bulk of the 
funds concerned went to agricultural or in
frastructure programmes, but Parliament was 
concerned that not all the ACP States were 
utilizing the funds in the spirit of the sys
tem's objectives. It regarded respect for the 
objective criteria determining the operation 
of Stabex as essential, believing that in the 
absence of such respect the system would 
very soon become inoperable. 

The resolution emphasizes once again that 
there can be no question of attempting to 
use Stabex to resolve all the problems of the 
ACP and OCT countries involving their bal
ances of payments and raw materials. Parli
ament believes that these problems can be 
solved only by means of agreements con
cluded on a broader basis and that the Com
munity must accept special responsibility in 
this matter. 

Council 

2.3.22. In February the Council held three 
meetings on foreign affairs, agriculture and 
economic and financial affairs. 

500th meeting - Foreign Affairs 
(Brussels, 7 March) 

2.3.23. President: Mr Andersen, Danish 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

From the Commission: Mr Jenkins, President, 
Mr Haferkamp, Mr Gundelach, Mr Natali, 
Vice-Presidents Mr Cheysson, Mr Davignon, 
Mr Burke, Members. 

Relations with Japan: The Council adopted a 
common strategy for the dialogue between 
the Community institutions and the Japa-

1 Point 2.2.9. 
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nese Government, which will also guide the 
Member States in their contacts with Japan. 1 

Relations with China: The Council heard a 
report by Vice-President Haferkamp on the 
negotiations with a delegation from the Peo
ple's Republic of China which ended on 
3 February with the initialling of a commer
cial agreement between the European Econ
omic Community and China. 2 The Council 
welcomed the successful completion of these 
negotiations and stressed the political and ec
onomic importance of this event. 

Steel: The Council heard a report from the 
Commission on the implementation of the 
crisis plan decided on last December to 
remedy the difficulties in the steel sector. It 
noted this report, which covered both the 
progress made in the talks being held with 
the countries which are the Community's 
main steel suppliers-in particular the EFT A 
countries-for the purpose of concluding ar
rangements, and application of the internal 
measures. 

The Council confirmed the importance 
which it, and the Commission, attach to full 
implementation of the measures agreed upon 
in December. 

Accession negotiations with Greece: The 
Council welcomed the fact that it would be 
possible for the negotiations proper with 
Greece to begin at the negotiation session at 
deputy level on 10 February on the chapter 
concerning customs union and free move
ment of industrial goods. 3 

Cyprus: On the basis of a report and propo
sals put forward by the Commission at the 
meeting, the Council reviewed the negotia
tions currently being conducted with Cyprus 
for the purpose of defining the trade arrange
ments in the agricultural sector for 1978 and 
1979. It was generally agreed that these ne
gotiations should be concluded rapidly and 
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the Council took the necessary procedural 
steps to that effect.4 

Food aid: Following the guidelines set out on 
28 November 1977 on the volume to be 
adopted for the 1978 programme of food aid 
in the form of skimmed-milk powder, the 
Council decided on a volume of 150 000 
tonnes. This will enable the Community to 
contribute to the implementation in India of 
the Flood 11 operation, an integrated rural 
development project. 

The Council issued directives to the Com
mission for the negotiation of a new Food 
Aid Convention in the framework of an In
ternational Cereals Agreement (United Na
tions Conference in Geneva from 13 Febru
ary to 23 March 1978). 5 

North-South Dialogue: The Council held a 
wide-ranging debate on the reopening of the 
North-South Dialogue, at the end of which it 
decided on a number of lines of action for 
the Community to pursue in this connec
tion.6 

Summer time: The Council discussed the in
ternational implications of summer time, fol
lowing which it stressed the importance it at
tached to the introduction of a harmonized 
system of summer time within the Commu
nity. 

Dental practitioners: The Council reached 
agreement on the principle of defining the 
scope of activity for the profession of dental 
practitioner. Now that this basic question has 
been settled, work on the four draft Direc
tives and Decisions on the right of establish
ment and freedom to provide services for 

' Point 2.2.53. 
2 Point 2.2.56. 
3 Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.5. 
• Point 2.2.42. 
5 Point 2.2.17. 
6 Points 2.2.7 and 2.2.8. 
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dental practitioners can be completed in the 
coming months. 

501st meeting - Agriculture 
(Brussels, 13-14 February) 

2.3.24. President: Mr Dalsager, Danish 
Minister of Agriculture. 

From the Commission: Mr Gundelach, Vice
President. 

Development of the Mediterranean regions: 
The Council held a broad policy debate on 
certain points in the Commission's proposals 
for developing the Community's agricultural 
regions in the Mediterranean. 1 In this con
nection, it heard an introductory statement 
by Vice-President Gundelach on the new 
proposals on wine which the Commission re
cently laid before the Council. 2 

Agricultural prices: In a brief exchange of 
views in preparation for the work to be done 
in the next few weeks, the Council resumed 
the general discussion on the financial reper
cussions of the Commission's agricultural 
price proposals for 1978/79 and the related 
measures. 3 

Imports of tomatoes from the ACP States: 
Pending the Opinion of Parliament, the 
Council stated that it was in principle sym
pathetic to the proposal that the CCT duty 
on fresh or refrigerated tomatoes be reduced 
by 60% during the period from 15 November 
to 15 April for a tariff quota of 1 000 tonnes 
for the benefit of the ACP States, and par
ticularly of Senegal (on the understanding, 
however, that the minimum duty, i.e. 
2 u.a./100 kg, for this product would conti
nue to apply). 

The Council adopted the appropriate Regula
tion on 28 February 1978. 4 

Monetary compensatory amounts: 5 The Coun
cil took stock of work on the proposal for a 
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Regulation on the fixing of representative 
conversion rates in agriculture, the purpose 
of which is the progressive and to some ext
ent automatic phasing out of monetary 
compensatory amounts. 5 The Ministers were 
also asked for their preliminary comments on 
the economic effects of the agri-monetary 
system in the light of the Commission's re
port on the subject. 6 

Potatoes: The Council examined the problem 
of the arrangements to be applied to early 
potatoes in the context of the future com
mon organization of the market for the pot
ato sector in general, with particular refer
ence to the implications of these arrange
ments for the conclusion of negotiations with 
Cyprus on agricultural products. 7 

Rice supplies for Reunion: The Council stated 
that, pending an Opinion from Parliament, it 
was favourably disposed in principle towards 
the Commission's proposal for a Regulation, 
which would ensure a better supply of rice to 
the department of Reunion by adjusting the 
levy system. 

502nd meeting - Economic and 
Financial Affairs 
(Brussels, 20 February) 

2.3.25. President: Mr Haekerup, Danish 
Minister of Economic Affairs. 

From the Commission: Mr Ortoli, Vice-Pres
ident. 

Economic situation in the Community: The 
Council held a detailed exchange of views on 

1 Bull. EC 12-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5. 
2 Point 2.1.39. 
3 Bull. EC 12-1977, points 1.4.1 to 1.4.5. 
4 OJ L 59 of 1.3.1978. 
5 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.1.48. 
• Point 2.1.38. 
7 Point 2.2.42. 
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the economic situation in the Community in 
preparation for the discussion to be held in 
March at the Council meeting on economic 
and financial affairs, which will be devoted 
to adapting the economic policy guidelines 
for 1978 (first quarterly examination of the 
economic situation in accordance with the 
'convergence' decision of 1974), and for the 
discussion on the economic and social situ
ation in the Community to be held by the 
European Council at its meeting on 7 and 
8 April. 

Community loans: Vice-President Ortoli pres
ented the proposal which the Commission 
had sent to the Council and which would 
empower it to issue loans for the purpose of 
promoting investment within the Communi
ty.' 

Economic and monetary action programme for 
1978: The Council heard a statement by Mr 
Ortoli concerning the Commission's Com
munication on the economic and monetary 
action programme for 1978. 2 

Commission 

Activities 

2.3.26. The Commission held four ordinary 
meetings in February. Some of the more im
portant topics discussed were the economic 
and monetary action programme, the rene
wal of the Lome Convention, adjustments to 
the common organization of the market in 
wine, energy policy and budgetary matters. 

Safeguards system: The Commission sent to 
the Council a draft Safeguards Agreement be
tween Euratom, France and the IAEA. Un
der the agreement, the International Atomic 
Energy Agency safeguards system would be 
extended to France to cover certain non-mil
itary nuclear materials. 
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EAGGF -Financial control: The Commis
sion decided that the Special Committee of 
Enquiry's report on EAGGF (Guarantee Sec
tion) operations in the wine sector 3 would be 
sent to the Council, Parliament and the 
Court of Auditors for information. 

Monetary compensatory amounts: The Com
mission approved a report to the Council on 
the economic effects of the agri-monetary 
system. 4 

Wine: The Commission adopted two propo
sals for Council Regulations on the common 
organization of the market in wine. The 
proposals round off the package of proposals 
on Mediterranean policy sent to the Council 
last December. 5 The first of these two con
cerns the setting-up of a European Joint
Trade Table Wine Organization, and the sec
ond is designed to give the Community a 
freer hand to intervene on the wine market 
in the event of a serious crisis. 6 

Economic and monetary union: The Commis
sion approved a communication to the 
Council on the action programme for 1978 
under the five-year plan for progress towards 
economic and monetary union presented to 
the European Council last December. 7 

Lome Convention: The Commission adopted, 
a report to the Council in preparation for the 
forthcoming negotiations with ACP countries 
for the renewal of the Lome Convention. 8 

Enlargement: The Commission approved a 
communication to the Council on transition
al arrangements for capital movements to ap
ply in Greece after accession. 9 It also adopt-

' Point 2.1.2 and Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.1.1. 
2 Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4. 
3 Point 2.3.77. 
4 Point 2.1.38. 
5 Bull. EC 12-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5. 
• Point 2.1.39. 
7 Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4. 
H Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4. 
• Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.5. 
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ed a timetable for examination of the draft 
overall interim report on enlargement which 
would enable the report to be adopted as 
soon as possible. 

Direct elections: The Commission adopted a 
communication on the basic guidelines of 
the special information programme in prepar
ation for direct elections to Parliament. 

Work-sharing: The Commission approved a 
working document on work-sharing pro
duced in preparation for the March meeting 
of the Standard Committee on Employ
ment.' 

Energy policy: The Commission approved 
two communications to the Council concern
ing energy policy. 2 The first describes the 
Commission's plans for action in the oil-re
fining industry, and the second concerns the 
introduction of a Community aid system for 
intra-Community trade in powerstation coal. 

Budget policy: The Commission adopted a 
communication to the Council and Parlia
ment embodying an overall assessment of 
the Community's budget problems to help 
with the preparations for the 1979 budget. 3 

Free movement of workers: The Commission 
heard a report on the results of the talks 
with the football federations of the Member 
States with a view to lifting existing restric
tions on the number of professionals from 
other countries that can be fielded by a 
team. 4 

Relations with workers' and 
employers' organizations 

2.3.27. During February, five preliminary 
consultation meetings were held with the 
European Trade Union Confederation 
(ETUC). They concerned the following areas: 
the effect of exchange rate fluctuations on 
the payment of social security benefits to mi-
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grant workers; ways and means of maintain
ing real incomes, the environment (the em
phasis being laid on industry and technolo
gy), and three particular aspects of the mul
tinationals-the release of information, ad
vertising and the code of conduct. The 
Working Party of trade union leaders also 
discussed a number of points to do with the 
action programme it is in the process of pre
paring. 

At a consultation meeting representatives of 
producers and trade unions considered the 
forward programme for steel for the second 
half of 1978. 

A briefing session was also held at which a 
number of ETUC experts had the opportuni
ty to discuss, in the context of commercial 
policy with developing countries, a number 
of items concerning the GATT trade negotia
tions, the renewal of the Lome Convention 
and the effects of the Stabex (stabilization of 
export earnings) system. 

Lastly, the ETUC held its annual meeting 
with Commission staff on the subject of the 
present state of the common transport policy 
and its prospects for the future. 

Natural disasters 

2.3.28. The Commission has approved ar
rangements for granting aid to areas struck 
by natural disasters, given the limited funds 
available. 

Under this procedure the Commission dec
ided to come to the assistance of the victims 
of the violent storm in the Channel on 11, 
12 and 13 January, and the heavy snow
storms and floods that hit the departments 

1 Point 1.6.1. 
Points 1.5.7 to 1.5.12, 1.5.6 and 2.1.73. 
Points 2.3.4 to 2.3.6. 

4 Point 2.1.9. 
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of Lozere, Bouches-du-Rhone and Var a few 
days later. 

It agreed to make the equivalent of 
400 000 EUC (f'F 2 331 624) available to the 
French authorities in the stricken areas, and 
theequivalentof1 500 000 EUC(UKL944 898) 
totheBritishauthorities,ofwhich UKL314 536 
is to go to Scotland. 

Court of Justice 1 

New cases 

Case 10178 - Mr T. Belbouab, Herne v 
Bundesknappschaft, Saarbriicken. 

2.3.29. The Gelsenkirchen Social Court 
asked the Court of Justice on 1 February for 
a number of preliminary rulings on whether 
an Algerian national who possessed tempor
arily the nationality of a Member State in 
which he worked as a miner can rely on in
surance periods completed in that Member 
State in order to obtain a pension in another 
Member State. This case raises the problem 
of the involvement of national authorities vis
a-vis legally protected rights. 2 

Case 11178 - Italian Republic v Commis
sion 

2.3.30. The Italian Government submitted 
an application to the Court of Justice on 
2 February for the annulment of Regulations 
(EEC) Nos 2657/77 and 800/77 on the appli
cation of monetary compensatory amounts to 
certain products not covered by Annex 11 to 
the EEC Treaty (products falling within tariff 
headings Nos 17.04 D, 18.06 B and C, 
19.08 B and 21.07 C of the Common Cus
toms Tarift~sugar, chocolate, bakers' and ice 
cream products). 2•3 
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Case 12178 - Italian Republic v Commis
sion 

2.3.31. Italy made an application to the 
Court of Justice on 2 February for the annul
ment of a number of Commission regula
tions in the agricultural sector concerning 
monetary compensatory amounts on durum 
wheat and products thereof (Regulations 
(EEC) Nos 2604/77, 2792/77 and 2917/77) 4 

on the grounds that they infringe the rules 
laid down in Regulation (EEC) No 974171.2·5 

Case 13178 - Fa. J. Eggers Sohn & Co., 
Bremen v Freie Hansestadt Bremen, repres
ented by the Senator ftir Gesundheit und 
Umweltschutz 

2.3.32. The Administrative Court of Bre
men asked the Court of Justice on 9 Febru
ary for a number of preliminary rulings on 
whether subparagraphs 1 and 4 of Arti
cle 40(1) of the German Law on wines of 
14 July 1971,6 according to which spirits 
made from wine in Germany can only be de
signated 'Qualitatsbranntwein aus Wein' or 
'W einbrand' under certain specific condi
tions, constitute a measure having an effect 
equivalent to a quantitative restriction and a 
discriminatory measure prohibited by Com
munity law. If so, the German court wished 
to know whether Article 36 of the EEC 
Treaty applies to this case and, if so, whether 
the German provision is compatible with Ar
ticles 90(1) and 86(b) of the EEC Treaty. 2 

' For details see the text published by the Court of 
Justice in the Official Journal and in the European 
Court Reports. 
2 OJ C 69 of 18.3.1978. 
3 OJ L308 of 1.12.1977 and OJ L97 of 21.4.1977. 
4 OJ L302 of 26.11.1977; L321 of 16.12.1977; L340 of 
29.12.1977. 
5 OJ L 106 of 12.5.1971. 
• Bundesgesetzblatt- Federal Law Gazette I, 1971, p. 
893 et seq. 
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Case 14 I 78 - (I) Denkavit Commerciale srl, 
Crespiatica, and (2) Denkavit Nederland BV, 
V oorthuizen v Commission 

2.3.33. A firm specializing in the manufac
ture of animal feedingstuffs brought an ac
tion before the Court of Justice on 13 Feb
ruary for the recovery of damages for the 
loss which it claims to have suffered as a re
sult of the fact that the Commission failed to 
take action against the Italian authorities 
when the latter, subsequent to the adoption 
of Directive 74/63/EEC on the fixing of 
maximum permitted levels for undesirable 
substances and products in feedingstuffs, 1 

adopted measures which it alleges are con
trary to that directive. 

Case 15178 - Societe Generale Alsacienne 
de Banque SA, Strasbourg v Ministerialrat Dr 
W. Koestler, Bonn-Bad Godesberg 

2.3.34. The Higher Regional Court of Co
logne, in a case concerning forward transac
tions on the stock exchange, asked the Court 
of Justice on 13 February for a ruling on 
whether, in a case where a French bank de
mands from a German client, on the basis of 
French law, repayment of a loan granted to 
carry out forward transactions on the Paris 
Stock Exchange, Articles 59 and 60 of the 
EEC Treaty exclude, the plea of gambling 
debts (gains arising from games of chance) 
provided for under German law. 

Case 16178 - Criminal proceedings against 
Mr M. Choquet, Reutlingen 

2.3.35. The Local Court of Reutlingen, in 
the course of criminal proceedings, asked the 
Court of Justice on 16 February for a preli
minary ruling on whether it is compatible 
with Community law for a Member State to 
require a worker from another Member State, 
residing in its territory, to possess a driving 
licence issued by its authorities. 
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Case 17178 - Mrs F. La Valle, wife of Mr 
Deshormes v Commission 

2.3.36. A Commission official brought an 
action before the Court of Justice on 17 Feb
ruary to secure the recognition of contracts 
of employment between the said official and 
the Commission as temporary staff contracts, 
and, consequently of those periods of activity 
for the purpose of calculating the years of 
pensionable service of the applicant for a re
tirement pension. 

Case 18178- Mrs R. Vandeput, wife of Mr 
Pipers v Commission 

2.3.37. A Commission official brought an 
action before the Court of Justice on 20 Feb
ruary to annul the Commission decision 
changing the applicant's posting and claimed 
damages for detriment resulting from the 
Commission's refusal to provide assistance 
against her immediate superior. 

Cases 19178 and 19178 R- Mr X. Authie v 
Commission 

2.3.38. A candidate for competition 
COM/ A/154 organized by the Commission, 
having been notified by the latter that it had 
been considered that his diplomas and other 
evidence of formal qualifications did not con
form to the qualifications required, brought 
an action before the Court of Justice on 
22 February to annul the rejection of his can
didature. The applicant also applied to the 
Court for the adoption of interim measures 
suspending the competition pending a ruling 
on the merits. 

' OJ L 38 of 11.2.1974. 
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Case 20 I 78 - Brooke Bond Liebig Benelux, 
Schoten v Commission 

2.3.39. On 21 December 1977 the Commis
sion adopted a decision establishing that cer
tain distribution contracts concluded between 
a manufacturer of spices and a number of 
large-scale retail foodstores concerning the 
sale of such spices constitute an infringe
ment of Article 85(1) of the EEC Treaty. 1 

An action to annul this decision was brought 
before the Court of Justice on 22 February. 

Case 21178 - Mr K.O. Delkvist v Ankla
gemyndigheden som reprresentant for Lands
nrevnet for Omnibusk0rsel 

2.3.40. In a case concerning the grant of 
authorization to a passenger transport opera
tor, the Copenhagen Byret asked the Court 
of Justice on 24 February for a number of 
preliminary rulings on the validity and direct 
applicability of Directive 7415621EEC on ad
mission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in national and internation
al transport operations, 2 and especially on 
whether the obligation to provide evidence of 
good repute, provided for in Article 2(1)(a) of 
that directive, prevails over the less stringent 
requirements of the Danish Penal Code. 

Case 22 I 78 - (1) Hugin Kassaregister AB, 
Stockholm, and (2) Hugin Cash Registers 
Ltd., London v Commission 

2. 3 .41. The Commission established by a 
Decision of 8 December 1977 that a Swedish 
manufacturer of cash registers and its United 
Kingdom subsidiary had infringed Article 86 
of the EEC Treaty by refusing inter alia to 
supply to a United Kingdom company spare 
parts for Hugin cash registers. 3 An action to 
annul this decision was brought before the 
Court of Justice on 24 February. 
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Case 23 I 78 - Mr N. Meeth, Piesport/Mosel 
v Firma Glacetal Sari, Vienne-Estressin 

2.3.42. The German Federal Court of Jus
tice requested the Court of Justice on 
27 February to interpret the first paragraph of 
Article 17 of the Convention on Jurisdiction 
and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil 
and Commercial Matters, 4 in order to deter
mine whether that provision permits an 
agreement on jurisdiction whereby each party 
to a contract of sale, residing in different 
States, can be sued only before the courts of 
the State of which he is a national and, if so, 
whether such an agreement rules out the 
possibility of one party invoking set-off 
against a claim made by the other party in 
the court having jurisdiction to adjudicate on 
that claim. 

Case 24178- Mrs H. Martin v Commission 

2.3.43. A Commission official brought an 
action against the Commission on 27 Febru
ary to annul the decision of the selection 
board for internal competition COM/680/75 
refusing her admission to the oral tests for 
that competition. 

Case 25 I 78 - Mrs L. De Leye, wife of Mr 
De Roubaix v Commission 

2.3.44. A Commission official brought an 
action before the Court of Justice on 28 Feb
ruary to annul the decision of the Commis
sion not to include her in the list of officials 

' OJ L 53 of 24.2.1978 and Bull. EC 12-1977, point 
2.1.51. 
2 OJ L308 of 19.11.1974. 
3 OJ L22 of 27.1.1978 and Bull. EC 12-1977, point 
2.1.57. 
4 OJ L 204 of 2.8.1975. 
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considered most suitable for promotion to 
Grade B 1 in 1977. 

Judgments 

Case 15166- Firma A. Kesting v Commis
sion 

2.3.45. At the beginning of 1966 a number 
of German firms specializing in trade in ce
reals applied to the Court of Justice for 
damages as a result of the Court's judgment 
of 1 July 1965 (Joined Cases 106 and 
197163) which annulled Commission Deci
sion 631553 authorizing the Federal Republic 
of Germany to maintain in force protective 
measures in respect of imports of maize, mil
let and grain sorghum. 1 

Since one of the applicants has been largely 
compensated by the German authorities 
(against whom proceedings had been brought 
in the Bonn Regional Court), he has with
drawn his action before the Court of Justice. 
The Case was removed from the register by 
Order of 9 February. 

Case 27176- (1) United Brands Company, 
Boston, and (2) United Brands Continental 
B.V., Rotterdam v Commission 

2.3.46. On 17 December 1975, the Com
mission adopted a decision imposing a fine 
of one million units of account on United 
Brands Company, having found that the lat
ter was abusing its dominant position on the 
market in bananas by dividing up the mar
ket, imposing dissimilar and unfair prices 
and refusing to continue supplies. 2 

On 15 March 1976, the United Brands Com
pany brought an action before the Court of 
Justice to annul this decision or to reduce 
the fine should the decision be upheld. 3 

In its judgment of 14 February, the Court 
annulled that part of the decision complained 
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of establishing an infringement in respect of 
unfair prices, reduced the amount of the fine 
and dismissed the remainder of the applica
tion. 

Case 19 I 77 - Firma Miller International 
Schallplatten GmbH, Quickbom v Commis
sion 

2.3.47. By its decision of 1 December 1976, 
the Commission found that the export pro
hibitions contained in the distribution agree
ment concluded between the plaintiff and its 
foreign distributors, as well as its sales, deliv
ery and payment conditions constituted in
fringements of Article 85 (1) of the EEC 
Treaty, and fined the plaintiff 70 000 u.a. 4 

On 4 February 1977, an action was brought 
before the Court to annul this decision. 5 

In its judgment of 1 February, the Court of 
Justice dismissed this action as being un
founded.6 

Case 58 I 77 - Ireland v French Republic 

2.3.48. Ireland, having referred to the 
Commission, pursuant to Article 170 of the 
EEC Treaty, an alleged infringement by 
France of obligations arising under that Trea
ty and the Act of Accession in imposing 
temporary restrictions on imports of sheep
meat from the new Member States and fail
ing to reduce the duty known as 'transfer 
duty' on such imports, brought an action be
fore the Court of Justice on 10 May 1977 to 
establish that this infringement had taken 
place. This is the first time that a Member 

' OJ 146 of 11.10.1963. 
2 OJ L95 of 9.4.1976. 
3 Bull. EC 3-1976, point 2436. 
4 OJ L 357 of 29.12.1976. 
5 Bull. EC 2-1977, point 2.3.33. 
• OJ C 69 of 18.3.1978. 
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State has brought an action before the Court 
of Justice against another Member State alle
ging failure to fulfil obligations arising under 
the Treaty. 1 

Since Ireland withdrew its action it was re
moved from the register by Order of the 
Court of 15 February. 

Case 61177 - Commission v Ireland 

2.3.49. Following the introduction by the 
Irish Government of unilateral measures for 
the conservation of fish stocks, the Commis
sion brought an action before the Court of 
Justice on 13 May 1977 to establish that by 
taking these measures, Ireland had failed to 
fulfil its obligations under the EEC Treaty. 2 

In its judgment of 16 February, the Court 
confirmed this failure. 

Case 68177- Firma IFG - Intercontinen
tale Fleischhandelsgesellschaft mbH & Co. 
KG, Gross-Gerau v Commission 

2.3.50. On 2 June 1977 a German company 
brought an action before the Court of Justice 
for damages to compensate for the loss it 
claimed to have suffered as a result of the 
fact that the Commission, when adopting 
stricter measures with regard to imports of 
certain beef and veal products, had not prov
ided for transitional measures for contracts 
concluded prior to that time and had raised 
a formal bar to the applicant's request for ex
ceptional treatment for its imports for rea
sons of.force majeure (floods in Romania had 
delayed the production of the products to be 
imported). 3 

In its judgment of 16 February, the Court of 
Justice dismissed this action. 

Case 72 I 77 - Universiteitskliniek voor 
Hart- en Vaatchi~rgie van het Acade
mische Ziekenhuis, Utrecht v Inspecteur der 
Invoerrechten en Accijnzen, Utrecht 
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2.3. 51. In hearing an action relating to the 
importation of a spectrophotometer in respect 
of which the Netherlands customs authori
ties had refused to grant exemption from 
customs duties, the Tariefcommissie asked 
the Court of Justice on 13 June 1977 for a 
preliminary ruling on whether the decision to 
allow the importation free of customs duties 
of objects of a scientific nature, provided for 
in Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 
1798/75,4 could depend on a subjective cri
terion.5 

In its judgment of 2 February, the Court 
held that the words 'scientific instrument or 
apparatus' contained in the abovementioned 
article refer to an instrument or apparatus 
possessing objective characteristics which 
make it particularly suitable for pure scientif
ic research, irrespective of the fact that it is 
also used in industry or for commercial pur
poses. 6 

Case 78177 - Firma Johann Liihrs, Ob
stgrosshandel, Twielenfleth v Hauptzollamt 
Hamburg-Jonas 

2.3.52. In an action concerning the levy of 
a tax on exports of potatoes pursuant to Re
gulation (EEC) No 348/76 7 on measures to 
be taken owing to the difficulties affecting 
potato supplies, and Regulation (EEC) No 
890/76 providing for exemption in certain 
cases from the tax on exports of potatoes, 8 

the Hamburg Finance Court asked the Court 
of Justice on 4 July 1977 to give a prelimi
nary ruling on the validity (especially in re
spect of any breach of the principle of protec
tion of legitimate expectation as regards ex-

1 Bull. EC 5-1977, point 2.3.49. 
2 Bull. EC 5-1977, point 2.3.52. 
3 Bull. EC 6-1977, point 2.3.44. 
• 01 L 184 of 15. 7.1975. 
5 Bull. EC 6-1977, point 2.3.48. 
' OJ C 69 of 18.3.1978. 
7 OJ L43 of 19.2.1976. 
' 01 L 101 of 15.4.1976. 
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isting contracts) and the interpretation (con
version rate of the unit of account) of the re
gulations in question. 1 

In its judgment of 1 February the Court held 
that these regulations are valid and gave a 
ruling on how the taxes in question are to be 
calculated. 2 

Case 85 I 77 - Societa Sant' Anna, Azienda 
avicola v INPS 

2.3.53. In a dispute between an undertak
ing engaged in poultry-rearing and a social 
security body on the question whether the 
social security contributions payable by the 
former to the latter are those due from an in
dustrial undertaking or from an agricultural 
undertaking, the Tribunale di Roma asked 
the Court of Justice on 7 July 1977 for a ru
lin~ on the interpretation of the concept of 
agncultural undertaking as indicated in Arti
cle 38 of the EEC Treaty, Regulation No 
701661EEC organizing a basic survey within 
the framework of a programme of surveys on 
the structure of agricultural holdings 3 and 
Regulation 911661EEC 4 concerning the se
lection of returning holdings for the purpose 
of determining incomes of agricultural hold
ings. 5 

In its judgment of 28 February, the Court 
held that it is impossible to establish from 
the provisions of the Treaty or the rules of 
secondary Community legislation a common 
uniform general definition of an 'agricultural 
u~derta~ing' which would be universally ap
plicable m all areas covered by the provisions 
laid down by law and regulation governing 
agricultural production. 

Case 88 I 77 - The Minister for Fisheries, 
Ireland v Mr C. A. Schonenberg and others 

2.3.54. Following the notification to Dutch 
fishermen of their infringement of Irish mea
sures limiting the length and power of fish-
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ing vessels, the Cork City District Justice 
asked the Court of Justice on 12 July 1977 
for a ruling on the compatibility of measures 
of this type with Community law, and in 
particul~r with Article 7 of the EEC Treaty, 
Regulation (EEC) No 101/76 laying down a 
common structural policy for the fishing in
dustry6 and Articles 100 and 103 of the Act 
of Accession. 

These questions are basically the same as the 
questions of law raised in the case between 
the Commission and Ireland. 1. s 

In its judgment of 16 February, the Court 
held that, in the absen_ce of the adoption by 
the Community of adequate conservation 
measures, the Member States had at the . . . ' time m questiOn, power to adopt interim 
measures as regards the maritime waters 
coming within their jurisdiction, provided 
that such measures were in accordance with 
the requirements of Community law. It also 
held that the measures taken by Ireland were 
however incompatible with that Jaw and that 
a conviction on the grounds of such a mea
sure would also be incompatible with that 
law. 

Case 92 I 77 - An Bord Bainne Cooperative 
Ltd, Dublin v Minister for Agriculture 

2.3.55. In a dispute concerning the pay
ment by the official agricultural intervention 
agency of private storage aid for butter the 
High Court, Dublin, referred a num~r of 
questions to the Court of Justice on 25 July 
1977 for preliminary rulings on the effect of 
Regu!ation (EE9 No 2498/74 fixing repres
entative converston rates to be applied in ag-

' Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.3.42. 
2 OJ C 69 of 18.3.1978. 
3 OJ 112 of 24.6.1966. 
4 OJ 121 of 4.7.1966. 
5 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.3.48. 
6 OJ L 20 of 28.1.1976. 
7 Case 61/77, Bull. EC 5-1977, point 2.3.52. 
• Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.3.51. 
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riculture for the currencies of the new Mem
ber States 1 on the purchase price of butter, 
and hence on storage aid, and the validity of 
Regulation (EEC) No 2517/74 2 concerning 
the adjustment of such aid with regard to 
contracts concluded prior to the date of entry 
into force of these regulations. 3 

In its judgment of 23 February, the Court 
held that the effect of Regulation (EEC) No 
2498/74 was to increase the purchase price of 
butter expressed in Irish pounds and conse
quently reduce the storage aid pursuant to 
Regulation (EEC) No 2517/74, whose valid
ity the Court confirmed and whose scope it 
defined. 

Case 96177 - (1) SA Ancienne maison M. 
Bauche, Paris and (2) SARL F. Delquignies, 
Mortagne v Administration fran~aise des 
douanes, Valenciennes 

2.3.56. The Valenciennes District Court, in 
the course of an action concerning the levy 
by the French customs authorities of mone
tary compensatory amounts on exports to 
third countries of white sugar quota C for 
which export licences issued by the German 
intervention agency had been transferred to a 
French firm, asked the Court of Justice on 
29 July 1977 for a ruling on the validity of 
Regulation (EEC) No 101/77 4 which pro
vides for the levy of these amounts where 
the customs exports formalities have been 
carried out in a Member State other than 
that in which the export licence was issued. 

Proceedings for the annulment of this regu
lation together with a claim for damages 5 are 
still in progress. 6 

In its judgment of 15 February the Court 
confirmed the validity of the regulation in 
question. 

Case 129177- Verband der Kolnisch Wass
er-Hersteller eV, Cologne, v Firma Victor 
GmbH, Munich 
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1.3.57. In hearing an action concerning the 
use of the word 'Cologne' on the packaging 
of a toilet water produced in Italy-which, 
according to the applicant,. could mislead 
consumers with regard to the origin of the 
product-the Cologne Regional Court asked 
the Court of Justice on 27 October 1977 for 
a preliminary ruling on whether action 
brought under the national law of a Member 
State to restrain the use of such a designa
tion of origin is contrary to Community law, 
where the designation in question is in use 
in at least one Member State as a generic 
concept and therefore is no longer regarded 
in that State as a designation of geographic 
origin and may be used freely. 7 

Since the applicant before the Court referring 
the question had withdrawn his action, the 
Court removed it from the register by Order 
of 15 February. 

Economic and Social Committee 

155th plenary session 

2.3.58. The 155th plenary session of the 
Economic and Social Committee was held in 
Brussels on 1 and 2 February, with Mr de 
Ferranti, the Committee Chairman, in the 
chair. 

' OJ L 268 of 3.10.1974. 
2 OJ L 269 of 4.10.1974. 
3 Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.3.55. 
• OJ L 17 of 20.1.1977. 
5 Case 33/77, Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.51; Case 
39/77, Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.3.47. 
• Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.3.59. 
7 Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.3.47. 
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Opinions 

Employee participation 

2.3.59. In this Opinion, adopted unanim
ously, the Committee took a position on the 
Commission's Green Paper on employee par
ticipation and company structure in the Eu
ropean Community. 1 The Committee advo
cates flexible rules, including two practical 
measures: the introduction of the two-tier 
board system as an option in Member States 
where it is not available at present, and the 
setting-up, in large companies which do not 
have or do not introduce board-level em
ployee representation, of a special body on 
which the employees are represented and 
have minimum rights of information and 
consultation more or less comparable to 
those the employees have in a two-tier board 
structure. The Community rules should safe
guard the rights which employees have alrea
dy acquired and seek to remove any obsta
cles to employee participation. 

The Committee agrees that employee partici
pation in the broadest sense of the term is a 
desirable development in a democratic socie
ty. But although there has been a general 
movement towards the development of par
ticipation in the Community, the Committee 
considers that this is an issue on which in
stant uniformity should not be sought. On 
the other hand, care must be taken not to 
obstruct developments which tend towards 
harmonization. The priority should be to re
move obstacles to a harmonization between 
the systems and structures for worker parti
cipation. 

Conversion rates 

2.3.60. In an Opinion adopted by forty-five 
votes to three with two abstentions, the 
Committee approved the Commission propo-
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sal relating to the fixing of representative 
conversion rates in agriculture, but noted 
that this is the least that needs to be done. 

The Committee deplores this state of affairs, 
which is largely due to monetary constraints 
unrelated to the common agricultural policy. 
It wonders whether the return to a single 
market could not have been achieved within 
a shorter time, of say five years. 

The adjustment of compensatory amounts 
should allow for the impact on retail prices 
and farm incomes. This may mean that the 
new compensatory amounts in countries 
with strong currencies cannot be dismantled 
in a year, and so a longer period could prove 
necessary. 

Cocoa 

2.3.61. The Committee unanimously 
adopted an Opinion on the Commission's 
proposal for amending the Council Directive 
of 24 July 1973 2 on the approximation of the 
laws of the Member States relating to cocoa 
and chocolate products intended for human 
consumption. With respect to Annex 1.1.19., 
the Committee considers that the proposal 
should not create any difficulties or confu
sion with gianduja nut milk chocolate, for 
which a separate standard is included. With 
respect to Annex 11 of the Directive, the 
Committee observes that the new proposals 
will allow the continued operation of existing 
provisions. 

The Committee also emphasizes that the 
comments in respect of the use of phosphor
ic acid, flavouring substances and emulsifiers 
and stabilizers should not be taken to apply 
to the use of these additives in food products 
generally. 

' Supplement 8/75 - Bull. EC. 
2 OJ L228 of 16.8.1973 and Bull. EC 7/8-1973, point 
2107. 
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Fisheries 

2. 3. 62. With no votes against and four ab
stentions, the Committee approved the Com
mission's proposal for a Directive on certain 
immediate measures to adjust capacity in the 
fisheries sector. But it notes with regret that 
the Council has been unable to adopt anum
ber of important and necessary measures on 
fisheries, since no action has been taken so 
far by the Community authorities on the Re
gulation on small-scale fishing operations 
and the Regulation on the terms under 
which national aid is to be granted as part of 
the common structural policy for the mari
time fishing industry. 

The Commission's proposal is considered by 
the Committee to be well balanced in that it 
will enable each Member State to take what
ever action is most in keeping with its socio
economic situation and the structure of its 
fishing fleet. The Committee notes in parti
cular that measures taken to adjust capacity 
will have serious repercussions on employ
ment in this sector, and it attaches the grea
test importance to the way in which this 
problem is solved. 

The Committee draws the attention of the 
Commission and the Council to the fact that 
a sizeable proportion of the Member States' 
fishing fleets is dependent for its livelihood 
on the possibility of operating in the fishing 
grounds of a large number of non-Commu
nity countries. It urges the Commission to 
conclude adequate fishing agreements with 
those countries as soon as possible. The 
Committee also considers that plants which 
process fish for human consumption should 
be covered by the immediate measures set 
out in the proposal. 

Aid to shipbuilding 

2.3.63. The Committee unanimously end
orsed the Fourth Directive 1 which allows 
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Governments to continue to grant tempor
ary, exceptional aids to counter the current 
serious recession. This proposal adheres to 
the principles of harmonization and gradual re
duction of aids to shipbuilding laid down in 
previous directives. 

The Committee considers that the proposed 
Directive is only a very fragmentary and li
mited response to the extremely grave prob
lems facing shipbuilders. These prob
lems-and more generally the whole crisis 
affecting the shipbuilding industry-have 
been the subject of a communication from 
the Commission to the Council. 2 The Com
mittee will be called on to deliver an Opinion 
on this communication in the near future. 

The Committee urges the Commission to 
exercise maximum flexibility when vetting 
investment aids and in particular to approve 
aids designed to boost productivity, even if 
they entail a slight increase in production. 

Driver's seat on tractors 

2.3.64. In this Opinion, adopted unanim
ously, , the Committee welcomes the im
provements contained in the Commission's 
new proposal, which will ensure that the Di
rective is applied in a non-discriminatory 
manner. 

The Committee points out that the field of 
application of the Directive must be taken to 
include tractors with four-wheel drive. The 
Committee would finally urge, in view of the 
latest experiments, that a fresh look be taken 
at the testing methods, particularly those 
used for non-standard tractors. 

' Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.1.19. 
2 Supplement 7/77 - Bull. EC. 
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Animal jeedingstujfs 

2.3.65. The Committee unanimously ap
proved the three proposals for Directives and 
commended the Commission's efforts to ex
tend the legislation on feedingstuffs and 
bridge the obvious gaps which exist. 

It adds, however, that if a satisfactory solu
tion to all problems in this field is to be 
found an urgent start should be made on 
harmonizing provisions on veterinary sur
geons, medicated feed and the checking for 
residues in livestock production. Care should 
also be taken to ensure that plant health pro
ducts and additives in animal feed do not 
harm the soil, and thus pollute the food 
chain. The Committee finally thinks that 
Member States should be required to back up 
the implementation of the Directives by not
ifying the Commission of the control mea
sures taken. 

Preserved milk 

2.3.66. The Committee unanimously ap
proved the proposal for a Council Directive 
amending for the first time the Council Di
rective of 18 December 1975 1 relating to cer
tain partly or wholly dehydrated preserved 
milk for human consumption. 

Guidelines for Community regional policy 

2.3.67. In this own-initiative Opinion, 
adopted with no votes against and two ab
stentions, the Committee drew attention to 
its Opinion of 29 September 1977, in which 
it approved the Commission's proposals on 
regional policy and strengthening the re
sources of the Regional Fund, notably by 
setting up a 'non-quota se.ction'. 2 The Com
mittee took note of the agreement reached 
by the European Council on the amount to 
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be allocated to the Regional Fund for the 
next three years 3 and of the Council's failure 
to decide on the setting up of such a 'non
quota section'. The Committee thinks it de
plorable that the Regional Fund has not been 
further strengthened and urges that a deci
sion be taken as soon as possible on the new 
regulation and especially in favour of setting 
up a 'non-quota section', so as to enable the 
regional development policy to become more 
of a Community policy. 

European Investment Bank 

Loans raised 

2.3.68. The European Investment Bank has 
launched a LFR 500 million bond issue on 
the Luxembourg capital market. 

The issue was underwritten by a syndicate of 
Luxembourg banks headed by the Banque 
Intemationale a Luxembourg S.A. 

The bonds bear interest at a nominal rate of 
7.75%, payable yearly, and have a maximum 
life of ten years. They are redeemable in nine 
annual instalments by purchase on the mar
ket at prices not exceeding par. Bonds not so 
purchased will be redeemed at par on 
15 March 1988. The Bank reserves the right 
to redeem in advance all bonds in circulation 
at progressively reducing premiums from 
15 March 1983. 

The bonds were offered to the public at an 
issue price of 99%, the yield being 7.9%. 

Application has been made to quote the 
bonds on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange. 

' OJ L 24 of 30.1.1976. 
2 Supplement 2/77 - Bull. EC. 
3 Bull. EC 12-1977, point 2.1.85. 
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2.3.69. The Bank has also floated a 
OM 250 million bond issue on the interna
tional capital market. The issue was under
written by an international consortium of 
banks headed by Deutsche Bank AG. 

The bonds bear interest at a nominal rate of 
5.25%, payable on 1 March of each year. The 
issue is for twelve years and is redeemable at 
par after six years in six equal annual instal
ments. The Bank may redeem in advance, at 
par, all bonds still in circulation as from 
1 March 1986. 

The bonds were offered for public subscrip
tion at 99.5%, the yield being 5.31%. 

The issue will be listed on the Frankfurt, 
Berlin, Di.isseldorf, Hamburg and Munich 
stock exchanges. 

Loans granted 

Turkey 

2.3. 70. The EIB has granted a loan for 6.3 
million EUC (149 940 000 Turkish pounds) to 
Turkey as a contribution towards expanding 
its paper industry. 

The funds have been advanced under the 
second Financial Protocol between the EEC 
and Turkey for a term of thirty years, includ
ing an eight-year grace period with interest 
payable at 4.5% per annum; they will cover 
approximately 30% of the cost of installing 
at the Dalaman paper mill in Western Ana
tolia coated paper and board production plant 
with an annual capacity of 36 000 tonnes and 
facilities for treating effluent from the entire 
mill complex. These facilities are indispen
sable for protecting the environment. Turkey 
has signed the Barcelona Convention on red
ucing pollution in the Mediterranean and 
construction of the unit, the first of its kind 
in Turkey, represents an effective and exem
plary contribution to this campaign. 
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The loan is the seventh to be granted by the 
EIB in Turkey (totalling 57.7 million EUC) 
for expanding the paper industry or develop
ing forestry resources which supply the in
dustry with raw materials. 

The latest operation fully absorbs the balance 
of the 195 million EUC for commitment in 
the form of loans on special conditions under 
the second Financial Protocol annexed to the 
Association Agreement between the EEC 
and Turkey and which came into force in 
1973. The Bank has also made available 
25 million EUC in the form of loans from its 
own resources. 

A further 47 million EUC was provided for 
under a Supplementary Protocol signed in 
June 1973, 1 following enlargement of the 
EEC, and now in the course of ratification. 

A third Financial Protocol, signed in May 
1977,2 provides for financial aid to Turkey to
talling 310 million EUC, comprising 220 mil
lion EUC in loans on special conditions from 
EEC budgetary resources and 90 million 
EUC in loans from the Bank's own re
sources. 

Swaziland 

2.3. 71. Under the terms of the Lome Con
vention, the EIB has agreed to provide a loan 
of 10 million EUC (10 650 000 Swaziland 
emalangeni) to contribute towards the cost of 
a new sugar plantation in Malawi and sugar 
mill in the northern lowveld of Swaziland. 

The loan has been granted to the Royal 
Swaziland Sugar Corporation Ltd for twelve 
years at an interest rate of 5.05% after allow
ing for a rebate of 3% drawn from the re
sources of the Community's European De-

1 Bull. EC 6-1973, point 2304. 
2 Bull. EC 5-1977, point 2.2.36. 
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velopment Fund, as provided for by the 
Lome Convention. 

The Royal Swaziland Sugar Corporation, a 
public company, was set up last year to carry 
out the project, consisting of the cultivation 
of some 9 000 hectares of sugar cane, the er
ection of a new sugar mill with an annual 
production capacity of 125 000 tonnes of raw 
sugar and construction of an associated dam 
and main canal system which will provide 
water for irrigation. 

Swaziland will benefit considerably once the 
scheme is fully operational: it will give direct 
employment to almost 3 000 people, bolster 
foreign exchange earnings through exports 
and increase Governmental income from tax 
and other revenues. 

Trinidad and Tobago 

2.3.72. Under the terms of the Lome Con
vention, the European Investment Bank has 
granted a globa! loan equivalent to 5 million 
EUC (14 600 000 Trinidad and Tobago dol
lars) to the Trinidad and Tobago Develop
ment Finance Company Ltd (TTDFC); the 
funds will be on-lent to support the develop
ment of industrial and tourism ventures, se
lected in agreement with the EIB. 

The loan is for twelve years at an interest 
rate of 5.05% after allowing for a rebate of 
3% drawn from the resources of the Euro
pean Development Fund, as provided for by 
the Convention. 

The Trinidad and Tobago Development Fi
nance Company was established in May 1970 
with the objective of promoting economic 
development by encouraging the establish
ment and expansion of industrial and other 
enterprises. 

As of mid-1977 the Company had approved 
investments for a total equivalent to almost 
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22 million EUC in some 180 projects involv
ing the creation of an estimated 3 300 jobs. 

This is the EIB's second operation in the 
Caribbean in recent months. 

Risk capital 

2.3. 72a. On 7 February the Council adopted 
a Decision increasing the amounts which the 
European Investment Bank may commit in 
the form of risk capital for the purpdse of ap
plying the ACP-EEC Convention of Lome 1 

and the Decision on the association of the 
overseas countries and territories with the 
European Economic Community. 2 

By means of this Decision and in the light 
of the satisfactory experience recorded in the 
use of the 40 million EUC which could be 
committed in the form of risk capital during 
the first two years of application of the Lome 
Convention, the Council has placed at the 
Bank's disposal for allocation from 1 April 
1978, the balance of 60 million EUC set 
aside for this form of financing. 

Financing Community 
activities 

Budgets 

General budget 

2.3. 73. The Commission has sent to the 
Joint Council of Foreign and Finance Minis
ters and to Parliament a communication con
taining a comprehensive review of the Com
munity's budget problems in preparation for 
their discussion of the 1979 budget. 3 

OJ L 25 of 30.1.1976. 
OJ L 176 of 1.7 .1976. 

3 Points 2.3.4 to 2.3.7. 
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Table 3 - 1978 general budget and effect of the second supplementary 
and amending budget for 1978 

Revenue 

Title Nature of revenue 1978 Second supplementary 
budget' and amending budget 

I Own resources 6896000000 -
2 Surpluses available - -
3 Portion of proceeds of ECSC levies paid in pursuance 

of Article 20 of the Treaty of 8 April 1965 5000000 -
4 Deductions from staff remunerations 96 392 920 +204000 
5 Contributions 5 340936 366 +446000 
6 Miscelfaneous revenue 23 675 306 -

Total 12 362 004 592 +650000 

1 Including the first amending budget. 

Expenditure 

(Appropriations available for payments) 

Appropriations Draft second 
Sector in the general supplementary and 

budget for 1978 amending 
budget for 1978 

COMMISSION 

Intervention appropriations 
Agriculture 9131 743 700 215 000 
Social 559107000 -
Regional 525000000 -
Research, energy, industry and transports 294255 303 -
Development cooperation 380942000 -
Miscellaneous token entry -

10 891 048 003 215 000 

Administrative appropriations 
Staff 387 433 000 -
Administrative expenditure 105 740 200 435 000 
Information 13018 000 -
Aid and subsidies 45 308100 -

551499 300 435 000 

Contingency reserve 5000000 -
Reimbursement to Member States 689600000 -

Commission total 12 137 147 303 650000 

OTHER INSTITUTIONSI 224 857 289 -
Grand total 12 362 004 592 650000 

1 Administrative appropriatoons only 
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(m EUC) 

New 
total 

6896000000 
-

5000000 
96596920 

5 341382 366 
23675 306 

12 362 654 592 

(EUC) 

New 
appropriations 

9131958 700 
559107000 
525000000 
294255 303 
380942000 

token entry 

10 891 263 003 

387 433000 
106175 200 
13018 000 
45 308100 

551934 300 

5000000 
689600000 

12 137 797 303 

224 857 289 

12 362 654 592 
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The first amending budget for 1978 

2.3. 74. The failure of several Member 
States to implement the Sixth VAT Direc
tive 1 was the main reason why the Commis
sion had to present to the Council a prelimi
nary draft of the first supplementary and 
amending budget for 1978.2 One of the fea
tures of this budget is the payment of GNP 
contributions in place of the VAT -based own 
resources which should have been made 
over. The Council approved and forwarded 
to Parliament a draft amending budget to 
ensure that the amounts paid over by the 
Member States to the Commission in respect 
of V AT could be adjusted as soon as possi
ble. This budget was adopted by Parliament 
on 15 February. 3 

The amending budget can be summarized 
as follows: 

Revenue 
Agricultural levies 
Sugar and isoglucose levies 
Customs duties 
GNP financial contributions 
ECSC2 

Miscellaneous 

million EUC 
1 686.1 

376.9 
4833 
5 330.3 

5 
130.7 

12 362 

2.3. 75. At its sitting on 15 February Parli
ament adopted a Resolution deploring the 
need for the amending budget following the 
failure to put the Community value added 
tax system into operation in the current fi
nancial year; it noted that Article 1 of the 
Sixth VAT Directive 1 had not been complied 
with. 

Parliament called on the Commission and 
the Member States to take the requisite steps 
immediately to ensure that similar difficulties 
did not arise in the budgetary procedure next 
year. 
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Second supplementary and 
amending budget 

2.3. 76. The Council also adopted and for
warded to Parliament on 27 February the 
draft second supplementary and amending 
budget for 1978 which takes up the other 
measures proposed in the first supplemen
tary and amending budget presented by the 
Commission. The following changes were 
made by the Council to the Commission's 
proposals: 4 

(i) the budgetary nomenclature for the eo
responsibility levy in the milk sector was 
altered; 
(ii) the 84 additional posts requested for the 
steel and textile sectors were granted (13 as 
temporary posts). The Council also noted the 
Commission's intention to release now the 
appropriations within the 1978 budget neces
sary to cover staff expenditure on these ad
ditional posts (amounting to 1 383 000 EUC). 

Financial control 

Report by the Special Committee 
of Inquiry on the wine sector 

2.3.77. On 8 February the Commission 
took note of the report of the Special Com
mittee of Inquiry on the EAGGF Guarantee 
Section relating to the wine sector. The 
Commission will decide at a later date what 
action needs to be taken on the report. 

In its report the Committee states that since 
1970, when the organization of the wine 
market came into effect, the situation 
has-as a result of the increase in the area 

1 OJ L 145 of 13.6.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.3.60 and Table 2. 
1 OJ L 71 of 13.3.1978. 
4 Bull. EC 1-1978, point 2.3.60. 
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under cultivation and in particular in 
yields-changed from one of structural defi
cit to one of structural surplus incurring 
heavy costs for the EAGGF Guarantee Sec
tion. 

Having made a study of legislation in this 
sector and its application in the Member 
States, in particular in respect of cases of 
fraud, the Committee made a number of rec
ommendations including: 
(i) conversion premiums should be allocated 
on a more selective basis to promote the 
grubbing up of very productive vines yield
ing wines of mediocre quality. 
(ii) the manufacture of alcoholic blends si
milar to wine other than those authorized by 
the Community should be banned; 
(iii) the Member States should keep a stric
ter watch on wine production and marketing 
from the cultivation of the vines to the la
belling of bottles. 

The Committee had doubts about the need 
for short-term private storage aid which 
might give rise to financing of producers' 
normal stocks. Distillation did not appear to 
have been a complete success because, al
though it had absorbed wine surpluses, it 
had created alcohol surpluses. 

As regards general matters, the Committee 
once again called for better administrative 
cooperation between the Member States, par
ticularly in internal Community trade. The 
collection of statistical information should 
also be improved so that trade patterns with 
economically unjustifiable variations could be 
identified and investigated. 
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ECSC financial operations 

Loans granted 

Loans paid 

2.3. 78. The Commission paid out some 
74.9 million EUC in February in loans under 
Article 54 of the ECSC Treaty. 

Industrial loans 

A total of 74.6 million EUC was paid out to 
five undertakings to finance the following 
programmes: 

Coal industry 

Rationalization and modernization of collier
ies 

National Coal Board, London 

(a) Derbyshire (Whitwell, Bolsover, Warsop 
and Shirebrook collieries) 

(b) Nottinghamshire (Linby, New stead, 
Creswell and Ollerton collieries) 

(c) Yorkshire (Prince of Wales, Grime
thorpe, Bentley, Silverwood, Treeton and 
Allerton Bywater collieries) 

(d) North-Eastern (Butterwell coalfield and 
Westoe colliery) 

(e) ·western (Maryport) 

(f) Wales (Oakdale, Cwm/Goedeley, Aber
tillery and Blaenserchan and Treforgan col
lieries) 

(g) Barnsley (South K.irkby colliery) 

(h) Midlands (Rawdon and Donisthorpe and 
Kingswood collieries) 

(i) Kent (Snowdon colliery) 
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Steel industry 

Direct reduction 
British Steel Corporation, London (Hunters
ton works) 

Rationalization of pig iron and steel produc
tion 
Fried, Krupp Hi.ittenwerke AG, Bochum 
(Rheinhausen works) 

Production of fine and special steels 
Societa per !'industria et l'elettricita TERNI 
SpA, Temi 

Extension of coastal works 
ltalsider SpA, Genoa (Tarente works) 

Overseas projects 

Iron mines 
British Steel Corporation, London (Fire Lake 
mine, Quebec, Canada) 

Low-cost housing 

Loans for the construction and fitting-out of 
low-cost housing amounted to 0.3 million 
EUC. 

Loan decisions 

2.3. 79. The Commission also decided in 
February to grant a loan under Article 54 of 
the ECSC Treaty to the following company: 

Steel industry 

Rationalization of pig iron and steel produc
tion 
Acciaierie Ferriere del Tanaro SpA, l..esegno 
(Cuneo) 

Bull. EC 2-1978 

Financing Community activities 

Placements 

2.3.80. During February the Commission 
made various private placements totalling: 
USD 60 million for terms of up to twelve 
years at an annual interest rate of 8.50% ; 
DM 50 million for ten years at an annual in
terest of 5.75 to 5.875%. 
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PART THREE 

DOCUMENTATION 



1. Units of account 

European unit of account 

3 .1.1. The Community budget is drawn up in Euro
pean units of account (EUC). 1 

This European unit of account, which is based on a bas
ket of the Member States' currencies, is an accurate re
flection of the relationships between the various curren
cies on the foreign exchange markets. It was first used 
in 1975 under the ACP-EEC Lome Convention and for 
drawing up the balance sheet of the European Invest
ment Bank. Since 1976 it has also been adopted for the 
ECSC operational budget. It is now being used for the 
general budget of the Communities for 1978. 

The European unit of account is the sum of the follow
ing amounts of the currencies of the Member States of 
the Communities: 

0.828 
0.0885 
1.15 

109 
0.286 
3.66 
0.14 
0.217 
0.00759 

German marks 
Pounds sterling 
French francs 
Italian lire 
Dutch guilders 
Belgian francs 
Luxembourg francs 
Danish kroner 
Irish pounds. 

Units of account 

The value of the European unit of account in a national 
currency is equal to the sum of the equivalents in that 
currency of the amounts of the currencies of the Mem
ber States. It is determined by the Commission on the 
basis of the exchange rates recorded each day on the ex
change markets. 

I Article 10 of the Fmanc1al Regulation of 21 December 1977, OJ L356 
of 31 12 1977. 

Amount in national currency for one European unit qf account 

Belgian franc and Luxembourg franc 
German mark 
Dutch guilder 
Pound sterling 
Danish krone 
French franc 
Italian lira 
Irish pound 
United States dollar 
Swiss franc 
Spanish peseta 
Swedish krona 
Norwegian krone 
Canadian dollar 
Portuguese escudo 
Austrian schilling 
Finnish mark 
Japanese yen 

I OJ C 27 of 2.2.1978. 
' OJ C 39 of 16.2.1978. 
' OJ C SI of 1.3 1978. 
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I February 19781 

40.1924 
2.59338 
2.77819 
0.629926 
7.01307 
5.82906 

1064.46 
0.629926 
1.22800 
2.43259 

98.9718 
5.71565 
6.30272 
1.36015 

49.1651 
18.6076 

4.90152 
296.678 

I 5 February 19782 28 February 1978' 

39.9052 39.6379 
2.56555 2.54814 
2.74829 2.72712 
0.636650 0.647043 
7.03539 6.98503 
5.96673 5.96880 

1055.61 1068,94 
0.636650 0.647043 
1.23012 1.25248 
2.35742 2.33356 

99.2420 100.514 
5.75169 5.77938 
6.69101 6.65456 
1.36908 1.39693 

49.4488 50.3338 
18.4022 18.3297 
5.36000 5.22927 

295.594 298.647 

BulL EC 2-1918 



Units of account 

The daily rates for conversion into the various national 
currencies are available each day: they are published in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. 

Green rates 

3.1.2. Under the common agricultural policy, conver
sion of the unit of account into Member States' curren
cies is done, for products covered by Community regu
lations, on the basis of representative ('green') rates 
fixed by the Council. 

Amount in national curren(y 
for one unit of account 

Belgian franc and 
Luxembourg franc 
Danish krone 
German mark 
French franc 
Irish pound 
Italian lira 

Dutch guilder 
Pound sterling 

February 1978 

49.3486 
8.56656 
3.41258 
5.92874 
0.739700 

1 096.001 
1 030.002 

3.40270 
0.577913 
0.5866384 

From 2 February 
1978: 

0.5779J5 
0.6175136 
0.5866387 

1 For milk products, beef and veal, pigmeat and sugar. 
2 For other products. 
3 For milk products. 
• For other products. 
s For milk products. 
6 For beef and veal and pigmeat 
' For other products. 

Bull. EC 2-1978 

Units of account 

Former unit of account for the budget 

3.1.3. The unit of account (u.a.) used for the Commu
nity budget up to 31 December 1977 was defined as the 
value of 0.88867088 grams of fine gold using conversion 
rates corresponding to the parities declared to the Inter
national Monetary Fund.! 

Amount in national currency 
for one unit qf account 

Belgian franc and 
Luxembourg franc 
Danish krone 
German mark 
French franc 
Irish pound 
Italian lira 
Dutch guilder 
Pound sterling 

50 
7.5 
3.66 
5.55419 
0.416667 

625 
3.62 
0.416667 

1 Articles 10 and 27 of the Fmanc1al Regulat1on of 25 Apnl 1973, OJ 
L 116 of 1.3.1973. 
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2. Additional 
references in the 
Official Journal 

3.2.1. This section lists the titles of legal 
instruments and notices of Community insti
tutions or organs which have appeared in the 
Official Journal since the last Bulletin was 
published but relating to items appearing in 
earlier issues of the Bulletin; the references 
were not available when the Bulletin went to 
press. 

The number of the Bulletin and the point to 
which this additional information refers is 
followed by the title shown on the cover of 
the Official Journal, the number of the issue 
and the date of publication. 

Bull. EC 11-1977 

Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.4 
Draft Council resolution on Community action in the 
cultural sector. 

OJ C 34 of 10.2.1978. 

Bull. EC 12-1977 

Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5 
Guidelines concerning the development of the Mediter
ranean regions of the Community, together with certain 
measures relating to agriculture. 

OJ C 50 of 28.2.1978. 

Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.5 
Commission proposals on the fixing of prices for certain 
agricultural products and on certain related measures 

OJ C 50 of 28.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.4 
Commission Decision of 22 December 1977 authorizing 
Denmark to take certain protective measures in accor
dance with Article 108 (3) of the EEC Treaty. 
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Additional references in Official Journal 

Commission Decision of 22 December 1977 authorizing 
Ireland to take certain protective measures under Arti
cle 108 (3) of the EEC Treaty. 

Commission Decision of 22 December 1977 authorizing 
the United Kingdom to take certain protective measures 
under Article 108 (3) of the EEC Treaty and repealing 
Decision 75/487/EEC. 

OJ L 45 of 16.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.39 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2932/77 of 19 December 
1977 implementing Decisions No 2/77 and No 3177 of 
the Joint Committee set up under the Agreement be
tween the European Economic Community and the 
Swiss Confederation on the application of the rules on 
Community transit. 

OJ L 342 of 29.12.1977. 

Point 2.1.41 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2933/77 of 20 December 
1977 on the application of Decision No 1/77 of the 
EEC-Switzerland Joint Committee supplementing and 
amending Protocol 3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of 'originating products' and methods of admin
istrative cooperation and replacing certain Decisions of 
the said Joint Committee. 

Council Regulation (EEC) No 2934/77 of 20 December 
1977 on the application of Decision No 2/77 of the 
EEC-Switzerland Joint Committee derogating from the 
provisions of List A annexed to Protocol 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
and methods of administrative cooperation. 

OJ L342 of 29.12.1977. 

Point 2.1.47 
Commission Decision of 20 December 1977 relating to 
proceedings under Article 85 of the EEC Treaty 
(IV /28.82: The Distillers Company Limited, Conditions 
of Sale and Price Terms). 
OJ L 50 of 22.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.48 
Commission Decision of 23 December 1977 relating to 
a proceeding under Article 85 of the EEC Treaty 

Bull. EC 2-1978 



Additional references in Official Journal 

(IV /29.146 - BMW Belgium NV and Belgian BMW 
dealers). 

OJ L46 of 17.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.51 
Commission Decision of 21 December 1977 relating to 
a proceeding under Article 85 of the EEC Treaty 
(IV /29.418 - spices). 

OJ L 53 of 24.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.52 
Commission Decision of 20 December 1977 relating to 
a proceeding under Article 85 of the EEC Treaty 
(IV/29.151 -video cassette recorders). 

OJ L 47 of 18.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.131 
Granting of subsidies by the Guidance Section of the 
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund -
second and last instalment for 1977. 

OJ C 29 of 4.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.148 

Commission Opinion of 23 December 1977 addressed to 
the Government of the Italian Republic on the draft law 
implementing Directive 74/562/EEC on admission to 
the occupation of road passenger transport operator in 
national and international transport operations. 

Commission Opinion of 23 December 1977 addressed to 
the Government of the Italian Republic on the draft law 
implementing Directive 74/561/EEC on admission to 
the occupation of road haulage operator in national and 
international transport operations. 

OJ L38 of 8.2.1978. 

Point 2.1.151 
Commission Decision of 23 December 1977 extending 
Decision 75/356/ECSC of 24 April 1975 authorizing the 
application of special tariff measures to the carriage by 
rail of iron ore from Lorraine and western France to Bel
gium, Luxembourg and the Saar. 

OJ L 38 of 8.2.1978. 

Bull. EC 2-1978 

Additional references in Official Journal 

Point 2.1.160 
Proposal for a Council Regulation concerning accession 
to the United Nations Convention on a code of conduct 
for liner conferences. 
OJ C 35 of 11.2.1978. 

Point 2.2.22 

Council Decision of 20 December 1977 amending for 
1978 the import quotas laid down by Decision 
75/210/EEC on 1,1nilateral import arrangements in re
spect of State-trading countries. 

OJ L 360 of 31.12.1977. 

Point 2.2.34 
Commission Decision of 23 December 1977 derogating 
from High Authority recommendation 1164 concerning 
an increase in the protective duty on iron and steel pro
ducts at the external frontiers of the Community (92nd 
derogation). 

OJ L40 of 10.2.1978. 

Point 2.3.108 
Final adoption of the general budget of the European 
Communities for the financial year 1978. 

OJ L 36 of 6.2.1978. 

Bull. EC 1-1978 

Point 2.1.48 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 380/78 of 30 January 
1978 on the operation of the system of advances in re
spect of expenditure financed by the Guarantee Section 
of the EAGGF. 
OJ L 56 of 27 .2.1978. 
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3. Infringement 
procedures 

Reasoned opinions 

3.3 .1. In February the Commission delivered seven 
reasoned opinions, six concerning the free movement of 
goods and the seventh concerning transport. 

Free movement of goods 

Infringement of Article 9 of the EEC Treaty by reason 
of the charge for veterinary health checks in intra-Com
munity trade (Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands). 

Transport 

Failure to apply the Council Regulation of 20 July 19701 

on the introduction of recording equipment in road 
transport (United Kingdom). 

Proceedings before the Court of Justice 

3.3.2. The Commission has referred the following in
fringement to the Court of Justice: 

Case 2/78: application to imports of potable spirits bear
ing an appellation of origin of more onerous conditions 
when imported from a Member State in which they are 
lawfully in free circulation but which is not the country 
of origin than when imported direct from the country of 
origin (Belgium). 

1 Regulat1on (EEC) 1463170; OJ L 164 of 27 7.1970 
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Bull. EC 2-1978 

Eleventh General Report on the Activities 
of the European Communities 1977 

The General Report on the Activities of the Communi
ties is published annually by the Commission as required 
by Article 18 of the Treaty of 8 April 1965 establishing 
a Single Council and a Single Commission of the Euro
pean Communities. 

The Report is presented to the European Parliament and 
provides a general picture of Community activities over 
the past year. 

ISBN 92-825-0014-4 

Catalogue number: CB-22-77 -734-EN-C 

336 pages 

Edited in: DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL 

Price: 
BFR 200,- DKR 34,- OM 13,- FF 27,-
LIT 4 800 HFL 13,60 UKL 3.20 USD 5.60 
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De europ~iske F~llesskabers publikationer 
Veroffentlichungen der Europaischen Gemeinschaften 

Publications of the European Communities 
Publications des Communautes europeennes 

Pubblicazioni delle Comunita europee 
Publikaties van de Europese Gemeenschappen 

Fortegnelse - Liste - List - Liste - Elenco - Lijst 2-1978 

Henvisning Hinweis Note Avertissement Awertenza Voorbericht 

Denne oversigt omfatter sllvel officielle som ikke
officielle publikationer (monografier, serier, tids
skrifter, oplysningspjecer). der er udkommet i den 
omhandlede periode og offentliggjort af Europa
Parlamentet, Radet, Kommissionen, Domstolen, 
Det fllkonomiske og sociale Udvalg og Den euro
pceiske I nvesteringsbank. Disse publikationer kan 
flls ved henvendelse til de nedenfor ncevnte 
adresser. 
Anmodningerne skal indeholde n111jagtig angi
velse af referencenumre forud for titleme. 

Dieses Verzeichnis enthiilt die im Berichtszeitraum 
erschienenen amtlichen und nichtamtlichen Verof
fentlichungen (Monographien, Reihen, Zeitschrif
ten und lnformationsdienste) des Europiiischen 
Parlaments, des Rates, der Kommission, des Ge
richtshofes, des Wirtschafts- und Sozialausschus
ses und der Europiiischen lnvestitionsbank. Diese 
Veroffentlichungen sind bei den nachstehend auf
gefiihrten Stellen erhiiltlich. 
Bei Anfragen sind die den Titeln vorangestellten 
Referenzen vollstindig anzugeben. 

This list includes both official and unofficial publi
cations (such as monographs, series, periodicals, 
newsletters) which were published in the given 
period by the European Parliament, the Council, 
the Commission, the Court of Justice, the Econo
mic and Social Committee and the European 
Investment Bank. These publications can be ob
tained from the addresses mentioned hereinafter. 
lt is imperative that orders give the complete 
reference which precedes each title. 

Cette liste comprend les publications, officielles ou 
non (monographies, series, periodiques, notes 
d'information), parues durant la periode de refe
rence et publiees par le Parlement europeen, le 
Conseil, la Commission, la Cour de justice, le 
Comite economique et social et la Banque euro
peenne d'investissement. Ces publications peu
vent l!tre obtenues aux adresses enumerees ci
dessous. 
Les demandes doivent mentionner de fat;on 
complete les rllfltrences prltcltdant les titres. 

11 presente elenco comprende le pubblicazioni, 
ufficiali o meno (monografie, serie, periodici, note 
d'informazione), edite nel periodo di riferimento 
dal Parlamento europeo, dal Consiglio, dalla Com
missione, dalla Corte di giustizia, dal Comitato 
economico e sociale e dalla Banca europea per gli 
investimenti. Tali pubblicazioni possono essere 
ottenute presso gli indirizzi qui di seguito elencati. 
Le richieste dovranno comportare i riferimenti 
completi che precedono i titoli. 

Deze lijst omvat de al dan niet officiele publikaties 
(monografieen, series, tijdschriften, nieuwsmedede
lingen) welke in de loop van het vermelde tijdvak 
verschenen zijn en door het Europese Parlement, 
de Raad, de Commissie, het Hof van Justitie, 
het Economisch en Sociaal Comite en de Euro
pese lnvesteringsbank werden uitgegeven. Deze 
publikaties zijn bij de hierna vermelde adressen 
verkrijgbaar. 
De aan de titels voorafgaande gegevens dienen 
bij aanvraag volledig te worden opgegeven. 
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Publikationer til salg - Zum Verkauf bestimmte verOffentlichungen - Publications for sale - Publications en 
vente - Pubblicazioni in vendita - Tegen betaling verkrijgbare publikaties 

Publikationer med prisangivelse kan f4s ved henvendelse til salgskontorerne som angivet p4 den gule fortegnelses 
sidste side - Veroffentlichungen mit Preisangabe sind bei den auf der letzten Seite der gelben Liste aufgefiihrten 
Vertriebsbiiros erhiiltlich - Publications with mention of price are obtainable from the sales offices listed on the last page 
of the yellow list - Les publications comportant un prix de vente peuvent etre obtenues aupres des bureaux de vente flgu
rant a la derniere page de la liste jaune - Le pubblicazioni messe in commercia si possono acquistare presso gli uffici di 
vendita indicati all'ultima pagina del presente elenco - Publikaties met prijsvermelding zijn verkrijgbaar bij de verkoop
kantoren, vermeld op de laatste bladzijde van de gele lijst. 

Gratis publikationer - Kostenlose Veroffentlichungen - Publications fre• of charge - Publications gratuites -
Pubblicazioni gratuite - Gratis verkrijgbare publikaties 

Publikationer uden salgspris kan f4s ved henvende/se tilde udgivende institutioner- Veroffentlichungen ohne Preisangabe 
konnen bei den Herausgebern angefordert werden - For publications with no sales price, requests should be addressed 
to the institutions that published them - Pour les publications qui ne comportent pas de prix de vente, il y a lieu de 
s'adresser aux institutions qui les editent - Le pubblicazioni non disponibili in commercia possono essere richieste 
a/le istituzioni che le pubblicano - Voor publikaties zonder prijsaanduiding zich wenden tot de instellingen waardoor 
ze uitgegeven warden: 

EUROPA-PARLAMENTET - EUROPAISCHES PARLAMENT -
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT - PARLEMENT EUROPEEN -
PARLAMENTO EUROPEO - EUROPEES PARLEMENT 

Secretariat general du Parlement europeen 
Direction generale du greffe et des services generaux 
Bo1te postale 1601, Luxembourg 
Tel.: 4 30 01 

RADET FOR DE EUROPA:ISKE FA:LLESSKABER - RAT 
DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN - COUNCIL OF 
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - CONSEIL DES COM
MUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - CONSIGLIO DELLE COMU
NITA EUROPEE - RAAD VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEEN
SCHAPPEN 

Secretariat general du Conseil 
Direction «Information et documentation» 
Rue de la Loi 170, 1048 Bruxelles 
Tel.: 736 79 00 

KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPA:ISKE FA:LLESSKABER -
KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAF
TEN - COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES -
COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES -
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMIS
SIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

Division IX-D-1 
Rue de la Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Tel.: 7350040 

7358040 
7358030 

DOMSTOLEN FOR DE EUROPA:ISKE FA:LLESSKABER -
GERICHTSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN -
COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES -
COUR DE JUSTICE DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES -
CORTE 01 GIUSTIZIA DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - HOF 
VAN JUSTITIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

Service interieur 
Plateau du Kirchberg 
Boite postale 1406, Luxembourg 
Tel.: 47621 

DET 0KONOMISKE OG SOCIALE UDVALG - WIRT
SCHAFTS- UNO SOZIALAUSSCHUSS - ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIAL COMMITIEE - COMITE ECONOMIOUE ET SOCIAL
COMITATO ECONOMICO E SOCIALE - ECONOMISCH 
EN SOCIAAL COMITE 

Division « Presse, information et publications» 
Rue Ravenstein 2, 1000 Bruxelles 
Tel.: 5123920 

DEN EUROPA:ISKE INVESTERINGSBANK - EUROPAI
SCHE INVESTITIONSBANK - EUROPEAN INVESTMENT 
BANK - BANOUE EUROPEENNE D'INVESTISSEMENT -
BANCA EUROPEA PER GLI INVESTIMENTI - EUROPESE 
INVESTERINGSBANK 

Service information 
2, place de Metz, Luxembourg 
Tel.: 435011 



Almindelig bemaerkning: 
De publikationer, der ikke er maerket med pris, og 
hvis udsendelse betegnes som »begraensetc, er I 
princippet forbeholdt medlemsstatemes myndigheder, 
Faellesskabernes tjenestegrene og i givet fald de 
bererte myndigheder. 
For generelle oplysninger om De europaeiske Faelles
skaber henvises venligst til publikationerne naevnt 
under pkt. 18. 

Allgemeine Bemerkung: 
Ver6ffentlichungen ohne Preisangabe, die den Ver
merk .. beschriinkt verfiigbar" enthalten, sind grund
siitzlich nur fiir die Verwaltungen der Mltgliedstaaten, 
die Dienststellen der Gemeinschaften und gegebe
nenfalls fiir die betreffenden Verwaltungen bestimmt. 
Fiir eine allgemeine Dokumentation iiber die Europliischen 
Gemeinschaften wird auf die unter nachstehender 
Ziffer 18 aufgefiihrten periodischen Veroffentlichungen 
verwiesen. 

General remark: 
Publications not bearing a sales price whose circula
tion is given as 'limited' are generally only for the 
attention of administrations of the Member States, 
Community departments and, where relevant, the 
authorities concerned. 
For general documentation on the European Communities 
please refer to the periodicals hereinafter mentioned 
under item 1 8. 
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Remarqua generale: . 
Les publications ne comportant pas rle prix de vente et 
dont la diffusion est indiquee comme etant crestreintet 
sont en principe reservees aux administrations des 
Etats membres, aux services communautaires et, le 
cas echeant, aux administrations concernees. 
Pour une information plus genera le sur les Communautes 
europeennes, priere de se referer aux periodiques men
tionnes au point 18 ci-apres. 

Osservazione generale: 
Le pubblicazioni prive dell'indicazione del prezzo di 
vendita e la cui diffusione e definite «limitata» sono 
riservate in linea di massima alle amministrazioni 
degli Stati membri, ai servizi comunitari e, eventual
menta, alle amministrazioni interessate. 
Per informazioni d'indole generale sulle Comunitll 
europee vogliate consultare l'elenco dei periodici al 
punto 18. 

Algemene opmerking: 
Publikaties waarop geen verkoopprijs staat vermeld 
en die voorzien zijn van de vermelding .. beperkte 
verspreiding", zijn in beginsel alleen bestemd voor de 
overheidsdiensten van de Lid-Staten, de communau
taire diensten, en, in voorkomend geval, de betrokken 
instanties. 
Voor informatie van algemene aard betreffende de 
Europese Gemeenschappen gelieve men het hierna 
vermelde punt 18 van de lijst van tijdschriften te 
raadplegen. 
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Anvendte forkortelser - Abkurzungen - Conventional symbols 
Signes conventionnels - Segni convenzionali - Gebruikte afkortingen 

DA 
Dansk 

DE 
Deutsch 

EN 
English 

FR 
Franc;:ais 

IT 
ltaliano 

NL 
Nederlands 

ES 
Espagnol 

(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
Et bind for hvert sprog 
Ein Band je Sprache 
One volume for each language 
Un volume par langue 
Un volume per lingua 
Een deel per taal 

(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
Et enkelt bind med den samme 
tekst pA to eller flere sprog 
Ein einziger Band mit dem glei
chen Text in zwei oder mehreren 
Sprachen 
A single volume with the same 
text in two or more languages 
Un seul volume comportant le 
meme texte en deux ou plusieurs 
langues 
Un solo volume con lo stesso 
testo in due o piu lingua 
Een afzonderlijk deel met dezelfde 
tekst in twee of meer talen 

Mult. 
Et enkelt bind med forskellige 
tekster pA flare sprog 
Ein einziger Band mit verschie
denen Texten in mehreren Spra
chen 
A single volume with different 
texts in several languages 
Un seul volume comportant des 
textes differents en plusieurs 
langues 
Un solo volume con testi diversi 
in piu lingua 
Een afzonderlijk deal met ver
schillende teksten in meerdere 
talen 

BFR 
Belgische frank/franc beige 

DKR 
Dansk krone 

DM 
Deutsche Mark 

FF 
Franc franc;:ais 

LIT 
Lira italiana 

HFL 
Nederlandse gulden 

UKL 
Pound Sterling 

USD 
US dollar 

p. 

Side 
Seite 
Page 
Page 
Pagina 
Bladzijde 

De med * forsynede 
tioner kan bestilles i 
ordre. 

publika
l!llbende 

Die mit einem * gekenn-
zeichneten Veroffentlichungen 
konnen uber Dauerauftrag be
zogen warden 
Publications marked with an * 
may be obtained by standing 
order. 
Les publications marquees d'un * 
peuvent faire l'objet d'un ordre 
permanent. 
Le pubblicazioni contrassegnate 
con un * saranno oggetto di un 
ordine permanente. 
De publikaties die met een * 
gemerkt zijn kunnen het voor
werp zijn van een bestendige 
opdracht. 

+ Henvendelse til det ved
kommende presse- og informa
tionskontor - Beim zustandigen 
Presse- und lnformationsburo 
erhaltlich - Apply to the respec
tive Information Office - S'a
dresser au bureau de presse et 
d'information competent 
Rivolgersi all'ufficio stampa e 
informazione competente - Zich 
wenden tot het desbetreffende 
voorlichtingsbureau 
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Publikationer udgivet af Kommissionens presse- og informationskontorer kan fls ved henvendelse til de plgeldende 
kontorer, hvis adresser gengives nedenfor- Ver6ffentlichungen der Presse- und lnformationsbiiros der Kommission sind 
bel den jeweiligen Biiros erhiltlich, deren Anschriften im folgenden aufgefiihrt sind - For publications issued by the 
Information Offices of the Commission, requests can be made to the competent offices listed hereinafter - Pour les 
publications des bureaux de presse et d'information de la Commission, il- convient de s'adresser aux bureaux comp6tents 
dont la liste est reprise ci-apres - Per le pub!Jiicezioni degli uffici stampa e informazione del/a Commissione ; 
necessario rivolgersi agli uffici competenti, if cui elenco figure qui di seguito - Voor de publikaties van de voorlichtings
bureaus van de Commissie, wende men zich tot de bureaus waarvan de adressen hierna vermeld zijn: 

BELGIQUE - BELGIE 

Rue Archimede 73-
Archimedesstraat 73 
1049 Bruxelles- 1049 Brussel 
nr.: 735 oo 40/735 so 40 

DANMARK 

Gammel Torv 4 
Postboks 144 
1 004 Kebenhavn K 
Tel.: 14 41 40/14 55 12 

BR DEUTSCHLAND 

ZitelmannstraBe 22 
5300 Bonn 
Tel. 23 8041 

Kurfurstendamm 102 
1000 Berlin 31 
Tel. 8924028 

FRANCE 

61 , rue des Belles-Feuilles 
75782 Paris Cedex 16 
n1. 553 5326 
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29 Merrion Square 
Dublin 2 
Tel. 76 03 53 

IT ALIA 

Via Poli, 29 
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Tel. 68 97 22 
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Centre europeen 
BAtiment Jean Monnet B/0 
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n1. 43011 
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Tel. 469326 
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Tel. 727 8090 
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PO Box 15 
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Tel.371631 
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Tel. 225 2058 
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'AfH{va. 134 
t17l7 734 982/734 983/734 984 

TORKIYE 

13, Bogaz Sokak 
Kavaklidere 
Ankara 
Tel. 276145/276146 

SCHWEIZ- SUISSE- SVIZZERA 

Case postale 195 
37-39, rue de Vermont 
1211 Geneva 20 
n1. 349750 

UNITED STATES 

2100 M Street, NW 
Suite 707 
Washington, DC 20037 
Tel. (2021 872 83 50 

1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
245 East 47th Street 
New York, NY 10017 
Tel. (2121 3713804 

CANADA 

Association House 
Sparks' Street 350 
Suite 1110 
Ottawa, Ont. K 1 R 7S8 
Tel. 238 64 64 

AMERICA IATINA 

Avda Ricardo Lyon 11 77 
Santiago de Chile 9 
Adresse postale: Casilla 10093 
Tel. 2505 55 

NIPPON 

Kowa 25 Building 
867 Sanbancho 
Chiyoda-Ku 
Tokyo 102 
Tel. 239 0441 
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lsoles - lsolati - Eenmalig 

1 
ALLE INSTITUTIONER - ALLE INSTITUTIONEN 
ALL INSTITUTIONS- TOUTES INSTITUTIONS 
TUTTE LE ISTITUZIONI- ALLE INSTELLINGEN 

RX-22-77-572-DA-C ISBN 92-824-0000-X 
ISBN 92-825-0000-4 

Samling af aftaler indglet af De euro~H&iske Fmlles
skaber. Bind 1. Bilaterals aftaler E0F-Europa 1958-
1975. 
1978. Bind 1, 1027 p. 

RX-22-77-572-DE-C ISBN 92-824-0001-8 
ISBN 92-825-0001-2 

Sammlung der von den Europiischen Gemein
schaften geschlossenen Obereinkunfte. Band 1. 
Bilaterals Abkommen EWG-Europa 1958-1975. 
1978. Band 1. 1027 p. 

RX-22-77-572-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0002-6 
ISBN 92-825-0002-0 

,.Collection of the Agreements concluded by the 
European Communities. Volume 1. Bilateral agree
ments EEC-Europe 1958-1975. 
1978. Vol. 1, 1027 p. 

RX-22-77-572-FR-C ISBN 92-824-0003-4 
ISBN 92-825-0003-9 

Recueil des Accords conclus par les Communautlts 
europltennes. Volume 1. Accords bilateraux CEE
Europe 1958-1975. 
1978. Vol. 1, 1027 p. 

RX-22-77-572-IT-C ISBN 92-824-0004-2 
ISBN 92-825-0004-7 

Raccolta degli accordi conclusi dalle Comunitll 
europee. Volume 1. Accordi bilaterali CEE-Europa 
1958-1975. 
1978. Vol. 1, 1027 p. 

RX-22-77-572-NL-C ISBN 92-824-0005-0 
ISBN 92-825-0005-5 

Verzameling van de overeenkomsten gesloten door 
de Europese Gemeenschappen. Deel 1. Bilaterals 
overeenkomsten EEG-Europa 1958-1 97 5. 
1978. Deel 1, 1027 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 

RX-23-77-930-DA-C ISBN 92-824-0000-X 
ISBN 92-825-0000-4 

Samling af aftaler indgAet af De europmiske Fmlles
skaber. Bind 2. Bilaterale aftaler E0F-Europa 1958-
1975 (Fortsat). 
1978. Bind 2, 759 p. 

RX-2 3-77-930-D E-C ISBN 92-824-0001-8 
ISBN 92-825-0001-2 

Sammlung der von den Europiischen Gemein
schaften geschlossenen Obereinkunfte. Band 2. 
Bilaterale Abkommen EWG-Europa 1958-1975 (Fort
setzung). 
1978. Band 2. 759 p. 

RX-23-77-930-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0002-6 
ISBN 92-825-0002-0 

Collection of the Agreements concluded by the 
European Communities. Volume 2. Bilateral agree
ments EEC-Europe 1958-1975 (Continued). 
1978. Vol. 2, 759 p. 

RX-23-77-930-FR-C ISBN 92-824-0003-4 
ISBN 92-825-0003-9 

Recueil des Accords conclus par les Communautlts 
europltennes. Volume 2. Accords bilateraux CEE
Europe 1958-1975 (Suite). 
1978. Vol. 2, 759 p. 

RX-23-77 -930-IT -C ISBN 92-824-0004-2 
ISBN 92-825-0004-7 

Raccolta degli accordi conclusi dalle Comunid 
europee. Volume 2. Accordi bilaterali CEE-Europa 
1958-1975 (Seguito). 
1978. Vol. 2, 759 p. 

RX-23-77-930-NL-C ISBN 92-824-0005-0 
ISBN 92-825-0005-5 

Verzameling van de overeenkomsten gesloten door 
de Europese Gemeenschapen. Deel 2. Bilaterals 
overeenkomsten EEG-Europa 1958-1975. (Vervolg). 
1978. Deel 2, 759 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR. rr.NL) 

RX-23-77-590-DA-C ISBN 92-824-0000-X 
ISBN 92-825-0000-4 

Samling af aftaler indgAet af De europmiske Fmlles
skaber. Bind 3. Bilaterals aftaler E0F-Europa 1958-
1975 (Fortsat). 
1978. Bind 3, 857 p. 

RX-23-77-590-DE-C ISBN 92-824-0001-8 
ISBN 92-825-0001-2 

Sammlung der von den Europiischen Gemein
schaften geschlossenen Obereinkunfte. Band 3. 
Bilaterals Abkommen EWG-Europa 1958-1975 (Fort
setzung). 
1978. Band 3. 857 p. 
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RX-23-77-590-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0002-6 
ISBN 92-825-0002-0 

Collection of the Agreements concluded by the 
European Communities. Volume 3. Bilateral agree
ments EEC-Europe 1958-1975 (Continued). 
1978. Vol. 3, 857 p. 

RX-23-77-590-FR-C ISBN 92-824-0003-4 
ISBN 92-825-0003-9 

Recueil des Accords conclus par les Communaut6s 
europ6ennes. Volume 3. Accords bilateraux CEE
Europe 1958-1975 (Suite). 
1978. Vol. 3, 857 p. 

RX-23-77-590-IT-C ISBN 92-824-0004-2 
ISBN 92-825-0004-7 

Raccolta degli accordi conclusi dalle Comunita 
europee. Volume 3. Accordi bilaterali CEE-Europa 
1958-1 975 (Seguito). 
1 978. Vol. 3, 857 p. 

RX-23-77-590-NL-C ISBN 92-824-0005-0 
ISBN 92-825-0005-5 

Verzameling van de overeenkomsten gesloten door 
de Europese Gemeenschappen. Deel 3. Bilaterale 
overeenkomsten EEG-Eu ropa 1 958-1 97 5 (Vervolg). 
1978. Deel 3, 857 ~ 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 

Salgspris (5 bind) - Verkaufspreise (5 Biinde) - Price 
(5 volumes) - Prix (5 volumes!' - Prezzo (5 volumi) -
Verkoopprijs (5 delen): 
BFR 10 000 DKR 1 695 OM 645 
LIT 240 000 HFL 680 UKL 157 

FF 1 350 
USD 276 

KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CB-22-77-734-DA-C ISBN 92-825-0012-8 
Ellevte Almindelige Beretning om De europaaiske 
Feellesskabers Virksomhed 1977. Bruxelles-Luxem
bourg - februar 1978. 
1978. 364 p. 

CB-22-77-734-DE-C ISBN 92-825-0013-6 
Elfter Gesamtbericht uber die Tiitigkeit der Euro
paischen Gemeinschaften 1977. Brussei-Luxem
burg - Februar 1 978. 
1978. 380 p. 

CB-22-77-734-EN-C ISBN 92-825-0014-4 
Eleventh General Report on the activities of the 
European Communities 1977. Brussels-Luxembourg -
February 1 978. 
1978. 336 p. 

CB-22-77-734-FR-C ISBN 92-825-0015-2 
Onzieme Rapport general sur l'activite des Com
munautes europeennes 1977. Bruxelles-Luxembourg
fevrier 1 978. 
1978. 378 p. 

CB-22-77-734-IT-C ISBN 92-825-0016-0 
Undicesima Relazione generale sull'attiviti delle 
Comunita europee 1977. Bruxelles-Lussemburgo -
febbraio 1978. 
1978. 366 p. 

CB-22-77-734-NL-C ISBN 92-825-0017-9 
Elfde Algemeen Verslag over de werkzaamheden 
van de Europese Gemeenschappen 1977. Brussei
Luxemburg - februari 1978. 
1978. 374 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
BFR 200 DKR 34 OM 13 
LIT 4 800 HFL 13,60 U KL 3.20 

FF27 
USD 5.60 

DEN EUROP.A:ISKE INVESTERINGSBANK - EUROPAI
SCHE INVESTITIONSBANK - EUROPEAN INVESTMENT 
BANK - BANQUE EUROPEENNE D"INVESTISSEMENT -
BANCA EUROPEA PER GLI INVESTIMENTI - EUROPESE 
INVESTERINGSBANK 

EIB/PM/3 DA 
LAn og garantier i Det europaaiske flkonomiske 
Faallesskabs medlemsstater. 4. udgave, november 
1977. 
1978. 20 p. Gratis 

EIB/PM/3 DE 
Darlehen und Garantien in den Mitgliedsliindern 
der Europaischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft. 4. Auf
lage, November 1977. 
1978. 20 p. Gratis 

EIB/PM/3 EN 
Loans and guarantees in the member countries of 
the European Economic Community. 4th edition, 
November 1 977. 
1978. 20 p. Gratis 

BEI/PM/3 FR 
Prits et garanties dans les pays de la Commu
naute economique europeenne. 4" edition, novembre 
1977. 
1978. 20 p. Gratuit 

BEI/PM/3 IT 
Mutui e garanzie nei paesi membri della Comuniti 
economica europea. 4" edizione, novembre 1977. 
1978. 20 p. Gratuito 

EIB/PM/3 NL 
leningen en garanties in de Ud-Staten van de 
Europese Economische Gemeenschap. Vierde uit
gave, november 1977. 
1978. 20 p. (DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) Gratis 

2 
EUROPA-PARLAMENTET- EUROPAISCHES PARLAMENT 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT- PARLEMENT EUROPEEN 
PARLAMENTO EUROPEO - EUROPEES PARLEMENT 

Europa i dag. Den europeeiske integrations stade. 
Anden udgave. 31. marts 1977. 
1978. (Udgivelse pll llllsblade) 



Europe heute. Stand der europiischen Integration. 
2. Auflage. 31. Marz 1977. 
1978. (loseblattsammlung) 

Europe today. State of European integration. 2nd 
edition. 31 March 1977. 
1.978. (Loose-leaf edition) 

L'Europe aujourd'hui. Etat de !'integration euro
peenne. 2" edition. 31 mars 1977. 
1978. (Feuillets mobiles) 

L'Europe oggi. Stato dell'integrazione europea. Seconds 
edizione. 31 marzo 1977. 
1978. (Fogli mobili) 

Europe nu. Stand van de Europese integratie. 2e 
uitgave. 31 maart 1977. 
1978. (Losbladig systeem) 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NLI 
BFR 900 DKR 158,40 OM 58 FF 130 
LIT 24 600 HFL 62,60 UKL 14.40 USD 28 

KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

•) CB-NF-77-005-DA-C 
Den europatiske Fond. Rapport fra Kommissionen til 
Det europaeiske RAd. Bulletin for De europaeiske Faelles
skaber. Supplement 5/77. 
1978. 28 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-005-DE-C 
Europiische Stiftung. Bericht der Kommission an 
den Europaischen Rat. Bulletin dar EG. Beilage 5/77. 
1978. 28 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-005-EN-C 
European Foundation. Commission report to the Euro
pean Council. Bulletin of the EC. Supplement 5/77. 
1978. 28 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-005-IT-C 
Fondazione europea. 
al Consiglio europeo. 
mento 5/77. 
1978. 28 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
BFR 50 DKR 8 
LIT 1 200 HFL 3,50 

•) CB-NF-77-008-DA-C 

Relazione delle Commissione 
Bollettino delle CE. Supple-

OM 3,40 
UKLO.SO 

FF 7 
USD 1.40 

Den europatiske Union. Arsrapporter for 1977. Bulletin 
for De europaeiske Faellesskaber. Supplement 8/77. 
1978. 20 p. 

*I CB-NF-77-008-DE-C 
Europiische Union. Jahresberichte fUr 1977. Bulletin 
der EG. Beilage 8/77. 
1978. 20 p. 

9 

•) CB-NF-77-008-EN-C 
European Union. Annual reports for 1977.. Bulletin 
of the EC. Supplement 8/77. 
1978. 20 p. 

*I CB-NF-77-008-IT-C 
Unione europea. Relazioni aimuali 1977. Bollettino 
delle CE. Supplemento 8/77. 
1978. 20 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
BFR25 DKR 4 
LIT 600 HFL 1,75 

3 

OM 1,70 
UKL0.40 

FF 3,50 
USD0.70 

lkke offentliggjort I Keine VerOffentlichung I 
Unpublished I Pas de parution I Non pubblicato I 
Niet verschenen 

4 
RADET - RAT - COUNCIL - CONSEIL - CONSIGLIO - RAAD 

Samling af Retsakter - Associeringer 
Samling af Retsakter »Oversflliske lande og territo
rier - Franske overHiske depertementer«. 2 vol. 
(Udgivelse pA lfllsblade). 
1978. pag. diff. begraenset oplag 

Sammlung von Rechtsakten - Assoziationen 
Sammlung von Rechtsakten .. Oberseeische Linder 
und Gebiete - Franz6sische iiberseeische Depar
tements". 2 Vol. (Loseblattsammlung). 
1978. pag. diff. beschrankt verfiigbar 

Collected Acts - Associations 
Collected Acts 'Overseas Countries , and Territo
ries - French Overseas Departments'. 2 vol. 
(Loose-leaf edition). 
1978. pag. diff. limited distribution 

Recueil d'actes- Associations 
Recueil d'actes ccPays et territoires d'outre-mer -
D6partements fr&rl98iS d'outre-mer». 2 vol. (Edition 
~ feuillets mobiles). 
1978. pag. diff. diffusion restreinte 

Raccolta di atti - Associazioni 
Raccolta di atti ccPaesi e territori d'oltremare -
Dlpartimenti francesi d'oltremare». 2 vol. (Edizioni 
a fogli mobili). 
1978. pag. diff. diffusione limitata 
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Verzameling van Besluiten - Associaties 
Verzamaling van Basluitan ,.Landan an Gabiadan 
Ovarzaa - Fransa Ovarzaasa Dapartamantan". 2 vol. 
(Losbladig systeem). 
1 978. pag. diff. 
(OK.OE.EN.FR.IT.NL) beperkte verspreiding 

Samarbejdsaftale mellem Oat europseiske l!lkonomiske 
Fsellesskab og kongeriget Marokko. 
Aftala mallam madlamsstatama i Oat auropseiska 
Kul- og Sdlfsellasskab og kongarigat Marokko. 
Slutakt. 8ruxelles. 
1977. pag. diff. begrsenset oplag 

Kooperationsabkommen zwischen der Europaischen 
Wirtscha"ftsgemeinschaft und dem Konigreich Marokko. 
Abkommen zwischan den Mitgliadstaatan dar Euro
piischan Gamainschaft fur Kohla und Stahl und 
dam KCinigraich Marokko. SchluBakte. Brussel. 
1 977. pag. diff. beschrankt verfugbar 

Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Kingdom of Morocco. 
Agreement between the Member States of the 
European Coal and Steal Community and the King
dom of Morocco. Final Act. Brussels. 1977. pag. 
diff. limited distribution 

Accord de coop6ration entre la Communaut6 6cono
mique europ6enne et le royaume du Maroc. 
Accord antra las ~tats mambras de la Commu
naut6 aurop6anna du charbon at de l'aciar at la 
royauma du Maroc. Acta final. Bruxelles. 
1 977. pag. diff. diffusion restreinte 

Accordo di cooperazione tra la Comunitll economics 
europea ed il Regno del Marocco. 
Accordo tra gli Stati mambri dalla Comunit6 auro
paa del carbona a dall'acciaio ad il Regno del 
Marocco. Atto finale. Bruxelles. 
1 977. pag. diff. diffusione limitata 

Samenwerkingsovereenkomst tussen de Europese 
Economische Gemeenschap en het Koninkrijk Marokko. 
Ovaraankomst tussan de Lid-Statan van de Euro
pasa Gamaanschap voor Kolan an Staal an hat 
Koninkrijk Marokko. Slotakte. Brussel. 
1977. pag. diff. 
(OA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL.Marocain) beperkte verspreiding 

KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CB-23-77-526-EN-C 
Exporting to the European Community. Informa
tion for foreign exporters. February 1977. 
1978. 71 p. 

CB-2 3-7 7-52 6-FR-C 
Exporter vars la Communaut6 aurop6anna. Ran
saignamants pour las axportataurs 6trangars. F6vrier 
1977. 
1978. 71 p. (EN.FR) 
BFR 50 DKR 8,50 
LIT 1 200 HFL 3.40 

OM 3,25 
UKL0.80 

FF 6,75 
uso 1.40 

*) X/680/77 (DE) 
Kolloquium: Die Zollunion, Ergabnissa und Aus
sichtan. Palais d'Egmont. Brussel, 6.-8. Dezember 
1977. 
Information: Zollunion 167/77. 
1978.6 p. 

*) X/680/77 (FR) 

Gratis 

Colloqua: L'union douanit\ra, r6alisation at per
spectives. Palais d"Egmont, Bruxelles 6-8 decembre 
1977. 
Information: Union douaniere 167/77. 
1978. 6 p. (OE.FR) Gratuit 

*) X/685/77 (FA) 
La r6publiqua populaira de China at la Commu
nautll aurop6anna. 
Information: Relations ext6rieures 168/78. 
1978. 8 p. Gratuit 

*) X/685/77 (IT) 
La Rapubblica popolara cinasa a la Comunit6 
auropaa. 
lnformazioni: Relazioni esterne 168/78. 
1978. 8 p. (FR.IT) Gratuito 

*) X/34/78 (FA) 
La Communautll aurop6anna at la Monda araba. 
Information 169/78. 
1978. 29 p. (FR) Gratuit 

5 
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION -
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CB-N L-77 -006-IT -C 
Studio sull'avoluziona dalla concantraziona nalla 
distribuziona dei prodotti alimantari in ltalia. Gruppo 
di lavoro SORIS: Piera Balliano e Renato Lanzetti. 
Dicembre 1976. 
1978. 189 p. (IT) 
BFR 180 DKR 31 
LIT 4 300 HFL 12 

*) CN-AK-77-001-EN-C 

DM12 
UKL3 

FF 24 
USD 5 

Bibliography on Community legislation relating to 
the elimination of technical barriers to trade in 
industrial products. 
Documentation bulletin B/1. February 1977. 
1978. 26 p. (EN.FR) 
BFR 40 DKR 6,30 
LIT 700 HFL 2,80 

OM 2,70 
UKL0.48 

FF4,90 
USD 1.15 
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KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CA-22-77-257-6A-C 
Omkostninger til arbejdskraft inden for handel, 
banker og forsikringsveesen 1974. Apri11977. 

Arbeitskosten im Handel, Bank- und Versicherungs
gewerbe 197 4. April 1 977. 

Labour costs in distributive trades, banking and 
insurance 1974. April 1977. 

Collt de la main-d'muvra dans le commerce, les 
banques et les assurances 1974. Avril 1977. 

Costo della manodopera nel commercio, nelle 
banche e nelle assicurazioni 1974. Aprile 191977. 

Arbeidskosten bij de handel, banken en verzeke
ringen 1974. April 1977. 
1978. 230 p. 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/lT/NL) 
BFR 400 DKR 65,50 OM 26 
LIT9 500 HFL27 UKL6.30 

7 

FF54 
USD 11 

KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CA-22-77-257-6A-C 
Omkostninger til arbejdskraft inden for handel, 
banker og forsikringsveesen 1974. April 1977. 

Arbeitskosten im Handel, Bank- und Versicherungs
gewerbe 1974. April 1977. 

Labour costs in distributive trades banking and 
insurance 1974. April 1977. 

Collt de la main-d'muvra dans le commerce, les 
banques et les assurances 1974. Avril 1977. 

Costo della manodopera nel commercio, nelle 
banche e nelle assicurazioni 1974. Aprile 1977. 

Arbeidskosten bij de handel, banken en verzeke
ringen 1974. April 1977. 
1978. 230 p. 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/lT/NL) 
BFR 400 DKR 65,50 OM 26 FF 54 
LIT9500 HFL27 UKL6.30 USD11 

11 

CA-22-77-726-6A-C ISBN 92-825-0046-2 
Befolkningsstetistik 1960-1976. Oktober 1977. 
Bevolkerungsstatistik 1960-1976. Oktober 1977. 
Demographic statistics 1960-1976. October 1977. 
Statistiques dltmographiques 1960-1976. Octobre 
1977. 
Statistiche demografiche 1960:.1976. Ottobre 1977. 
Bevolkingsstatistlek 1960-1976. Oktober 1977. 
1978. 120 p. 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT IN L) 
BFR300 DKR51 DM19,50 FF41 
LIT 7 200 H FL 20,50 U KL 4.80 USD 8.30 

•) CB-NF-77-006-DA-C 
Feellesskabets aktion inden for den kulturelle sek
tor.Bulletin for De europeeiske Feellesskaber. Supplement 
6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 

•) CB-NF-77-006-DE-C 
Die Aktion der Gemeinschaft im kulturellen Be
reich. Bulletin der EG. Beilage 6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 

•) CB-NF-77-006-EN-C 
Community action in the cultural sector. Bulletin 
of the EC. 
Supplement 6/77. 
1978. 28 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-006-IT-C 
L'azione comunitaria nel settora culturale. Bollet
tino delle CE. 
Supplemento 6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-006-NL-C 
De communautaire actie in de culturele sector. 
Bulletin van de EG. 
Supplement 6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
BFR 50 DKR 8 
LIT 1 200 HFL 3,50 

•) CB-NN-77-034-IT-C 
L'apprendistato in ltalia. 
n. 34, giugno 1976. 
1978. 32 p. (FR.IT) 
BFR 75 DKR 12,70 
LIT 1 BOO HFL 5 

DM3,40 
UKLO.BO 

FF 7 
USD 1.40 

Studi. Serie politica sociale 

DM4,80 
UKL 1.20 

FF 10,20 
USD2 
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*) CE-NA-77-Q06-DA-C 
Erhvervsuddannelse lnformationsbulletin. Sup-
plement Frankrig. 
1978. 48 p. 

•) CE-NA-77-Q06-DE-C 
Berufsbildung lnformationsbulletin. Beilage 
Frankreich. 
1978. 50 p. 

*) CE-NA-77-Q06-EN-C 
Vocational training - Information bulletin. Supple
ment France. 
1978. 49 p. 

•) CE-NA-77-Q06-FR-C 
Formation professionnelle - Bulletin d'informa
tion. Supplt§ment France. 
1978. 49 p. 

*) CE-NA-77-Q06-IT-C 
Formazione professionals 
zione. Supplemento Francia. 
1978. 49 p. 

Bollettino d'informa-

•) CE-NA-77-Q06-NL-C 
Beroepsopleiding -
Frankrijk. 
1978. 53 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.Nl) 
BFR 70 DKR 11 
LIT 1 300 HFL4,80 

*) CG-SN-77-Q35-NL-C 

lnformatieblad. Supplement 

OM 4,75 
UKL0.85 

FF8,50 
USD2 

Het leerlingwezen in Nederland. Studies. Serie 
sociale polltiek nr. 35, juli 1976. 
1978. 128 p. (EN.NL) 
BFR110 DKR17,20 DM7 FF14,70 
LIT 2 600 HFL 7,40 UKL1.70 USD 3 

8 
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

*) CB-NF-77-007-DA-C 
Skibsbygning. Saneringsprogram. Bulletin for De 
europmiske Fmllesskaber. Supplement 7 (77. 
197~. 24 p. 

*) CB-NF-77...007-DE-C 
Schiffbau. Sanierungsprogramm. Bulletin der EG. Bei
lage 7(77. 
1978. 24 p. 

•) CB-NF-77-Q07-EN-C 
Shipbuilding. Reorganization Programme. Bulletin of 
the EC. Supplement 7(77. 
1978. 24 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-Q07-FR-C 
Construction navale. Programme d'assalnissement. 
Bulletin des CE. Supplement 7!77. 
1978. 24 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-Q07-IT-C 
Costruzione navale nella ComunitA. Programma di 
risanamento. Bollettino delle CE. Supplemento 7/77. 
1978. 24 p. 

•) CB-NF-77-Q07-NL-C 
Scheepsbouw. Saneringsprogramma. 
de EG. Supplement 7 !77. 
1978. 24 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.Nl) 
BFR 25 DKR 4 
LIT600 HFL1,75 

9 

OM 1,70 
UKL0.40 

Bulletin van 

FF3,50 
USD0.70 

KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CH-22-76-132-DE-C 
Die Energiepolitik der Gemeinschaft. Rechtsvor
schriften. Dezember 1976. 
1978. 256 p. 

CH-22-76-132-IT-C 
Politica comunitaria dell'energia. Testi dei regola
menti. Dicembre 1976. 
1978. 257 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.Nl) 
BFR 225 DKR 35,20 OM 14,45 FF 30 
LIT 5 250 HFL15, 10 UKL3.50 USD 6 

OS/2/78-EN 
CRONOS systam for the management of time 
series. Manual B 1, Supplement ZEN 1. Contents and 
classification plan of the 'Energy' domain (ZEN 1 ). 
November 1977. 
1978. 10 p. (EN.FRI Gratis 

10 
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

*) CB-NF-77-Q07-DA-C 
Skibsbygnlng. Saneringsprogram. Bulletin for De 
europmiske Fellesskaber. Supplement 7/77. 
1978. 24 p. 



*) CB-NF-77-Q07-0E-C 
Schiffbau. Sanierungsprogramm. Bulletin der EG. 
Beilage 7/77. 
197B. 24 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-Q07-EN-C 
Shipbuilding. Reorganization Programme. Bulletin of 
the EC. Supplement 7/77. 
1978. 24 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-Q07-FR-C 
Construction navale. Programme d'assainissement. 
Bulletin des CE. Supplement 7/77. 
1978. 24 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-Q07-IT-C 
Costruzione navale nella Comunid. Programma di 
risanamento. Bollettino delle CE. Supplemento 7/77. 
1978. 24 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-o07-NL-C 
Scheepsbouw. Saneringsprogramma. 
de EG. Supplement 7/77. 
1978. 24 p. 
(OA.OE.EN.FR.IT.NU 
BFR 25 OKR 4 
LIT 600 HFL 1,75 

11 

OM 1,70 
UKL0.40 

Bulletin van 

FF3,50 
US00.70 

KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CA-22-77-637-6A-C ISBN 92-825-Q018-7 
Landbrugsstatistisk Arbog 1973-1976.September 
1977 
Agrarstatistisches Jahrbuch 1973-1976. September 
1977. 
Yearbook of agricultural statistics 1973-1976. 
September 1 977. 
Annuaire de statistique agricole 1973-1976. Sep
tembre 1977. 
Annuario di statistics agraria 1973-1976. Settembre 
1977. 
Landbouwstatistisch jaarboek 1973-1976. Sep
tember 1977. 
1978. 312 p. 
(OA/OE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
BFR300 OKR51 OM19,40 FF41 
LIT 7 200 HFL 20,40 UKL 5 USO 8 

*) 8881 (EN) 
Forestry problems and their implications for the 
environment in the Member Statas of the EC. I. 
Results and resommendations Information on agri
culture No 25. November 1976. 
1978. 129 p. 

13 

*) 8881 (FR) 
Las problimes forestiers et leurs incidences sur 
l'environnement dans les ~tats membres des CE. I. 
Resultats et recommendations. Informations 
griculture n° 25. Novembre 1976. 

sur l'a-

1978. 129 p. 
(OE.EN.FR) 
BFR 150 
LIT 2 750 

12 

OKR 23,60 
HFL 10,40 

OM 10,20 
UKL 1.85 

FF 18 
US04.30 

lkke offentliggjort I Keine Ver6ffentlichung I 
Unpublished I Pas de parution I Non pubblicato I 
Niet verschenen 

13 
RADET - RAT - COUNCIL - CONSEIL - CONSIGLIO - RAAD 

Samling af Retsakter - Associeringer 
Samling af Retsakter »Ovar&~~iske lande og territo
rier - Franske over&~~iske departementercc. 2 vol. 
(Udgivelse pA lfllsblade). 
1978. pag. diff. begraenset oplag 

Sammlung von Rechtsakten - Assoziationen 
Sammlung von Rechtsakten .. Oberseeische Under 
und Gebiete - Franz6sische uberseeische Oeparte
ments". 2 Vol. (loseblattsammlung). 
1978. pag. diff. beschriinkt verffigbar 

Collected Acts - Associations 
Collected Acts 'Overseas Countries and Territories -
French Overseas Departments'. 2 vol. (loose-leaf 
edition). 
1978. pag. diff. limited distribution 

Recueil d'actes- Associations 
Recueil d'actes ccPays et territoires d'outre-mer -
D6partements franqais d'outre-mer». 2 vol. (Edition 
ll feuillets mobiles). 
1978. pag. diff. diffusion restreinte 

Raccolta di atti - Associazioni 
Raccolta di atti ccPaesi e tarritori d'oltremare -
Dipartimenti francesi d'oltremare». 2 vol. (Edizione 
a fogli mobili). 
1978. pag. diff. diffusione limitata 

Verzameling van Besluiten - Associaties 
Verzameling van Besluiten .. Landen en Gebieden 
Overzee - Franse Ovarzeese Departementen". 2 
vol. (losbladig systeem). 
1978. pag. diff. beperkte verspreiding 
(OA.OE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
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KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

*) X/526/77 (DE) 
Kooperationsabkommen EWG/Tunesien. 
Information: Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 162/77. 
1978. 60 p. Gratis 

*) X/526/77 (EN) 
EEC/Tunisia cooperation agreement. 
Information: Cooperation and development 162/77. 
1978. 46 p. Gratis 

*) X/526/77 (FR) 
Accord de coop6ration TunisieiCEE. 
Information: Cooperation et developpement 162/77. 
1978. 46 p. Gratuit 

*) X/526/77 (IT) 
Accordo di cooperazione CEE/Tunisia. 
lnformazioni: Sviluppo e cooperazione 162/77. 
1978. 46 p. 
(DE.EN.FR.IT) Gratuito 

*) X/613/77 (DE) 
Die Europaische Gemeinschaft und das siidliche 
Afrika. 
Information: Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 166/77. 
1978. 19 p. Gratis 

*) X/613/77 (FR) 
La Communaut6 europllenne et I'Afrique australe. 
Information: Cooperation et developpement 166/77. 
1978. 17 p. Gratuit 

*) X/613/77 (IT) 
La Comunita europea e !'Africa del Sud. 
lnformazioni: Cooperazione e sviluppo 166/77. 
1978. 19 p. Gratuito 

*) X/613/77 (NL) 
De Europese Gemeenschap en zuidelijk Afrika. 
Ter informatie: Samenwerking en ontwikkeling 166/77. 
1978. 18 p. 
(DE.FR.IT.NL) Gratis 

14 
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE- COMMISSIE 

CD-NE-77-032-EN-C 
Application of heterogeneous method for the 
interpretation of exponential experiments. By G. 
Birkhoff and L. Bondar. Joint Research Centre, lspra 

Establishment, Italy. 
1977. EUR 5658. 
1978. 44 p. (EN) 

Nuclear science and technology. 

BFR 350 DKR 59 
LIT 8 350 HFL 24 

CO-N E-77 -041-EN-C 

DM 22,60 
UKL 5.50 

FF47 
USD10 

Analytical evaluation of fission product sensitivities. 
(Mass Number 80 to 86). By A. Sola. Joint Nuclear 
Research Centre, lspra Establishment, Italy. Nuclear 
science and technology. 1977. EUR 5701. 
1978. 88 p. (EN) 
BFR 410 DKR 69,50 DM 26,50 FF 55.40 
LIT9800 HFL28 UKL6.50 USD 11.40 

CO-N E-77 -048-EN-C 
Numerical method for computing partial ionization 
in gas dynamics. By S. Garriba and L. Quartapelle. 
Joint Nuclear Research Centre, lspra Establishment, 
Italy. Nuclear science and technology. 1977. EUR 
5761. 
1978. 24 p. (EN) 
BFR 200 DKR 34 DM 13 
LIT 4 800 H FL 13,60 U KL 3.20 

CD-NE-77-053-EN-C 

FF27 
USD 5.50 

The damage to activation ratio for graphite irradia
tions in the HFR. (Gamin technique). By J. P. 
Genthon. Joint Research Centre, Petten Establish
ment, Netherlands. Nuclear science and technology. 
1977. EUR 5795. 
1978. 18 p. (EN) 
BFR200 DKR34 DM13 
LIT 4 800 H FL 13,60 U KL 3.20 

CO-N E-77 -068-EN-C 

FF27 
USD 5.50 

Catalogue and classification of technical safety 
standards, rules and regulations for nuclear power 
reactors and nuclear fuel cycle facilities. By N. 
Fichtner, K. Seeker and M. Bashir. Nuclear Standards 
Committee (NKe) of the DIN Deutsches lnstitut fur 
Normung, Berlin. Study contract No 229-76-2 ECID. 
Nuclear science and technology. 1977. EUR 5849. 
1978. 591 p. (EN) 
BFR 1 525 DKR 258 
LIT 36 300 HFL 104 

15 

DM98 
UKL24 

FF206 
USD42 

lkke offentliggjort I Keine Veroffentlichung I 
Unpublished I Pas de parution I Non pubblicato I 
Niet verschenen 
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KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE 

CT-22-77-451-DA-C 
Hejere uddannelse i Det euro~iske Fmlleaakab -
En hindbog for studerende. Af dr. Manfred Stassen 
med stfJtte fra Deutscher Akademischer Austausch
dienst. Juni 1977. 
1978. 176 p. 

CT-22-77-451-DE-C 
Das Hochschulwesen in der Europlischen Gemein
schaft - Ein Studentenhandbuch. Von Dr. Manfred 
Stassen in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Deutschen 
Akademischen Austauschdienst. Juni 1977. 
1978. 186 p. 

CT-22-77-451-EN-C 
Higher education in the European Community - A 
handbook for students. By Or Manfred Stassen, with 
the cooperation of the Deutscher Akademischer Aus
tauschdienst. June 1977. 
1978. 177 p. 

CT-22-77-451-FR-C 
L'enseignement sup6rieur dans la Communaut6 
europ6enne - Guide pour lea 6tudiants. Par Or 
Manfred Stassen, avec la cooperation du Deutscher 
Akademischer Austauschdienst. Juin 1977. 
1978. 185 p. 

CT-22-77-451-IT-C 
lnsegnamento superlore nella Comunltlli europea -
Una guida per studenti. Del dottor Manfred Stassen, 
in collaborazione con il Deutscher Akademischer 
Austauschdienst. Giugno 1977. 
1978. 180 p. 

CT-22-77-451-NL-C 
Hoger Onderwljs in de Europese Gemeenschap -
Een handboek voor studenten. Door Dr. Manfred 
Stsssen, met de medewerking van de Deutscher Aka
demischer Austauschdienst. Juni 1977. 
1978. 187 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
BFR 160 DKR 26,25 OM 10,40 FF21,50 
LIT3800 HFL10,90 UKL2.60 USD4.40 

*) CB-NF-77-006-DA-C 
Fmllesskabets aktlon lnden for den kulturelle sektor. 
Bulletin for De europmlske Faellesskaber. Supplement 
6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-006-DE-C 
Die Aktion der Gemeinschaft lm kulturellen Be
relch. Bulletin der EG. Beilage 6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 

1.5 

*) CB-NF-77-006-EN-C 
Community action in the cultural sector. Bulletin 
of the EC. Supplement 6/77. 
1978. 28 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-006-IT-C. 
L'azione comunitaria nel settore culturale. Bollet
tino delle CE. Supplemento 6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 

*) CB-NF-77-006-NL-C 
De communauteire actie in de culturelle 
Bulletin van de EG. Supplement 6/77. 
1978. 32 p. 
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
BFR 50 DKR 8 FF 7 

sector. 

LIT 1 200 HFL 3,50 
OM 3.40 
UKL0.80 USD 1.40 

17 
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION 
COMMISSION- COMMISSIONE- COMMISSIE 

CA-22-77-257-6A-C 
Omkostninger til arbejdskreft inden for handel, 
banker og forsikringsvmsen 1974. April 1977. 
Arbeitskosten im Handel, Bank- und Versicherungs
gewerbe 1974. April 1977. 
Labour costs in distributive trades, banking and 
insurance 1974. April 1977. 
Coat de la main-d'c:euvre dans le commerce, lea 
banques et lea assurances 1974. Avril 1977. 
Costo della manodopere nel commercio, nelle 
banche e nelle assicurazioni 1974. Aprile 1977. 
Arbeidskosten bij de handel, banken en verzeke
ringen 1974. April 1977. 
1978. 230 p. 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
BFR 400 DKR 65,50 OM 26 
LIT 9 500 HFL 27 UKL 6.30 

FF 54 
USD 11 

CA-22-77-637-6A-C ISBN 92-825-0018-7 
Landbrugsstatistisk Arbog 1973-1976.September 
1977 
Agrarstatlstisches Jahrbuch 1973-1976. September 
1977. 
Yearbook of agricultural statistics 1973-1978. 
September 1977. 
Annuaire de statistique agricole 1973-1 978. Sep
tembre 1977. 
Annuarlo di statistics agraria 1973-1976. Settembre 
1977. 
Landbouwstatistisch jaarboek 1973-1978. September 
1977. 
1978. 312 p. 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
BFR 300 DKR 51 OM 19.40 FF 41 
LIT 7 200 HFL 20,40 UKL 5 USD 8 
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CA-22-77-726-6A-C ISBN 92-825-0046-2 
Befolkningsstatistik 1960-1976. Oktober 1977. 
Bevolkerungsstatistik 1960-1976. Oktober 1 9 7 7. 
Demographic statistics 1960-1976. October 1977. 
Statistiques d6mographiques 1960-1976. Octobre 
19770 
Statistiche demogr~fiche 1960-1976. Ottobre 1977 0 
Bevolkningsstatistiek 1960-1976. Oktober 1977 0 
19780 120 p. 
( DA/D E/EN/FR/IT /N L) 
BFR300 DKR51 DM19,50 FF41 
LIT 7 200 HFL 20,50 UKL 4.80 USD 8.30 

OS/2/78-EN 
CRONOS system for the management of time 
series. Manual B 1, Supplement ZEN 1 0 Contents and 
classification plan of the 'Energy' domain (ZEN 1 )o 
November 1977. 
19780 10 p. (ENoFR) Gratis 

18 
lkke offentliggjort I Keine VerOffentlichung I 
Unpublished I Pas de parution I Non pubblicato I 
Niet verschenen 

19 
+ Vakantie. 
19780 7 po (N L) Den Haag Gratis 

+ De harde lessen van Europa. Januari 1978. 
19780 9 po (NL) Den Haag Gratis 
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Tidsskrifter - Zeitschriften - Periodicals 
Periodiques - Periodici - Tijdschriften 

1 
De Europeiske Fellesskabers Tidende 

Serie L- Retsforskrifter 
Serie C - Meddelelser og oplysninger 
Serie S -Supplement 

Amtsblatt der Europiischen Gemeinscheften 
Reihe L- Rechtsvorschriften 
Reihe C - Mitteilungen und 8ekanntmachungen 
Rei he S -Supplement 

Official Journal of the European Communities 
L Series - Legislation 
C Series- Information and notices 
S Series- Supplement 

Journal official des Communautlls europllennes 
Serie L - Legislation 
Serie C- Communications et informations 
Serie S- Supplement 

Gazzetta ufficiale delle Comunitll europee 
Serie L - Legislazione 
Serie C- Comunicazioni ed informazioni 
Serie S - Supplemento 

Publikatieblad van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
Serie L - Wetgeving 
Serie C - Mededelingen en bekendmakingen 
Serie S- Supplement 

(DA.OE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
(daglig I tiiglich I daily I quotidian I quotidiano I dagelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 3 500 OKR 574 OM 222 FF 470 } 
LIT 83 350 HFL 238 UKL 56 USO 96.50 L + C 

BFR 1 500 
LIT 35 700 

OKR 246 
HFL 102 

OM 95,50 
UKL24 

FF 201,50 
USO 41.50 } s 

Fortegnelse til De Europeiske Fellesskabers Tidende 
Register zum Amtsblatt der Europiischen Gemeinschaften 
Index to the Official Journal of the European Communities 
Tables du Journal official des Communautlls europllennes 
lndici della Gazzetta ufficiale delle Comunitll europee 
Register op het Publikatieblad van de Europese Gemeenschappen 

(OA.OE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 
(mlinedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 840 OKR 136,80 OM 54 FF 112,80 
LIT1990 HFL57,60 UKL14.40 US026 

ISSN 0378-6994 
ISSN 0378-7001 
ISSN 0378-7265 

ISSN 0376-9453 
ISSN 0376-9461 
ISSN 0378-7222 

ISSN 0378-6978 
ISSN 0378-6986 
ISSN 0378-7273 

ISSN 0378-7060 
ISSN 0378-7052 
ISSN 0378-7230 

ISSN 0378-7028 
ISSN 0378-701X 
ISSN 0378-7249 

ISSN 0378-7087 
ISSN 0378-7079 
ISSN 0378-7257 

ISSN 0378-7168 
ISSN 0378-7125 
ISSN 0378-7141 
ISSN 0378-7133 
ISSN 0378-715X 
ISSN 0378-7176 
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(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 

Forhandlinger i Europa-Parlamentet 
Verhandlungen des Europaischen Parlaments 
Debates of the European Parliament 
Debats du Parlement europlten 
Discussioni del Parlamento europeo 
Handelingen van het Europese Parlement 

(manedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 200 DKR 197 DM 76 FF 161 
LIT28600 HFL81,50 UKL19.20 USD33 

(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 

M111dedokumenter 1977-1978 
Sitzungsdokumente 1977-1978 
Working documents 1977-1978 
Documents de sltance 1977-1978 
Documenti di seduta 1977-1978 
Zittingsdocumenten 1977-1978 

(uregelmressig I unregelmiiBig I irregular I irregulier I irregolare I onregelmatig) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 000 DKR 164 DM 63,50 FF 134,50 
LIT 23 BOO HFL 68 UKL 16 USD 27.50 

Bulletin for De europseiske Faellesskaber 
Bulletin der Europaischen Gemeinschaften 
Bulletin of the European Communities 
Bulletin des Communautlts europltennes 
Bollettino delle Comunita europee 
Bulletin van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
Boletin de las Comunidades europeas 

(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL.ES) 
(mlmedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks I mensual) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR800 DKR131 DM51 FF107,50 
LIT 19 050 H FL 54,50 U KL 12.80 USD 22 

(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 

2 
lkke offentliggjort I Keine Veroffentlichung I No publications I 
Pas de parution I Nessuna pubblicazione I Niet verschenen 

3 
Samling af Domstolens Afg111relser 
Sammlung der Rechtsprechung des Gerichtshofes 
Reports of Cases before the Court 
Recueil de la jurisprudence de la Cour 
Raccolta delle giurisprudenza delle Corte 
Jurisprudentia van het Hof van Justitia 

(uregelmressig I unregelmiiBig I irregular I irregulier I irregolare I onregelmatig) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Aqbonamento 
BFR 1 500 DKR 246 DM 95,50 FF 201,50 
LIT 35 700 HFL 102 UKL 24 USD 41.50 

ISSN 0378-5033 
ISSN 0378-5009 
ISSN 0378-5041 
ISSN 0378-5017 
ISSN 0378-5114 
ISSN 0378-5025 

ISSN 0378-3715 
ISSN 0378-3707 
ISSN 0378-3693 
ISSN 0377-9181 
ISSN 0378-3685 
ISSN 0378-374X 
ISSN 0378-3677 

ISSN 0378-7605 
ISSN 0378-7613 
ISSN 0378-7591 

.ISSN 0378-7583 
ISSN 0378-7575 
ISSN 0378-7567 
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MAnedlig bulletin over udenrigshandelen 
Monatsbulletin der AuBenhandelsstatistik 
Monthly external trade bulletin 
Bulletin mensual du commerce extltrieur 
Bollettino mensile del commercia estero 
Maandbulletin van de buitenlandse handel 

(OA/OE/E NIFRIIT IN L) 
(manedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 500 OKR 246 OM 95 FF 201,50 
LIT 35 700 HFL 102 UKL 24 USO 41.50 

(OA.OE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 

5 
lkka offantliggjort I Keine VerMfentlichung I No publications I 
Pas de parution I Nessuna pubblicazione I Niet verschenen 

6 
Den llkonomiske situation i Fallesskabet 
Die Wirtschaftalage der Gemeinschaft 
The Economic Situation in the Community 
La situation ltconomique de la Communautlt 
La situazione economics delle ComuniUl 
De economische toestand van de Gemeenschap 

(kvartalsvis I vierteljiihrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trlmestrale I driemaandelijksl 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 280 OKR 210 OM 81,50 FF 172 
LIT 30 500 HFL 87 UKL 20.50 USO 33.50 

(OA/EN) 

(OEINL) 

(FR/IT) 

Diagrammer og kommentarer til den llkonomiske situation i 
Fallesskabet 
Graphs and Notes on the Economic Situation in the Commu
nity 

Schaubilder und Kurzkommentare zur Konjunktur in der Ge
meinschaft 
Grefieken met aantekeningen over de conjunctuur in de Ge
meenschap 

Graphiques et notes rapides sur la conjoncture dans la Com
munautlt 
Grafici e note rapide sulla congiuntura nella ComuniUl 

(manedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 000 OKR 164 OM 63,50 FF 134,50 
LIT 23 800 HFL 68 UKL 16 USO 27.50 
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Resultaterne af konjunkturunders•gelsen hos virksomhedsle
dere i FIBIIesskabet 
Ergebnisse der Konjunkturbefragung bei den Untemehmem in 
der Gemeinschaft 
Results of the business survey carried out among manage
ments in the Community 
R6sultats de l'enquAte de conjoncture auprts des chefs d'en
treprise de la Communaut6 
Risultati dell'inchiesta congiunturale effettuata presso gli 
imprenditori della Comunit6 
Resultaten van de conjunctuurenqulte bij het bedrijfsleven in 
de Gemeenschap 

(OA/OE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
(manedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 3 000 OKR 492 OM 190,50 FF 403 
LIT71 500 HFL204 UKL48 US083 

7 
Timehlnninger- Arbejdstid 
Stundenverdiensta - Arbeitszeit 
Hourly earnings - Hours of work 
Gains horaires - Dur6e du travail 
Retribuzioni orarie - Durata del lavoro 
Uurverdiensten - Arbeidsduur 

(OA/OE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
(halvarlig I halbjiihrlich I half/yearly I semestriel I semestrale I halfjaarlijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 600 OKR 98,50 OM 38 FF 80,50 
LIT 14 300 HFL 41 UKL 9.60 USO 16.50 

(OA.OE.EN.FR.IT.NL) 

Erhvervsuddannelse 
Berufsbildung 
Vocational Training 
Formation professionnelle 
Formazione professional& 
Beroepsopleiding 

(kvartalsvis I vierteljiihrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trimestrale I driemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 250 OKR 41 OM 16 FF 33,50 
LIT6000 HFL17 UKL4 US06.90 

8 
RAjern og stAI - Basispriser og jern- og stAiproducenter 
Roheisen und Stahlerzeugnisse - Grundpreise und Stahlunternehmen 
Pig Iron and Steel- Basic Prices and Iron and Steel Undertakings 
Fontes et aciers - Prix de base et entreprises sid6rurgiques 
Ghise ed acciai - Prezzi base e imprese siderurgiche 

ISSN 0378-4479 

ISSN 0378-3596 

ISSN 0378-5084 
ISSN 0378-5106 
ISSN 0378-5068 
ISSN 0378-5092 
ISSN 0378-5076 
ISSN 0378-4959 

ISSN 0378-4460 

Ruwijzer en staalprodukten - Basisprijzen en ijzer- en staalondememingen 
(OA/OE/EN/FR/IT /N L) 
(manedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 6 000 OKR 984 OM 381 FF 806 
LIT143000 HFL408 UKL96 US0166 



Kvartalsbulletin for industriproduktionen 
Vierteljiihrliches Bulletin der industriellen Produktion 
Quarterly bulletin of industrial production 
Bulletin trimestriel de la production industrielle 
Bollettino trimestral& della produzione industrial& 
Kwartaalbulletin van de industriele produktie 

(DA/D EIE NIF RIIT IN L) 
(kvartalsvis I vierteljahrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trimestrale I driemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
~FR 900 DKR 147,50 DM 57 FF 121 

USD 25 LIT 21450 HFL 61,50 UKL 14.40 

Kvartalsbulletin jern og stAI 
Vierteljahresheft Eisen und Stahl 
Quarterly iron and steel bulletin 
Bulletin trimestriel sid6rurgie 
Bollettino trimestral& siderurgia 
Driemaandelijks bulletin ijzer en staal 

(DA/DEIENIFRIITINL) 
(kvartalsvis I vierteljahrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trimestrale I driemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 900 DKR 147,50 DM 57 FF 121 

USD 25 LIT 21450 HFL 61,50 UKL 14.40 

(DEIENIFRIIT) 

Jern og stAI mAnedsbulletin 
Eisen und Stahl Monatsbericht 
Iron and Steel monthly bulletin 
Sid6rurgie bulletin mensual 
Siderurgia bollettino mensile 
IJzer en staal maandelijks bulletin 

(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 400 DKR 65,50 DM 25,50 
LIT 9 500 HFL 27,50 UKL 6.40 

FF 54 
USD 11 

lndustriens konjunkturindikatorer 
Konjunkturindikatoren fur die Industria 
Industrial short-term trends 
lndicateurs conjoncturels de l'industrie 
lndicatori congiunturali dell'industria 
Conjunctuurindicatoren van de industria 

(DE/ENIFR) 
(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 500 DKR 82 DM 32 FF 67 
LIT 11 900 HFL 34 UKL 8 USD 13.80 
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(OEIENIFR) 

9 
MAnedsbulletin - Kul 
Monatsbulletin - Kohle 
Monthly bulletin - Coal 
Bulletin mensuel - Charbon 
Bollettino mensile - Carbone 
Maandelijks bulletin - Kolen 

(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 300 OKR 49 OM 19 FF 40,50 

USO 8.50 LIT 7 150 HFL 20,50 UKL 4.80 

(OE/ENIFR) 

MAnedsbulletin - Kulbrinter 
Monatsbulletin - Kohlenwasserstoffe 
Monthly bulletin - Hydrocarbons 
Bulletin mensuel - Hydrocarbures 
Bollettino mensile - ldrocarburi 
Maandelijks bulletin - Koolwaterstoffen 

(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 600 OKR 98,50 OM 38 FF 80,50 

USO 16.50 LIT 14300 HFL 41 UKL 9.60 

(OEIENIFR) 

MAnedsbulletin - Elektricitet 
Monatsbulletin - Elektrizitiit 
Monthly bulletin - Electrical energy 
Bulletin mensuel - ~nergie 61ectrique 
Bollettino mensile - Energia elettrica 
Maandelijks bulletin - Elektriciteit 

(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 300 OKR 49 OM 19 
LIT 7 150 HFL 20,50 UKL 4.80 

BFR 1100 
LIT 26200 

OKR 180,50 OM 70 
HFL 75 UKL 17.60 

10 

FF 40,50 
USO 8.50 

FF 147,50 
USO 30.50 

MAnedsoversigt over transport 
Monatsubersichten des Verkehrs 
Monthly tables of transport 
Tableaux mensuels des transports 
Tabelle mensili dei trasporti 
Maandgegevens van het vervoer 

(OA/OEIENIFRIITINL) 
(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 250 DKR 205 OM 79,50 
LIT 29 800 HFL 85 UKL 20 

FF 168 
USO 34.50 

A ISSN 0378-357X 

B ISSN 0378-3731 

c ISSN 0378-3561 

ISSN 0378-3502 



11 
Vegetabilsk produktion 
Pflanzliche Erzeugung 
Crop production 
Production vltglttale 
Produzione vegetale 
Plantaardige produktie 

(DA/DE/EN/FA/IT/NL) 
(uregelmEBssig I unregelmiiBig I irregular I irregulier I irregolare I onregelmatig) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFA 2 500 DKA 410 OM 158,50 FF 336 
LIT 59 500 HFL 170 UKL 40 USD 69 

(DE/EN/FA/IT) 

Minedlig statistik for klld 
Monatliche Statistik von Fleisch 
Monthly statistics of meat 
Statistiques mensuelles de la viande 
Statistiche mensili della carne 
Maandelijkse statistieken van vlees 

(mllnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFA 2 500 DKA 410 OM 158,50 FF 336 
LIT 59 500 HFL 170 UKL 40 USD 69 

Mlmedlig statistik for mmlk 
Monatliche Statistik von Milch 
Monthly statistics of milk 
Statistiques mensuelles du lait 
Statistiche mensili del latte 
Maandelijkse statistieken van melk 

(DA/DE/EN/FA/IT/NL) 
(mllnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFA 1 400 DKA 229,50 OM 89 
LIT 33 350 HFL 95 UKL 22.40 

FF 188 
USD 39 

MAnedlig statistik for mg 
Monatliche Statistik von Eiern 
Monthly statistics of eggs 
Statistiques mensuelles des mufs 
Statistiche mensili delle uova 
Maandelijkse statistieken van eieren 

(DE/FA) 
(mllnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 400 DKR 229,50 OM 89 
LIT 33 350 HFL 95 UKL 22.40 

FF 188 
USD 39 
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(DEIENIFRIIT) 

Salgspriser for animalske produkter 
Verkaufspreise tierischer Produkte 
Selling prices of animal products 
Prix de vente de produits animaux 
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti animali 
Verkoopprijzen van dierlijke produkten 

(tomi!nedlig I zweimonatlich I bimonthly I bimestriel I bimestrale I tweemaandelijks) 

(DEIENIFRIIT) 

Salgspriser for vegetabilske produkter 
Verkaufspreise pflanzlicher Produkte 
Selling prices of vegetable products 
Prix de vente de produits vltglttaux 
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti vegetali 
Verkoopprijzen van plantaardige produkten 

11 

(tomilnedlig I zweimonatlich I bimonthly I bimestriel I bimestrale I tweemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 2 700 DKR 442,50 DM 171,50 FF 362,50 
LIT 64300 HFL 184 UKL 43.20 USD 74.50 

lndklllbspriser for driftsmidler 
Einkaufspreise der Betriebsmittel 

} I + 11 

Purchase prices of the means of production 
Prix d'achat des moyens de production 
Prezzi d'acquisto dei mezzi di produzione 
Aankoopprijzen van de produktiemiddelen 

(DEIENIFRIIT) 
(kvartalsvis I vierteljiihrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trimestrale I driemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 700 DKR 115 DM 44,50 FF 94 
LIT 16700 HFL 47,50 UKL 11.20 USD 19.50 

»Grlllnt« abonnement - .. Grunes" Abonnement - 'Green' subscription 
Abonnement « vert » - Abbonamento «verde» - .. Groen" abonnement 
A + B + C + D + E' + E" + F 
BFR 11000 DKR 1803 DM 698 FF 1477 

USD 303.50 LIT 261900 HFL 748 UKL 176 

(DA/DEIENIFRIITINL) 

L.andbrugsmarkeder - Seriepriser : Animalske produkter 
Agrarmiirkte - Serie Preise : Tierische Produkte 
Agricultural Markets - Series Prices : Livestock Products 
Marches agricoles - Serie Prix: Produits animaux 
Mercati agricoli - Serie Prezzi : Prodotti animali 
Landbouwmarkten - Serie Prijzen : Dierlijke produkten 

(uregelmressig I unregelmiiBig I irregular I irregulier I irregolare I onregelmatig) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 000 DKR 164 DM 63,50 
LIT 23 800 HFL 68 UKL 16 

FF 134,50 
USD 27.50 

E' ISSN 0378-6722 

E" ISSN 0378-6714 

F ISSN 0378-6692 

A ISSN 0378-4444 



Landbrugsmarkeder - Seriepriser : Vegetabilske produkter 
Agrarmiirkte - Serie Preise : Tierische Produkte 
Agricultural Markets - Series Prices : Vegetable Products 
Marches agricoles - Serie Prix : Produits vegetaux 
Mercati agricoli - Serie Prezzi : Prodotti vegetali 
landbouwmarkten - Serie ~rijzen : Plantaardige produkten 

(OA/OEIENIFRIITINL) 
(uregelmaessig I unregelmiiBig I irregular I irregulier I irregolare I onregelmatig) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 000 OKR 164 OM 63,50 
LIT 23800 HFL 68 UKL 16 

BFR 1 650 
LIT 39 300 

OKR 270,50 OM 105 
HFL 112 UKL 26.40 

FF 134,50 
USO 27.50 

FF 221,50 
USO 45.50 

} A + B 

EF-indeks over producentpriser pll landbrugsprodukter 
EG-Index der Erzeugerpreise landwirtschaftlicher Produkte 
EC-index of producer prices of agricultural products 
lndice CE des prix 1\ la production des produits agricoles 
lndice CE dei prezzi alia produzione dei prodotti agricoli 
EG-index van producentenprijzen van landbouwprodukten 

(OE/ENIFRIIT) 
(tomlmedlig I zweimonatlich I bimonthly I bimestriel I bimestrale I tweemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 700 OKR 115 OM 44,50 FF 94 
LIT 16700 HFL 47,50 UKL 11.20 USO 19.50 

12 

B 

lkke offentliggjort I Keine Veroffentlichung I No publications I 
Pas de parution I Nessuna pubblicazione I Niet verschenen 

13 
The Courier- European Community- Africa-Caribbean-Pacific 
Le Courrier- Communaute europeenne- Afrique-Caraibes-Pacifique 

(EN.FR) 
(bi-monthly - bimestriel) (Gratis - Gratuit) 

14 
Euro abstracts- Section I. Euratom and EEC Research 

(EN) 
(mllnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensual I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 460 OKR 239,50 OM 93 
LIT 34 800 H FL 99,50 U KL 23.40 

FF 196 
USO 40.50 
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Euro abstracts- Section 11. Coal and Steel 

(OEIENIFR) 
(monatlich I monthly I mensuel) 
(Gratis) 

15 
lkke offentliggjort I Keine Veroffentlichung I No publications 
Pas de parution I Nessuna pubblicazione I Niet verschenen 

16 
lkke offentliggjort I Keine Veroffentlichung I No publications 
Pas de parution I Nessuna pubblicazione I Niet verschenen 

17 
MAnedsbulletin for almen statistik 
Monatsbulletin der allgemeinen Statistik 
Monthly general statistics bulletin 
Bulletin mensuel des statistiques generales 
Bollettino mensile delle statistiche generali 
Maandelijks bulletin algemene statistiek 

(OA/OEIENIFRIITINL) 
(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 500 OKR 246 OM 95 
LIT 35700 HFL 102 UKL 24 

FF 201,50 
USO 41.50 

Timelfllnninger. Arbejdstid 
Stundenverdienste. Arbeitszeit 
Hourly earnings. Hours of work 
Gains horaires. Duree du travail 
Retribuzioni orarie. Durata del lavoro 
Uurverdiensten. Arbeidsduur 

(OA/OEIENIFRIITINL) 
(halvArlig I halbjiihrlich I half-yearly I semestriel I semestrale I halfjaarlijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 600 OKR 98,50 OM 38 
LIT 14300 HFL 41 UKL 9.60 

Vegetabilsk produktion 
Pflanzliche Erzeugung 
Crop production 
Production vegetale 
Produzione vegetale 
Plantaardige produktie 

(OA/OEIENIFRIITINL) 

FF 80,50 
USO 16.50 

(1 0-12 hrefter pr. Ar. 1 0-12 Hefte jiihrlich. 1 0-12 issues yearly. 
10-12 numeros par an. 10-12 fascicoli all'anno. 
1 0-12 nummers per jaar) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 2 500 OKR 410 OM 158,50 FF 336 
LIT 59 500 HFL 170 UKL 40 USO 69 

A 

ISSN 0378-3472 

ISSN 0378-3456 

ISSN 0378-3596 

ISSN 0378-3588 



(OEIENIFRIIT) 

MAnedlig statistik for kflfd 
Monatliche Statistik von Fleisch 
Monthly statistics of meat 
Statistiques mensuelles de la viande 
Statistiche mensili della carne 
Maandelijkse statistieken van vlees 

(1 0 haefter pr. Ar. 10 Hefte jiihrlich. 10 issues yearly. 10 numeros par an. 
10 fascicoli all'anno. 10 nummers per jaar) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 2500 OKR 410 OM 158,50 FF 336 
LIT 59 500 HFL 170 UKL 40 USO 69 

MAnedlig statistik for moelk 
Monatliche Statistik von Milch 
Monthly statistics of milk 
Statistiques mensuelles du lait 
Statistiche mensili del latte 
Maandelijkse statistieken van rnelk 

(OA/OE/ENIFRIITINL) 
( 10 hmfter pr. Ar. 10 Hefte jiihrlich. 10 issues yearly. 1 0 numeros par an. 
10 fascicoli all'anno. 10 nummers per jaar) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 400 OKR 229,50 OM 89 FF 188 

USO 39 LIT 33 350 HFL 95 UKL 22.40 

(OEIFR) 

MAnedlig statistik for csg 
Monatliche Statistik von Eiern 
Monthly statistics of eggs 
Statistiques mensuelles des atufs 
Statistiche mensili delle uova 
Maandelijkse statistieken van eleren 

(1 0 haefter pr. Ar. 10 Hefte jiihrlich. 10 issues yearly. 10 numeros par an. 
10 fascicoli all' an no. 10 nummers per jaar) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 1 400 OKR 229,50 OM 89 FF 188 

USO 39 LIT 33 350 HFL 95 UKL 22.40 

(OE/EN/FRIID 

Selgspriser for animelske produkter 
Verkaufspreise tierischer Produkte 
Selling prices of animal products 
Prix de vente de produits animaux 
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti animali 
Verkoopprijzen van dierlijke produkten 

(tomAnedlig I zweimonatlich I bimonthly I bimestriel I bimestrale I tweemaandelijks) 

(OE/ENIFRIID 

Salgspriser for vegetabilske produkter 
Verkaufspreise pflanzlicher Produkte 
Selling prices of vegetable products 
Prix de vante de produits v(tg6taux 
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti vegetali 
Verkoopprijzen van plantaardige produkten 

11 

(tomAnedlig I zweimonatlich I bimonthly I bimestriel I bimestrale I tweemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 2 700 OKR 442,50 OM 171,50 FF 362,50 
LIT 64 300 H FL 184 U KL 43.20 USO 7 4.50 } I + 11 
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(DEIENIFRIIT) 

lndkfllbspriser for driftsmidler 
Einkaufspreise der Betriebsmittel 
Purchase prices of the means of production 
Prix d'achat des moyens de production 
Prezzi d'acquisto dei mezzi di produzione 
Aankoopprijzen van de produktiemiddelen 

(kvartalsvis I vierteljahrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trimestrale I driemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 700 DKR 115 DM 44,50 FF 94 
LIT 16700 HFL 47,50 UKL 11.20 USD 19.50 

))Gr111nt« abonnement - .. Grunes Abonnement" - 'Green' sub
scription - Abonnement « vert )) - Abbonamento «verde)) -
.. Groen·· abonnement 
A + B + C + D + E" + E" + F 
BFR 11 000 DKR 1803 
LIT 261 900 HFL 748 

DM 698 
UKL 176 

FF 1477 
USD 303.50 

(DEIENIFRIIT) 

EF-indeks over producentpriser pii landbrugsprodukter 
EG-Index der Erzeugerpreise landwirtschaftlicher Produkte 
EC-index of producer prices of agricultural products 
lndice CE des prix a la production des produits agricoles 
lndice CE dei prezzi alia produzione dei prodotti agricoli 
EG-index van producentenprijzen van landbouwprodukten 

(tomiinedlig I zweimonatlich I bimonthly I bimestriel/ bimestrale I tweemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 700 DKR 115 DM 44,50 FF 94 
LIT 16700 HFL 47,50 UKL 11.20 USD 19.50 

Kvartalsbulletin for industriproduktionen 
Vierteljahrliches Bulletin der industriellen Produktion 
Quarterly bulletin of industrial production 
Bulletin trimestriel de la production industrielle 
Bollettino trimestrale della produzione industriale 
Kwartaalbulletin van de industriele produktie 

(DA/DEIENIFRIITINL) 
(kvartalsvis I vierteljahrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trimestrale I driemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 900 DKR 147,50 DM 57 
LIT 21450 HFL 61,50 UKL 14.40 

FF 121 
USD 25 

Kvartalsbulletin jern og still 
Vierteljahresheft Eisen und Stahl 
Quarterly iron and steel bulletin 
Bulletin trimestriel siderurgie 
Bollettino trimestrale siderurgia 
Driemaandelijks bulletin ijzer en staal 

(DA/DEIENIFRIITINL) 
(kvartalsvis I vierteljahrlich I quarterly I trimestriel I trimestrale I driemaandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 900 DKR 147,50 DM 57 
LIT 21450 HFL 61,50 UKL 14.40 

FF 121 
USD 25 

F ISSN 0378-6692 

ISSN 0378-6706 

ISSN 0378-3529 

ISSN 0378-7672 



(DEIENIFRIIT) 

Jern og stAI mAnedsbulletin 
Eisen und Stahl Monatsbericht 
Iron and Steel monthly bulletin 
Sid6rurgie bulletin mensuel 
Siderurgia bollettino mensile 
IJzer en staal maandelijks bulletin 

(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 400 DKR 65,50 DM 25,50 FF 54 

USD 11 LIT 9 500 HFL 27,50 UKL 6.40 

(DEIENIFR) 

lndustriens konjunkturindikatorer 
Konjunkturindikatoren fiir die lndustrie 
Industrial short-term trends 
lndicateurs conjoncturels de l'industrie 
lndicatori congiunturali dell'industria 
Conjunctuurindicatoren van de industrie 

(mAnedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 500 DKR 82 DM 32 FF 67 
LIT 11 900 HFL 34 UKL 8 USD 13.80 

(DEIENIFR) 

MAnedsbulletin - Kul 
Monatsbulletin - Kohle 
Monthly bulletin - Coal 
Bulletin mensuel - Charbon 
Bollettino mensile - Carbone 
Maandelijks bulletin - Kolen 

(mlmedlig I monatlich I monthly I mensuel I mensile I maandelijks) 
Abonnement I Subscription I Abbonamento 
BFR 300 DKR 49 DM 19 
LIT 7 150 HFL 20,50 UKL 4.80 

FF 40,50 
USD 8.50 

MAnedsbulletin - Kulbrinter 
Monatsbulletin - Kohlenwasserstoffe 
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